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Block Bam gers' Log
Block His ifc-’y (307)
7

LOG
Sept. 28« 1942

4

STAFF
(B) Meeting

fri

II

Mamgtr went to aExecutive Committee
meotiag at the Admlnistra tion Building at
WslB AM to discuss the Block Bead Blow
out* Results war® that the party will bo
ai^blt at ^«30 PM at 324.
block jtfJiiyratEs
(A) Work Reports
Commit fees from our block went to pick up
wiro wherever possible to use for trine
lumber for block shade.
(B)

Block Chaiges

, . z Shade is being constructed.
in} Social Activities
Pre^ration for block appreciation party
^
kltChen CreW 13 now in
awing.
I? «ES1K5H8
(A)

Business

1. Ichiro Okada ease to ge t the signature
of the block Hanger tor the letter to
**• Wade Head asking him to correct some
defect in the camp which was listed in the
atter.
2* two girls from the Press came in to get 2
volunteers for seling subscription for
qusen contest.
3. Kenny Murase from the Research Department
iu<juire about the general nature
of the log.
fill MAHAGER«SHO®g{
®*^*1
on* Jf *** block— especially the ismls
^ejrery mash, enthusiastic about bulldingblock shade
aif?0®® *®eBB to bo busy trying to do something,
nothing ofemergeney nature took place. Office !tp~
lof* would need more supplies
immediately. Ran out of soap 3 days ago*
Torn Xfteda

313

39« 1942

STAFF
lA) Business Call
Am (Mgr*) fo*

I

T1

_

Administration telMlag#
Objecti Jimmy Fukushima went to M**
ministration building for
manager to get requisition fear
lumber for purpose of making
kitchen extension« Also went
to get two sacks of extra fangr
rise fortomorrow** appreciation dinner for kitchen crew«
Result:
Result on lumbers Unable to
get specified demons! on* Will
ask committee for definite
specification*
Unable to get rice«
2# (Staff) fol 324 kitchen
Subjects
fo clean up and for fulfill ~
»ant of respective duty*
Hesultf
£he Mess hall was made really
___
for the blow-out*

„

block

m'minm

(A)

IV

work Reports
1« Pipe line is being installed in the kitchen
for the cooler*
2» Work on block shade started in full swine
fro® this morning*
(B) Block Changes
Shade is being constructed«
(B) Social Activities
Block appreciation party for kitchen crew
is set for tenorrow night« Girls »»**
women are asked to help preparlngfOr to«*
morrow night*
VISE: fORS
(4

VIII

Business

Bill Kinami brougi t in list of High Sdi col
Students* Asked us to send them to Block
324-8-A today*
*AHAGER*S BOTBs
It is imperative that we receive Hypro or some other
substitute* It is an essential necessity and we
need it imediately* We also need first aid kit*
Promised everything necessary for first
sid if we make the bd* we had the box made almost
a month ago but still no sight of medicine* I*d
like to see the administration take action on this
mtter imediately»
Ihere is a growing evidsice
sold* How coot more blanket and installation
of stove and insulating materials before it becomes
late*
foru Ikeda

|ijy®

51b

BLOCK BABAGBRS* LOG
Bloek Managers* Log
Block H l s t o A ( 307}
LOG

I

II

STAOT
(4) Business eall
(Xgr*) Boi #309 Recreatloa Ball
Subjects To seebarry Inouy© 1? ho could
borro* the F#A# System for the
bloek party»
Resulti
Mlght be able to use it botwee»
,the hours of 7 • 8 H ;
|#i smwwtu
*vM .*1* w ’M i
A Barn from the Chief Steward1» Offleo to
compilo nameaof i p é personnel to deterÄ » thelr salary ln the respeetiTe Job*
BLOCK I C B V 3 S 3
Work Report»
The m m are etili working on the »hade*
(B) Bloek Change»
Two boysj Henry loto and Taneharu T#lrl
g left for Nebraska
(E) Social Aetivltie»
1» The ohlef eok and all the kltoben erew
turned over thelr taska to the older wotaen
to eook fer thè eweming m t o which 1» to
be serwed at fi 00 » *
2* The party was held and was eajoyed by all#

in

mmmmzEB

Kill

Ere» Temo T&kahaahi— maternity case»
MANAGER*3 BOTE!
Apprendati» dlnner for the kleben crew was a
great successa# Dldn*t rodi Ise 307 had so rnany
talenta* Be § m m A effect eh loh thla appreelatlon
dlnner had upon th© morale of thè group la heartenIng* Also thla gestore se©» d to bring closer
armen* between bk* mgr* office and the kitc'en;
also betweoi the people and the kltoben* Breryone
appears to be en&mslastle and la talklng of har*
isg sigillar program in thè fatare* Entertainment
was eapeolally wall dono*
Still no aoap and office supply* Want lt Issaedlately*
A|eo want first ald kit*
^
fern Ikeda

igers* IiOI
Histc^ (507
LOG
|yI
' 1942
1
from
i M I office for
purpose of
os# Who was la
to Ä i a

come in to
H a t of
oat If

wore say
In order
for each people*

II

m&n of the

ere

#

bora to Mr. and

Thlsafflee i# very low cm office
Mm soap— isast hare mm& imt&dl ately«
Seat in requisition for straw for ITO

West to til»
me m m&

dable group In the
one« Want It
aid kit# Want
tat everything
fora

forno

föru Ikeda

3B>

Bi>o(x m m m s s * %m
Block Managers1 Log
Block BÜstoar^<507)

Oet* 3* 1942
n*

m m m m
Work Report
.,
^
Carpenters wont to work on school furnitures*
111 H o c k Changes

bloce

(4

Shade Being Ballt*

tttm

MlBCffiUMSQnS

|B|

Tin*

leauis it1ons
this office has had no soap for about two weeks*
It Is very urgent that we haws this icssedlstely*
ThB mmrnk. supply Is entirely out* Must have
©ore right away*

m » i ® s fs wfs-i.

It is imperative that ,we receive ao ap end first ä &
kit* fhis must be had Isase&iately# Meed stoves
and blanket because ©say persons are catching cold
as aresult of late evening and early morning chilli
ness *
foru Ikeda

Dot* 4« 1942
»jr

|ggERCrEMCXSS

Water and power apply was out off during the hours*
8*00 - 11*30 AS*
n u

tiii*

Mxmm&mmm
(S Requisitions 'Ä
1* Blankets
2* laundry and toilet soap*
3* Waste-paper basket*
mmt
Kept the staff well oeeupiedbefore the water was
but off. Wothingof special Importance took place*

Oct# 5# 1042

and Klfcsumatsu H&yashl left
f orBI
Barracks 12 and 13
k Meetings
,
._ „ .
4, general meeting of the block uas called
by ffot block manager for the nomination of
a block representative to the temporary
Board of Edreotors of the Cooperative*
Rssultt Hr. S.
-ms. noninatad fan
the block and Br* ip* Biyata from the Councili
men fro® Camp I came and apoke to the
people about the way the cooperative was
found and how it will bo managed by this
board we are going to elect# some*
{A)

Business
»r# fo® Sakamoto came with
from the Fire Dept with Fire prevention
#eek notices which he asked us to tack
®p at certain places#

1* Comnlaint from the Hubbish Dept* abort putting
garage into the rubbish box#
Complaint brought up at the block meeting or
‘~
Ua receiving pay checks#
*S* BOTH
««u* a very busy day* the construction on tbs block
shade has been temporarily halted# because of inability
to get truck to W i n g back brushes for roofs* learned
at the executive meeting that kitchen knife# fork*
and spoon has arrived# Still no medical supply* first
aid) has arrived* lack of tnazm portation is greatly
noticeable* We must have some means of coManic ation
for quicker action until the phone arrives#
TV«td&
.W ::,.
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LOG
0Ct# 6, 1048

If.

VISITORS
(A) Business
Mr# Manewel and Mr. Brown from the Holly 3ugar
Company came in to see If there were m y
available for 6 weeks work in Montana and.
Wyoming beet fields.

fin#

M£MAGSB*S IWli
Oar secretary became one of the 12 queen candidates
who was left in the semi-finals. The whole block
is more or less Jubilant of the fact. Everything
isat a standstill, fo&k ay afternoon off to visit
other blocks and. to see how the school was running*
Personify, I M lifcejf to see the core cfcarse divided
-f?:
ga^cnp and have the regular high school
method introduoed— is.# those whose are especially
well advanced in certain subject teach that subject
alone, still no soap sad first aid kit. »fonder
when it will come in »’
——algo the blankets#
fora ikeda

Oct. f* 194S
in#
fi.

fill

mmamaxm
Mater supply shat off without warning.
nmmm
(4} Complaints
1. The espentera complained that the rubbish
crew were not ooopeating with them to
.take away ruMsh from the carpenter shop.
2m The water supply was shut off without any
warning chats «fewer to the Mock office i
was unable to warn the residents.
(G# Questions and Answers
1« Question
Can you- have archery here la c a m #
Answer
M % you c » # if it ig soley for recrea
tional purpose. (Burge)
$fl
MAHAGER*S HQTEs
Arab hereafter we would like ai^f emergency told at
bhe block managers office first so that we Could
warn the people* Otherwise Mil of the short coming

& 0 £ g ma?i*BFiSf ltO0

Block Managers * £og
Block H i s t o r y 507)

Oct* 7f 1042
(continued)

msMmm'B

bote*

will be placed cm the block manager^ office# With
out M i knowledge of the mishap especially in the
ease of water 3hut~&ff this is important for block
manager*a office to know of this fact* in order to
warm the kitchen, the people* sad to hare reserre
water to take care of the latrines* I was glad
to straighten the matter of Wmm& and bulbs for the
kitchen between Mr* Burdick and Hr* Burge*
The great majority of the people in this block is
strongly opposed to the forming of cooperative
stores*
general feeling is noticeable*
There is complainte coming in fro® time to time
demanding straw for the matrasses* We would like
the block managers supervisor to harry this matter
as soon as posable*
The Oamp 3 kitchen carpenters living in ourblock
had trouble with the mtbblsh crow* It seems that
the kitchen carpenters help the rubbish crew load
tip the sere p lumber |the rubbish just sat and watched
tnem load, claim® the kitchen crew foreman)» When
the kitchen crow darpenters were asked by tha rabbit,
crew they refused because they were busy with their
work and also they felt it was the duty of the rubbish
crew fifâéff to unload rubbish* Then the rubbish
crew ém%> whole Iwap scrap in front of the building
and X went home 1 foe! that some disciplinary action
should be taksn so that such action will not occur
Tore Xkeda
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Oct. 8, 194£

LOG
I . STAFF
(B)

Meeting

1,

(Mgr.)
feeat to a regular Executive Committee meet
ing at the Administration Building at 9s00
a *sol*

fl>

REMARKS

\A)

Complaints
1«

?III.

Janitor complained that the sink plug
chains of the laundry room are all missing.

MASACER1£ NOTE
Want straws, blankets, penpoints, first aid kit as
soon as possible, las very much pleased to find
many work completed systematically by the supervisor
ana his assistant. X hope they will*keep this work
ap. if they do (X am sure they will) we will soon
xind camp 3 will be the best camp in Poston.
Toru Ikeda
Oct. 9, 1942

I.

STAFF
Ruiness Calls

1.
Warehouse
OBJECT: To cheex up on the missing articles
from this block.
RESULT: no unclaimed articles in the ware
house at present.
fU

(Ass* t Mgr.)
Administration Building, Poston Office
OBJECT: To get registered mail.
RESULT: Received the mail and brought it back.

TO i

Meetings
1. Manager and secretary went to the regular
block managers meeting held in the 306 Ree.
nail at 9ft30 a.m.
his office is now up-

BLOCK MâflâGM’E LOG
Block MaaagW* s log
riloek History (307)

*
Oct, 9, 134*.:
(Continued)
LOG

to-date on the latest bulletins and diseu
sions.
fill,

MAS AG EBfS HOTES
titould like to have first aid kitj blankets, hay,
soap, las very glad to learn that we will have a
shoe repairing shop.
Everyone has been wondering
w ere they could repair their shoe* I hope the
machinery *111 be set up immediately.
Toru Iked
Get. 10, 134

I.

STAFF
(C)

Survey
1# (Ass* t Mgr)
Mad§ a check-up on the number of coolers h
bought from Eddie Xaaaaoto. I0ne was found,
E*

gif

B10CK ACTIVITIES
(A)

VIII,

{^Us}
Made a eheckvup on the damages done by the
storm. This jig to be turned in to the
Supervisor1s Office by M m ay toon.

Work Reports
1, Preparation for lumber crew tomorrow being
made. Committees are being formed,

MAiAGIR* S M O T E
Was a very busy day getting the committee divided
and collecting tools* Am especially grateful to the
truck dispatcher, and Hob. Suugiaoto for coming here
and cooperating with us to made the next day1s plan
ing easier* Am also grateful to the 507 boys working
at the warehouse for bringing some tools. Also to
those who volunteeredfor their respective job* I am
grateful as well as to the kitchen crew who had to
wake up early in the next morning, but cheerfully
accepted their task of early cooking.
Was very glad
to find the existence of enthusiasm which the people
in the blk. showed* At this rate we may complete the
shade within one day.

Sib

BLOCK
S LOG
Bio cl: Msna^lr1s log
Block History ($07)

Oct. 11, 194Í
LOG

I.

XI*

VIII,

STAFF
BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(a )

Work Reports
!• The block men turned, out to go to get
brushes for competíon of the block shade*

(B)

Block Changes
1. The block shade has been completed,

MAHAGFü'S BOTE
Was glad that everyone did his part in going after
the material.for the shade. It was a very busy
morning and gathered a good supply of brush and
limbs by noon. Also, in the afternoon they went
after rocks to start the ^pr|: 6f Xormlhg a' block
¡ garden*
Would like very much to obtainstew for the mattress
as we have many complaints; there are many cases
of colds on account of this and the need of
mattress straw is very urgent*
The need of heating facilities is concerned ss the
weath is getting cold.
Henry Tanaka
Assft Mgr.
Oct. IE, M B
I*
(A)

STAFF
Business Calls
1* (Bik. Mgf. | Sight watchman,k* gardeners)
TO:
Camp #1
OBJECT: To see blk* garden, - how mess
hall was arranges.
Bars for Blk. Gym.
EE&lILfs They got the bars for gym, they
1 looked over the -arrangement
of the mess hall, also the garden.

31b
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Oct Xt9 1342
(Continued)
LOG

IX.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(B)

Block Changes
1* Camp carpenter installed exhaust fan in
1c* Mgr* Office.
tary.

(C)

VI.

foal ye Tashiro new secre-

Block Meetings
Block Council Meeting was held to discuss t
1. Have committee to have a set form or rules
for readings, funerals, child birth.
2* Issei advisory council (3 nominees)
One to represent from this camp and. the re
maining 2?,Ill advise within the block v.ith
the block manager.
3. Block gardens (report of garden on Rlxu 10
at Camp #1 was resorted by Mr. Hiyata and
Mr. Jonoguchi)
*

REMARKS
(A)
iC)

VIII.

*

Complaints
1. Kitfeen boiler did not operate. Boiler pipe
plugged.
Where can arts and Handicraft be learned.

MANAGER'S NOTE
^roup of Block members sent to see the gardens of the
various blocks in Unit I to obtain different types
and ideas from which I very good plan could be worked
out xr an ideal garden.

The carpenters are working very hard in making some of the
office furnitures end improving here and there to make it
more convenient* I’m sure they are doing their utmost for
the benefit of everydne.
The carpenters are in need of files to keep their tools
in good conditions. We have ordered through mail order hous*
but have not been able to obtain any files as yet.
H en ry T an ak a
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LOG

STAFF
(A) Business Cglls
1* Blk* Mgrr. and e3eren members.

10 s
OBJECT i

RESOLTs

IX.

Camp "“#1
Secure ideas on Blk* garden, see the mess
hall arrangement, method of serving and
the cellar system of the kitchen,
precedence on death, marriage, birth of
babies and etc*
Camp kitchen carpenter went to warehouse
camp shop to see if they could get file
for there use*
^result) -didn't have any.
(Till further notice)

MEilTIBG

(A)
(B)
I
1C)

M
1*

Aenn vflre chief)
Pertaining to the shades, and kitchen,
hr. Bakadate
1. Bequest be made from the block managers
directly to the medical Lept. or to the
business Mgr. in case anything was wanted
Things requested at the meetings.

1«
Ipl

First aid kit wanted.

£. Ladders for ell blocks* (8 to each block)
3, Incinerator
(resident rubbish)
Announcement
1. So garbage in rubbish boxes.

Illegal to cut down cactus
3.

(E)

I?*

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(B)

Vili.

Illegal to sent out petrefied wood unless
In samll quantities.
4. All parcels, freight, C„Q,L, packgaes will
be inspected.
Memorandum
1. Soldiers may visit camps if government
orders are followed
Block changes
1. Block bars for gym was erected.
1. The block garden is going nicely

REMARKS
(A)

Complaints
i. Kitchen exhaust fan needs

separate switch

MiHAGEB1S ttil
Several benches were made by the carpenter and are
being used under the shade.
The exhaust fan for the kitchen was installed but

BLOCH MANAGER^ LOG
Block UqnageJfk log
Block History (30?}

ÜS

A
Oct# 13 194?
(Continu d)
jkOG

JL#

HAMAGER9S NOTE (Continued)
lift power line was connected to a light circuit with
some switch so the exhaust fan will hot be used until
a separate switch is installed.
Henry Tanaka'
Ass*t Blk. Mgr*
Oct* 14, 1942

I,

STAFF
(B) Meeting
1* (MGR)

TOs

(Block Mgr* Executive Board
Meeting) Ad. Bidg#
SOEJECT: To obtain absentee Ballot
Blanks.
(Bisucussion-no blankets are
available as yet but it will
arrive later, on*
.Rubbish ere® cu i t~ snothe:r crew
' must be found,

II .

BLOCH ACTIVITIES
(A) *ork Exports
1. The garden committee has'sta. rted to build
, 11
s B k . rock garden*
(B) Block Changes
ii S i p basins in both latrine installed this
morning by Construction Co*

Till , MANAGER*£ MOTEL
Block residents were uite busy searching for mater
ials to use in the Block garden and. also they Just
started to break ground for the garden pond.
Several parties complained of the examining of parcel
which mere only printed matter fro?B various American
Publishing firms*
The weather is getting very cold and people are asking for extra blankets* I hope the blankets are fur
nished very soon end also the heatng system.
Henry Tanaka
Ass*t Blk. Mgr
Oct* 15, 1942

Rib

m

BLOCK KAHAGEBM *OG
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Set. 15,

1942

LOG
§!

STAFF
(a ) Business Calls
(Ass*t Mgr.) TO?
BOBJECTi

(C)

Purveys
1.

II.

fill*

Block #306 Mgr*s Office
To help identity persons
from our block in receiving their pay.

Custodian made survey for the Med. Clinic
on Diptiieria and a **hi.c\z test ease yester
day afternoon.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
!®f Employment
1.
Akahosiii-P~B~ delivery boy*
£* « i n get referal card from Employment office
5* Paper to be brought to delivery boys home
at around 7sGO A.M.
(l) Election
1* Block election for temporary delegate to the
Co-op Congress of Poston.
Hesuits Susumu Togasaki was elected.
MATUGBEB JSOTE
today was payday sad everyone on the payroll or who
are working received their pay but there were workas
whose names were not on the list and also a number
of people did not receive full pay (when working from
the same time)
as other members who worked on the
same job and received their full pay.
The election for Temporary Delegatesto Co-op.did not
show very much interest from the voters and the voting
count very low. This was probably because only one
candidate, tsfthough felt
explained'that procedure
of voting had to be1 done regardless of the number of
candidates.
The need of laundry soap Is very urgent and also mat
tress for old people.
Henry Tanoka
Ass11 Blk. Mgr.
Oct. B,

X.

Jiff

STAFF
a.

Business Calls
1* (Ass1t Mgr.)

TO?

Mgrs-Eapsrrisors)

31b
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Oct. 16, 194£
(Continued)
log

|•

STAF,F10ontinu §dJ
1. (Ass11 Mgr.)
SUBJECT';
HESULTS;
|f|

VI.

Surveys
1. Ass* t Mgr. made surrey on persons who
received their straws and who did not.

HMAEKS

(A)

Complaints
1.

VIII.

To get tools, for carpentry.
Obtained a rip saw, claw hammer*
and hatchet.

Janitors do not want garbage in the rubbish
can.

MJJAGEE'S NOTES .
Am very glad to find aver kitchen so cooperative and
willing to made lunch for those going to the fair
when they were asked about it. This action clearly
indicated the close relationship and harmony between
the kitchen the ¡¡Ip Mgrs. Office and the peodfe. The
people themselves clearly indicate b y .their action
that they appreciate the favor which the kitchen has
promised to ao for them.
Aentto get my paycheck and received it but X noticed
clearly tteat there -&?e many errors in time keeper*s.
office* There are many cases where the persons*s
time is listed in the C-m&p 5 timekeeper9s 'office
but was not listed. In the list of the nay matter I
hope such mistakes do not happen again. Even if it
does happen, X personaly would like it made easier
so that if the Camp 3 time keeper office gives the
written statement to the worker to receive his pay
if M s r a w is not listed in the paymaster9« list,
,that that person be paid. If the party actually put
in his work and show proof of this, he should be paid.
We are still short on blankets. *e want these blanket
requisition to be taken care as fast as possible. W*
are still waiting for our first aid kit promised us.
hetfs get action done on this. Also how about ha lag
some sort of emergency call system until the phone is
installed.
Torn Ikeda

Slb
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LOG

I*

STAFF.
(B) Meetings
1, Manager and Lee* went to the reguslr t»xock
Manager* u meeting at block *306 Rec. Hall
( 4 0 0 cotton mattress In camp #1 Miss fenly
In direct charge,
All Blit. Mgr* go on Bile.rat-vsy to find out
accessay matress and iron cots needed, (age
and ailment necessary)
(C) Surrey
1. Blk. will need about 15 more balls of straw
for the cots.
1*
. Mgr. went on a survey of iron bed and
cotton-mattress needed.

VIII,

MANAGER'S MOTES
Kitchen went thru with its premise to.make lunch
ad did It in such
miner that everyone was satis*
fled, However we soon noticed the people coming home
in disgust about 2 hrs* later beean so of the lack of
of transportation. It seems that the buck coming in
were picking up the people before reaching the desig
nated ■piace| hence those people who signed up for a
ride and were waiting their turn did never get a ride,
bom*? stayed until later m e were fortunate in getting
a ride at 4*00 that afternoon but it certainly was a
long wait*
ÏQOk a survey of those wishing iron beds and mattress
and was suprlsed to find so many people in proportion
to the population who were physically weak. Xet it
seems that what they said are true because their physi
cal condition were clearly indicating tjfèm handicap,
I will indeed be glad when those people'receive th<±
bed and mattress,

$cme of the old men are physically strong.

This indi
cation also surprised me since I thought they may need
bed and mattress,
I wish we could receive more hsy and blankets as soon
as possible, I’his is urgent, Please hâve first aid
kit promised us delivered immediately.
lorn Ikeda

31b
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Oct* 18* 1941

im
fill,

MANAGER* £ BOTE
Nothing of special interest to report* Everyone went
to the tkkv. kitchen made sandwiches for those who
asked for thins* People were all /talking, about the
fair, I .hope te get our blanks ts» iron pad, and mat
tress*'
To f u Ike da
'Oct* l9f 194k
STAFF
(a ) Business O&xis
1* (Blk. Mgr.) TO:
SUBJECT:
RESULTS:

|||

Parcel postoofflee.
Find out about feasibi
lity of sending in hot
plate for &rs* k. Oda.
G.M. to get hot plate.
Electrical appliances
has now been released
(stated the M.P. there.

R M ARMS'
(B)

Old and young on Black #S0f are using the &lk.
shade to its utmost advantage.

HAHACER'S ROTE

Meeds blankets immediately.

Many cases of cold
caused because of lack of blankets. Bad emergency
case of Mr. Yamaguchi. Still he is in a very week
condition.

Torn Ike da
Óct* kO. 194k
' ! <T•**#

’STAFF(A) Business Cglls
1. (Blk. Mgr. and two other members)

Camp tl
SOBJECr*
BESOLfSi

To find out about repatriation.
forms to be filled b different groups'
i'Ai Ones who applied for repatriation ,

Slí>
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+
Oct* ItìOj x94k
(Continued)

(b;

Persons who were interned and being
considered for repatriation*
(c) These persons who are being considered
because of the relations and relatives
between them*
1* These who want to repatriate there will
be a form to be filled out*
j§£ Those who do not want to repatriate
there will be a form to be filled out
also *.
^ejection of repatriation papers are
here at present*
{full details will be in later*)
(B) (Bit. Mgr*) TÜí
Csmp #1
SUBJECT*
To see Mr* led Haas but he
wag out* Talked to Mr. B.C,
Bister Head of Community
Enterprise about cooler* fíe
said he1d have it taken to
?ho exitx to fix it or else
have it exchanged*

(G) Meetings |
■1.

Manager and Bee. went to the xiegular block
Manager1s meeting at Elk* #306 Hec.'Hsll at
19: 30 .■¿•a*. ■|
(Aiiy .compl lint3:.or adjustment to be made on
áugust payroll, should be in by thursda$

SikS
UCif. .rol
&&/

(Co tton P1 cker s:‘
M eedad)
(Symphony Orchestra to be organised at Camp ■
#1 block 44. Babearsal Monday $Ite Bi00 p.a.
Transportation.to be furnished.
Vili . MMA(*m*$8QTB
Was a very busy day. However, | was glad at least
to lxave part of the repatriation notices sent to the
people of this bik. clarified, I believe that since
this is a very important matter, proper explanation
as to reason for matter proper explanation, as to
reason for receiving this no ticé as well as the legal
interpretation mid detailed procedure of rejecting or
applying for repatriation should be thoroughly explain
ed to all
Mgfs*
Ever since the liei r % many people-are now- interested
in woodearying and Mesquite tree hunting for decora
tion. This seems to keep the majority of the Is sel
vary busy*
Still waiting for blankets..so&p* and other office
supplies as well as first aid kit*

m ■
Oct, U , |f|S

1*0(1
n*

&m&ms
(A)
(B)

VIII.

Mila earthquake that lasted for a few minutes
at 10: r:4 this morning.
Flans for the Bile. gsrOen being considered by
the Blk.' garden com!ttee.

MASACERB SOTE
Went to call i>r. bad a for ToshIdo Tsnaka (3B)
9;00 p.m. Or. e -me promptly and she was found to
be ill because of food poisoning. Dr. claims there
are several•cases of food poisoning since yester
day. I personally would prefer and suggest a au.ch
more stricter Inspection of food so that.such eases
may be avoided. Although it may be extra "cork for
the supervisor* may I ask him to look into this?
Many persons in the blE appear to be suffering from
the early morning chiliness and late night coldness,
I wonder if some straw— a mattress preferable* could
be arranged for all people la the block so that they
mmy at least not feel the coldness so much. I would
also like to have more.blankets or any substitute
for it if it could be obtained. Many people are camplaining of the lack of blankets.
Is there any way of gsttiag ply wood or some lumber
for the ping pong table?
wondering what happened
because the result of looking into that matter has
not been reported at the ¿ilk. Mgr* s meeting.

Torn Ikeda
M

I 1911

STAFF
(*} Budn ess Calls
(K«r,)-T0 j
SUBJECT:

308 Eec. Ball
Cotton Picking

£>lk. Mgr. went to joint Blx. Egrs. and Csmp
Council meeting at 306 kec.. Hall at 1:30 p.su
liiCy
noVvii .the r©q.'?esi tts t th0 •Bj ■<. Mg rs*
go and pick cotton this Sat. and Cun. Mill ask
for volunteers in the camp
VI.

BE!ARES
(k) Question and answer.

Where Is the Attorneys office.

NAGERLE LOG
Oct.
1343
(Continued)
LOG
fill.

MANAGERS MOTES
The more I think of the great amount of illness mare
I feel the necessity of more doctor for oar camp.
There Is entirely too much, went for one doctor to
have any form of efficiency, fe should through jptition or any other form call more doctors to Camp 5.
There are still many cases of food poisoning. There
are still many cases of food poisoning. There causes
alearly indicated the necessity of stricter food
inspection. I have privately checked into the matter
and had learned from a somewhat reliable sources that
the meat we.receive is stale and the vegetable in
many cases are indeed'too old. We should devise some
method of obtaining fresh vegetable and good seat
before we all are affected by food poisoning. I also
learned that the mi 13c contractor had written to Mr.
**acie Head that they will be unable to fill all of the
order put in by Poston— i.e. they will be a thousand
or no bottle short. 1Such is the general tendency of
everything. If the meat rationing goes into effect
even meat supplies may be cut down. W 5.ll the super
visor please!chock into the detail and try to find a
method, of overcoming it?
Teru Ikeda
Oct

1.

STAFF
(B) Meetings
Block Manager and Sec. went to general meeting
9:30 a.®, discussion of the day was.— Vatous
supplies held in the ware house. Bequest was to
be made if they needed anything.
16 pkg. of First Aid hit material will be dis~
.:Wfvr.
'
tributed*
Fair pi an committee meeting im$ to be held Pi 30
■ p.m. 310-1I-C
xi.

block: a c t i v i t i e s

(C) Block Meetings
General meetings was held 7:30 p.m.
Report on Presendence. Trash crew was organised
temporary by all. the people of this block.
Block garden was to be made definitely. Committee
was decided to take full charge of it*
ilsked to report to employment office If anyone
a
desired to go to work in the cotton fields.

?Xh
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Oct/ IS, 1942
(Continued)
LOG

VI*

VIII*

REttAfi&S
Diarrhea cases*
Mr* Hara~l4»B £ ackson Milne X 1 —-A- Mrs* Tanaka XXL
MAMAGEKS MOTE
It appears as if Miss K sly a did not check up some
of the family1$ list sent In because some of the peo*
pie who?e nalae was sent In really needs Iron bed and
mattress.
I went around to Inquire Into this matter
and found that she had failed to investigate or ques
tion many of them.
Those who did receive their bed
and mattress were indeed glad to receive them.
There are still some cases of Diarrhea in ay block
as well as others* 1 era still of the belief that we
should/xave a stricter inspection of food because
aiany ox the j Diarrhea esses are merely a symptom of
food poisoning*
I have heard from one of the foup that sometime some
one merely goes into the warehouse at night just to
shut off the Regulator merely for joke or pranks* The
reliability oi this cannot be much depended upon but
l wish someone check Into this matter io sssJfce sure
that the temperature where subsistence material are
stored be always under a ■same temperature to keep It
from being spoiled*
We atCT;still short on truck in Camp S, fee need more
or at least have a s much as Camp fe* Our-office needs
blankets, soap, mattress, shovel and fuse and globes.
We have no extra fust or bulbs.
'
X'oru Ikeda
Get/ £4,'

7111. 1AMAGEES* MOTE
Nothing of special interest took place,
Many people has diarrhea cases,
The cause is unknown
nowever, those iho are affected are not serious enought
to call & doctor* Many people ^sXao has a light case
of coin*
This is caused from the cold chilly morning
and not enought blankets. Thus it is Imperative i m t
m receive blankets— at least for the old and ^
any,
way*.
Toru Ikeda

31b

BLOCS,

LOG

Block Managers log
Block History {307}
LOG
I*

STAFF

a

Survey
Mr# May Koga back from hospital, after case of
appendictomy*

VIII#

MAMAQEhE* MUTE
Just too much Bold cases In the block to satisfy me*
*e need proper insulation ¿stares, and blanket immediate
ly* Vve also need more doctors.
Merely one doctor
is not ©nought to perform a work efficient enough to
tfeke care of Camp 3. Beside it is too much torIt for
him. If the present rate of illness continue the
may also become ill of overwork. I would wish the
administration to do its utmost to get more doctors
in C*«p 3* Our office is short in shovel* soap,
blotters, etc* Plea.se see what can be done about this
Tofu Ikeda .
Oct* 16, 194£

X. .S p f F
(A) Business €#11
(Mgr*) ' TO* Camp #1
SOBJLOT: Talked to Mr.* Wade Head and Secre
tary.
Bejection of repatriation .special
form is now here* Sent to C amp #3
i.
through Mr, 0, Wumono.
(B) Social Call
(Mgr. M.r* Mayeda, Shin* to Sir? mo to)
Visited Mr. l^mvguchi at hospital in
Camp #1, (Er* lamsguchi is in
.serious condition.)

(G)

S u r v e y s

_ j

(Miss iismiya from Social Welfare)-surveyed in
Blk for childrens under £ years of age. They
Till get cotton mattress,
71.

Till*

OSAMRKB
(a ) Water Co, cleaned out office of all remaining fet
tles and coolers* ¿¿vised to have the loaned out
bottles and coolers be turned in fey the end of
the month.
MASAGERS SOTS
Today was a very busy day*

Spent | day at the office

¿51b
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Q c t 7 £ 5 # 194£
( Contlned )
LOG

■Mid the remainder of the day at Camp #1 clarifying
rep ¿Elation problems and other minor problems* Made
3 social visit to the hospital representing this Blk*.
with 2 other representatives, he seams to be pretty
weak* Wf are hoping that he »ill be able to over
come the obstacles and be with us soon*
Come across two emergency cas.es again. All of these
cases are the result of great fluctuation of the ellmate within a day. These cases definitely proves
that we are greatly in need of better heating and
isolation system. I wish some prompt action could be
taken on this matter.
To date* everytime I go to the clinic the doctor seems
to be flooded with patients* This definitely inciecates 'that he is in dire need of help. 1 feel that
; 5 is fully justified In having st.lesst two ex
perienced doctors to take charge of the sick person.
I hope ^Tm Burge also will use his influence in trying
to get us more doctors.
307 definitely need blankets# soap, end other minor
supplies. Please try your best to obtain them*
Torn Ikeda
0 ct. 17, 19 4£
I*

XI*

STUFF
(v) Survey
Ass*t Mgr. went on survey for number of personal
mattress*
Blk* Mgr* went on survybo find out cues who habn*t
their Dip the aria Innocuiations yet.
BLOCS ACTIVITIES
Cf) Office Changes
All rice and flour sacks were removed from the
office*
Oct. £8, 194£

II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(F) Elections
Election for Isset Advisory & Q rf X*Q to
Vf.vswifc*i^
Communlty Council was held. (Voting very light*)’
(hesuit)-Mr. Mayeda was elected as Isaei Advisory
Boa d to Community Council.

-51b
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Oct. I8,- 1941
( Continued)

MANAGERS BOTE
l;as very glad to receive satires $ for the needy
persons. It will greatly- help to resist cold.*
The Isseis were, just luke-wana in regard to elec
tion mid the polling was very.light.
| Still waiting for blankets, soap, etc.
Toro I.feeds
Oct. £9, m 2

I.

STAFF
(a)

iBlk. Mgr.) 31a.de survey for .the ones
that has to have their typhoid inoenli-t
tien.

If,

VISITORS
(i4) Off teal Business (Mr. Tom &akajig to, Sam Fajita)
Find out the personal/ o®neu mattress and the
total of cotton mattresses received fro: the |oclal Welfare Dept, bring the list to the mee ■
(B) 0;:, ie.iLJL business (Miss Samiya from Social Wel
fare inquired If any person' had any comahint
regarding the mattresses. Also requested that
the §lk. Mgr. cheek up on bachelors who are in
need of special attention.

H »

REM ABSB
(A) Coapaliat From*
SBBJhCT;

VUL

Fire Dept,
Rubbish, and lumber near houses.

MJAIAGEHS BOTE

ei 11

•Morning_becoming very chilly and cole. fe definitely
need mattresses blankets, and stove for every aaartmeat in a hurry if & major cold problem Is to be sol
ved. It is better to take preventive measure first
,(before/ instead of having to cure the edid once It I
gotten. There fore X would like these' .absolute nee©
si ty taken .care*
Those who had received straw are wondering what to do
with it once the mattress is received. Kill you
please make some arrangement on this matter.
Would like the working hours and hours for the school
children set one .our behind because' the meal time in

BLOC! HAS'AQFMH LOG
Block Han age™s log
Block History (307}

the morning is just too early for the people m &
many "are,complaining*
| hope, the blankets, will he hare soon* j
Torn Ikeda
Get * 30, 1941
I ► STAFF
(a ) ■ Business Sift;
’(Blk-Mgr*) TOi Camp•#2.SUBJECT? fJLth the other Blk. Mgrsf and
members o f .the housing
went to clarify unsolved prob
lems .with -&r * Heed,
(B) Business Call
(#ssf't Hgr.)T?i Agriculture u* ?,*
| BOBJ'HCT;-•..Bent in requisition for seeds*.
(C) Heating
Blk. Mgr*' and *-»ec* »eat to regular business
meeting :at BOC -,Bee» Hall Bx 30. tus* mi]
|
Mr. Kennedy (^ead of Employment'Of fico> 'Talked
on shortage of cotton pickers.
Councilman and B n . Igrs to .hold important meetin
at C&ap #iv
different •announcement -%mz made.

Vili . HMiiGERt:'!; % £ A
Through this meeting .«ith Jade -Head amy coatroversisl
problems Sffii solved. Many unknown'matters were clerif led .and- pome of .the' suspense- tore eased. X would .
personally■suggest more meeting with the administra
tive group so we. will always, have -s common understandIng. *It was indeed heartening to hear the stare will
.. bk here Mov. & and blankets end other miscellaneous
instil at ion material'will be here soon. Since I ras
sondering what-had become of our clothing allowance
I was very.glad to hear that we will be paid for our
clothing allowance in cash. This will grortiy facili
tate in. helping those people'; with very little money.
Since stove and other material.will be here I would
personally, like to administration to facilitate its
instilstion in the most convenient and quickest means
possible. Because of the fac| that :we are about to
encounter the cold spell any moms, of.decreasing
hardship of the people will greatly, appreciate. And
it the same time reduce the number of illness which,
is more or less caused from..the excessive coldness*
(Office supplies-went pen points ;*nd erasers.)

51b
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iü

T
&

STÀFf*
(1)

s

Business ^ i H c
(/.3£ft Elk* t f g r . )

TO:

SUBÌ ECT:

(Blk. Mgr.j

Secret; 111

Tr

VI

VfL

TO:
SUBJECT:

TO:
SUBJECT;

Ad, Bailding, yesterday.
Find out shout ¿lock
garden hut &r* ^urge
t In sc he requested
thst.they send a aemo,re
garding- the Bid* garden,
If the garden can be per
mit tad to ai;ade In the til.

Ad» &
Got the final permission
to asJfce the flower garden
in this .block.
Ad, B i s : deeper 1s Office
Check up on Monthly
statement on Sept, ana O-ct,

BIGCIC ACTIVITIES
(A) Jorfe: Beporta
The ¿lock Gardeners are busy this morning in get
ting the yegtables ready for the & m p S Exhibit.
HEAAMS
(Ai General remarks
(Agr.í hear u from Blk. Mgr* Supervisor that level
ing of the grounds til11 start frost .¿onday corning.
■ starting from ¿Ik, 3SO *
MAS AG SE NOTE
A business call to cm*p tUainistrator Mr* .¿urge was
mad this morning in regard to whether ¿lock garden or
pond was permitted to be built. It seemed that it
mcuiá be all right &s long as certain rules for sani
y ~ —1~• — .
jw’— wV— — health
in■
**
»**, a
vr
v*i<V4; w
-JkC''!
tation
public
||¡¡¡¡
followed,
*nd
other ublocks
a sialinr project according
are beginning to work Aih'1
on |
to the office of Ä r* **
üü
dirge¿lock hardens- were very bp.sy prepatng the fine specimen
of local grown vegtables to bo exhibited in the Camp #3
Sxblbi.t
I dellevs the sanitation department should cheek oyer
the latrines more carefully for the leaks ore around the
base of the bo^ls.
% M y o n e is in need of blankets because of the Intense
?Sfe'€
Torn Xkeda

51b
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LOG

II.

V III.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES {A) Work Reports
Baseball ground. i'ih cleaned.
(b) ?ioods for cooking purpose *;a$ hiiuld.
M il AGEES BOTM
Lire need for transportation facility wz-s'greatly felt
when emergency arose to take ^ group of people.from
. camp•3 to 1. X would personally wish and bellied that
■the moveable .vehicles Ire not sufficient to take care
of Caap ¡5-, ,Since this is a castp problem § would like
the Administration, to contact the head of the; transportationdivision 4f more vehicles can be obtained.
Also, if i petition is necessary X believe this ¿robIsm should be brought up by the & m p 3 Council man.
People in our.Ri .. is still claaering for blankets
because of excessive cold weather* although we know it
is coming concensus opinion of Blk. ¿07 seems to be
that they will feel,much more assured if something more
definite can be notified to its order*
The soap situation is indeed a. great problem to this
BI k . Many people has gone to the canteen many time and
has found soap supply has gone out. The people feel
that a better,method of distribution is necessary for
..those who are in real need of the soap*
Boiler in iaundery room shows signs of leakage. Al
though* the inspector had examined it and has said he
'bill notify the proper authority no definite action has
been taken up to date.; therefore we will send in our
q.
m i requisition sheet to the maintenance' Lept.
Tod Ikeda .

Wim*: #
XX.

i■ » f

fi 1

§ m

1

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
■
wA) fork Reports
(a) The block gardens are busy this morning
cleaningthe various vegetable to be made
into *tsukemonow
(B)

Eiidbyiaent
(a) Kitchen carpenter of this block was disolved,
they have been transferee Into the Lamp
, carpenters..
(hi (Jim Kawamoto) transfer©«! in 310 mess hall
as dish washer.

Zlb

£¿00, &ÁüÁC*£jijLS BOG
¿lock: Managers log
Hock History (5D7J
LOG

Till.

MAHAGEHS* SOTE
last, the fruit of our ende are r has Opae to reali
sation* iae block garden which has been planted c n
ao? be o-f use to us. Tais corning various vegetable
are being taken out to bh cooked and also being made
into *tsukemono*. I'beleive that those who had work
ed an these vegetable garden feel s&isfled that they
had been' properly rewarded.
We were fortunate, to hsve
Mrs, Baxidsdole of
Bínuba visit the fukushlm&s* of this block, lince
many people .»re from Bínuba snd are acquainted with
Mr. -nd Mrs. Laadsdkle, they „ere glad to see their
Caucasian friends and received first hand Information
of the locality of which they had left behind. How
the people who had i&lkea to Bandsd&le have faint
inkling of the difficulty existing outside of this
, comp since their departure from California»
,‘
_ V *
\*ut?s,\|*‘í.£(ir
lose people sees*" to misa; the chock which has been
sent together with their packages from there mail
order house of refund. Bill the Blk* Mgr. Supervi
sor or the ^-drainistrator please look Into this mat
ter.
■.
' • ^.
:
i,; |?|: :p
'
■

People are still asking for blankets and inquiring
■sbqut mattresses.
-ilthough ie have pencils, our office seem to lack
errasers.. We would like to have errasers on pencils
when distributed or separate?errasers*
toril, Ike da

by 5.
1 * 3Ti\ff '
(~) Bu siness % 1 1
(Biie %r.) TO:
OBJECT;

Ad. Building.
find out about grevel.

Mr,

Head till! find out about cement
and gravel at Camouflage. Also.,
there is a place about 2 miles
from here where .gravel can be
got, if we have -o way to bring
it here.
(¿bout the gravel at Camouflage
Mr. Head will get in contact
with Head of the Anay and notify
Hr. Burge*s Office.

BBQCtl MiJi AGt'&BjLb LOG
Bloca. Managers log
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•
Nqv. S, 19
(Contin»d)
HOG

I.

SIABF (Continued)
(B) Meeting
(biii, Mgr. ana Bee, went to general Meeting :t
SG6 ^ee. Hall*

_(¡¿r.
1. Miller, ent f of Internal security in
Poston, full time training for the police force
ill probably start in
sometime he announced,
(¿cap distrihuticn-decided that soap will be sold
■ at ^Xk. ^gr#s Office,■
(Mr. Mel son spoke to us about the mattresses.
XX.

SHOCK ACTIVITIES
(ü / ,MforM;,'reports
(a) the committee and the resident volunteers
have started the construction of the rock
garden, just south of the shade.
(b)
residents were busy getting: their share
of auttressds. (some' complaint)
(C) ¿lock Mooting
(a) General meeting held 7:00 p.a. f of the mem
ber were' present. Discussion, on block level
ing. decided that the leveling be up to the
block and have just the ditches made b/ the
engineers.

vi. m k á m s
.:' ,;,x
(A) Complaints
(a/ Complaint, made from the lire Inspector, boxes
.
’
and lumber near the fearruks.
VIIX.

ÍiS3pI§^ a UOTK

Went to ^¿. Bldg, to find, out ’-bout the gravel and
cement chuncJfcs which'Is dumped near the camouflage
factor. Learned from Mr, Wade’Head that he must ask
the’head of the Aray engineer fro permission. He had
stated that, he will ask the Army engineerheads and
relate to us the result.
las very glad to learn at the 0lk, Mgr. Meeting that
the police force will receive proper police training.
I feel that this is essential for such a large commu
nity as Poston, Also I v s glad to learn that the
soap will be sold at the ^lk. Mgr. Off lea. I fell
that this is the only means available at present*for
uniform distribution of soap. I would like these
soaps is one essential necessity of life. I fsio wish
that other necessity as tooth paste, etc. be sold at
cost price.

Sib

BLOG v
LOG
•block
s log
Block History (SO7}
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^
So«, 3, 1941
(Continued)
nOG

BXk. garden ;coiaaittee has no« actually started' the
cons faction of the rock, garden between the «had* and
the latrine* Ihey seem to take pride and interest
in their work.
the mattress was delivered to oar office but because
.during the first delivery the mattress, was not suffi
cient, ,there were many complaints from those who were
let; out.
However once the remainder is delivered and time elap
ses I believetere complaints will gradually iron out.
Had.meeting pertaining to the block leveling system.
p|i people decided that they would like' to have the
engineer make the, ditch and the leveling done accord
ing to our o?m block specification, Block specification
which is in .great contrast to the method tried at block
330* uq have inquired about leveling matters to the ,
neighboring blocks' -and ail the consensus of opinion of
tnese block as well as ours ,seem to be uniform.
People were very glad when they leeraed the■soap dis
tribution will be made in proportion to the population
of this block. *iisn the soap arrives we have decided
to:count.these children under 10,years of <&ge equivalent
to | adults,.. Bince they will require more laundry of
their clothes.
Mr. Oldfield Goldback visited theM&yeda family, The
same result received from Mr. Landsdelc sesm to be the
outcome in their relation to the people of the block
'who wore from Cinuha. I feel that these occasional
Caucasian visit are beneficial in this relation to first
hand information for the people of this block derives
about their farm and land*
Ail the people of this block seems to rejoice of retard
ing of time schedule hi if-hour, They personally fell
it should be retarded one. hour.
Tom Xkeda
by T.
Hov. 5# 1942
I*

STAFF
Business Call
(Blk. Mgr, TO;
OBJECT:
RESBLTs

i&)

Sign ^ept.
To get the signs for the office.
Was not finished,

31b
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X*

STAFF ( Oontineci)
(Blk. Mgr.
TOs Ag. L#pt.
OBJECT; To get vegetable seeds*
.4
RESULT; Got the vegetable seeds.
(B) Meetings
BI k . Mgr. went to ¿4, building for the meeting.
Results were* Other ^Iks* opinion in regards to
the BJk. leveling was identical.
1 case of soap will be coming in srery day.

II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
U ) feork Reports
BI k . carpenters are busy making "torl-i* for the
block garden.
Volunteer workers are working very hard -and the
garden is being built rapidly.
(DJ Employment
(a) Mr. Kawamoto got his refer 1 card for new
Block Carpenter.

VIII.

MANAGER* 8 MOTE
*©£ to sign department to get sign but found that the
sign was not ready. I as wondering whether some scten*
iific method may be developed in which specification
of Job may be made more definite in the sign department
for what their work may be facilitated.
Was greatly Impressed to find similar result of block
leveling at the executive block mgr. Council meeting.
It appears that everyone had the seme idea of leveling*
each clearly indicated the oppolsition of leveling as
specified by the engineers, ¿hiring this meeting we
were notilied that one c&s of so&p will b© coming in*
if this continues the resident of the block will be
assured of the soap and It will help greatly to forbid
soap hoarding.

■rr

Block carpenters seem to take pride in the work which
they are doing for the block garden* emoecially* in
the making of *torii! They are cutting'the dried
. willow by means of clever devises making it look just
Ilk© the torii as found in any Japanese garden.
Kitchen seamed to be much pleased with the cooperation
the residents of this block in re-gar to the volunteers
who helped to get kitchen fire wood. Especially glad
of this feeling ebcause cooperation and good feeling
between the kitchen and the residents is essential.
deceived the reamlnder of our quota of a ttresses from

W I T H

■ ■

.... i

■
Moy. 2, 1942
(£©ntixa*d)

the supply department* Since everyone who has seat
in their application and were found to need mattress
fill receive them, I believe everyone will be satis
fied,
le have received pen holders but ate still waiting for
the pen points, Without it we will be unable to use
it, **e are still short on errasers. Will you please
distribute errasers to our block managers as well as
pencils*
Torn Ike da
Mov. 5* 19 4X
I.

STAFF

(iM

B u sin e ss jjfBp
r* TO: 206 to see Mr. Matsumoto.
SUBJECT: See about trucks for hauling.
Mat sumo to was not in.

II.

fill.

B?jt Mr*

B10CE ACTIVITIES
(A) Work Reports
started selling soaps,
(CJ Block Meeting
(«enera.1 meeting held 7s 30 pirn, discussion on
cotton picking. Report on &lk. garden and soap
distribution was made,
MAMAGER18 BOTE
Boap selling started from 1 plm. Before the hour
a rived we were smothered with people asking for
soap. For several hours all other block management
were temporarily halted to care of those who came
to buy soap.
were told that we are to receive one
box of soap per day. But as to date we have not
received another box, I would like to have this
matter clarified so that I may be able to sell soap
properly,
General meeting of the block was held 7:SO p.m. The
block maj.oritys opinion were opposed for the block to
go pick cotton, ¿»cap distribution method was notified
to the resident during this meeting was ratified*
Still waiting for errasers at the offflee.
toe were told that the stove was to arrive fiov. 5 by
Mr. 1* Head. We have not received any notice of its
arrival to date, since the weather is getting much
coolef it is more of a necessity and is very i¡aperi
tive that the residents receive the stove promised
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T ill*

MMAGER1& HOTB

(C o n tin u e d )

them* X would like the administrative or the block
Mgr* supervisor to cheek into this matter personally
and find out the true fact so that the residents may
he notified properly. Everyone Is always talking
m d waiting for the sfcve.
Torn IJceda
Ho t * 6, 194k
X*

STAFF
(A) Business Call
(Blk. Mgr. and *r* Mtyata.)
TO; Cm p #l
SUBJECT: To get written permission From Mr. ftade Head
to get blocks of concrete for use in block
garden.
RESULT: Blk. Mgr. got hfe written permit from Mr# ■
Wade Head to pick up discarded concrete at
the Camouflage Factory at Camp #3* Also, '
received authorization to pick up concrete
at the same location from Charles Popkia,
constuction Engineer, subject to the appro
val of the Coatr&etoer,
(Met Mr* L*F* Warnock-^gji1Construction)
He wanted workers for heavy construction
.
work.
(Blk. Mgr.jP
TO; Block 314
'SUBJECT* To get one escort to accompany them to the
gravel pit outside the camp, which is
located between Poston m d Parker.
(driver to pick him up at Ad. B Sun. 8s30

a.a.)
(B)

Meeting
Ass*t Mgr. and Sec. went to general meeting at
. 306 Kec. Hall 9:50 a.m*
Decided that block leveling be left alone till
ditches were made* Mr. Bewid Leki gave' an re-*
port on cooler# Committee was chosen to go up
Monday to see Mr. Feto and Mr. B^rge. Various
announcements were made.

II*

BLOCH ACTIVITIES
(A) Work Reports
All volunteer ladies were busy cutting turnips
to dry. feork has been done on the block garden
today*

TI.

REMARKS
Mr. Koichi Tanaka -LA informed us that he has
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VI,

VIII.

REMARKS (Contili® d)
received his eyeglass which was lost & few
weeks back,
jiAflAGSa’8 LOG
Went to Mr, Head with Mr, Miyata to get writ-ten
permission of the concrete discarded in front of the
camouflage factory, which is to be used in the block
garden, I was glad to witness & very harmonious and
cooperative atmosphere existing at Mr. Heads office.
While at Camp I X also received similar permission
from Mr. Fopkins before coming home, I met Mr, L.i.
Warmocsi in charge of the Hoad Construction and re
ceived permission to get gravel from them outside of
Camp X. He was very generous in this regard and
seemed to show the air of being glad to do something
for thè residents of Poston, While in his office he
stated that he is in need of more workers for heavy
carpentry work. Before leaving Camp I X met Mr.
Burge and he had kindly stated that as soon as we
get a Caucasian escort and number of people going
out of the Poston to get gravel. He will see to it
that we will receive permit to go out of Poston to
get gravel,
Crie back with Mr, Miysta before supper and contact
ed Mr. Marpet, who also gladly consented to serve as
our escort. The cooperation of the administration
and Mr. Mar et was greatly appreciated by those in
charge of the garden construction.
Ass1t Mgr. went to general meeting and the discus
sion upon the regulation of the block shade was dis
cussed. Majority preferred fi X 60 demension in
piace of 50 X 40 as set as standard size. I believe
40 X 60 is preferable because of the fact 30 >■ 40 is
too small. The amount of shade from the sun will al
most nil certain hours of the day. AiSo, 40 X 60
shade will give more playing room for which purpose
the shade was made.
Over supply of turnip was brought in and all the
ladles of the block volunteered in cutting and prep
aring it to be dried. These action on the part of
the ladies no doubt was greatly appreciated by the
kitchen, X hope such feeling of cooperation will
always exist.
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Till.

HA»AGEH«S LOG

.

Many residents of this block will greatly benefit
with the change of schedule for hospital visitors
to Camp I from twice a week to § times a week,
We''are:'always in favor of any change which are any
benefit of the people.
las very glad to learn Mr. &. Tanaka has received
Ills lost eye glass. These gesture 'on the part of the
party who returned it clearly indicates the type of
spirit which must exist in Poston.
This office.would like errasers.
|f||§| t|

ij| |

Toru Ikeda
By

is l|||||||||p ¡1

Bov. 7, 194
STAFF
(Mgr.) TO:
OBJECTS
RESULT:

(Borrowed:
Articles;
II.

Jig

Till.

Ad.-A
Go get a permit from Mr.
out of Poston Bonn dry to
(fcO people had signed up
Mr. Burge will bring the
Fpoms Wsrehouse^
8 shovels, | picks

Burge to go
get gravel.
to go.)
permit here.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A)
Work Reports ~ (Further improvement
den, and plan.

on gar

REMARKS
The ping-po^g table has been completed and is now
in use at our block under the shade.
MANAGER*S MOTE
I personally would like to see all camp #f blocks
beautified so that the general moral of the people
may be lifted.
People may enjoy beauty than the
di rk side* of the picture.
Ping-pong table 'has nou been completed and it is in
great demand by the residents of this block. Every
one seems to enjoy playing ping-pong under the
shade, 1’e are hoping some sort of derverified rec
reation ma be developed so ,that every one in the
block may Spend their idol moment anjoyably, fee are
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MA!«sAGEfi«S BOTE (Continued)
wondering if some sort of activities for ¡¡¡| older
group may be developed beside card games;1 If any
suggestions of ides, ban fee had X would greatly appre
ciate them,
.'. ■
This o f f l e f .would I t e to have some ©Frasers,

f - ■

Torn Kdda
By gj
bov,

P

|i||

STAFF
(A) Business Call
p | | 8 and Mr. Miyata)
*9 * Camouflage factory,
SOBJSCT:Agk permission to get gravel for the block
garden use.
RESULTS:Permission was granted.
(61*. Mgr.)
_ ■ ^TOs Mr, C. Rakaatara
..SUBJECT: Ask emission for use of truck for hauling
gravel from camouflage factory.

XX.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) *v0 rk i-eports
.|pli; 41*
* ®nd the volunteer workers went to
haul gravel this afternoon. Three trucks
load of gr-wreL and two trucks load of sand
were hauled,.
ib) fills, residents went to the hills to get rocks
lor fine contemplated' 1507 barbecue pit,

VI,

REiURKfc
i •i^^SUchi returned to his home this evening from
Lamp # 1 hospital.)

VIII.

MMAG&R *£ MOTE
Sot permission to bring back gravel from camouflage
factory also, got permission to use truck. Afternoon,
volunteers went out there to get gravel for §S8§ use.
after nauling gravel was over members of the garden
committee and interested parties went up to the hills
to get more big rocks. Row, enought materials for
tne garden has been gathered except for cement and
^ipte, w m c h we would like the administration to helfe
us
s

Bi#0C&^jkAliAO EE18 LOG
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T qv . 14, 1 9 a
(Continued)

COG
vili. IIMAGEE* S MOTES (Continued)
us in case we are unahb to get it.
The Administration should do something in form of recreactlon for the younger group* This is very much of
a necessity jp keep them away from mischief* There
are some facility for those over 16 years of age but,
any form of activities as a sport and etc. had not
been, made to take care of those children under the
agerof 8 or under. They are in the beginning stage
where they are learning everything that attracts
them and are in a critical stage,-where many of their
habits- which, may hâve some bearance on their late
life is foared, therefore it is a vital Importance
that we should do something for these people immédiat*
ly to keep them away from mischief and make them a
better law abiding, citizens. The consence of the
opinion ip this .block is that such things as sand .pet,
see saw, swing, slides and other equipment found in
play grounds outside the community should be created
in each block. These.facility will tend to occupy
their mind of these younger group--during their spare
moments, so that they will 'have less time to go Into
mischief or become detrimental to their habits. There
fore, I again &sk that the -administration do something
for these'“younger people although at present nothing
§§¡1 been allotted for. recreational activities from the
government.
Even lumber allowed to each block will greatly help.
Torn Sleds
By 1«
Sow. IS, 194£
i.

■
■
■ ■ 7"-'
:'7 ' 7|iS7|7i|
Meeting
(Manager and &#e* sent, to general meeting at
£16 Bee. Hall 9:-SO a.m.)
Topics discussed were-s
Commun!ty fp*te rp ris e ,she e rep air shefi in
#3. Volunteer fire kept, in each block.
Mr. Burdick tried.his best to answer various
..questions which the manager’s brought up.
Mr. lamina announced that the block leveling
was up to. him and Mr. ^v-sas, head of the
Engineer HPew.
Mr. |t|a'lc&o will be asked over at "our next meettng.

staff

(S)

Sib
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VIII,

BLOCH ACTIVITIES
(A) Horfc Reports
The block garden was remodled a bit today,
.Social Açtlvlties
(Manl w£ bushi* was held ia kitchen' 7:00 p.su
MAIIAGEBS* B0Î1

'

■

Îéil|i|î

l m of the belief that such activities'as the shoe
repair which is a necessity to the people of Poston
should be done free of charge through the adminis
tration because I feel that the repair of shoes is
essential necessity, although we are told that we
will be -allowed clothing allowance. This should be
separate beside that amount promised us because Is
negligabei compose .to -the cost of shoe repair. I
feel thusly, because fey paying for the repair of shoe
that person may not fee able to buy other clothing
which is a necessity to his family. I was very glad
upon hearing that the block leveling will fee placed
upon the shoulder of Mr. Wusiino, I am positive that
.-À.’
every block is.^gXM of this fact and will give him
their full cooperation.
The method which he sug
gested of holding the block council meeting two days
prior to the leveling of the ground of the respective
block is commendable because fey this method the resi..dents of each block feel s they are being asked the
plan which the majority of the people desired*
r-After consultation with our Issei advisors of block
30? we had a nnani w& feushih entertainment as sugges
ted by the Xsseis. Our ¿italien was packed to tie
limit and -all enjoyed Immensly. *e feel some sort
of block activities of this sort may be of great help
¿enlighten the feeling of t h e ’people.
deceived some office supply of expendable articles.
But we:are still waiting for ,those office supplies
.which have direct connection with us. Again*sending
60S for some papers, err&sers,blotters m d etc.
Torn Ikeda
By §,
Sov.
I.

If, 19 4£

STAFF
(A0 Business Cgll
(%r.)
TO: Ad* building*
SGBJECI: To straighten out Mr. Mayeda, and
Mr, 0daf s time at the time keepers
office.
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(Contínuea)
fcill get a reierr&l card for Mr. Ono

XI. ■ BLOCK ACIIVITIKjb ■
(*) ^ork. Reports.
..
u ardeners.have put up some of the récks in the
garden to'digr.
(B) Bidck Changes.
Addition to the population, one hoy.
VIII. MAlíáGEBa |¡§¡¡§
Supplies* ■
deceived kd5 blankets which added another .headache
to the block staff regarding the distribution besides
the headache caused in trying to distribute the
soap equally and quickly Our poor custodian and Ass1t
manager seemed to be working overtime for the last
few days in order to satisfy everyone, the sign of
their fatigue can be noticed, however we received •
.
comfort in the fact the people are satisfied to date.
Ü are Hoping to make the distribution of the blankets
«successful as the distribution of soap. The blankets
seems., to have arrived Just in time because there were
many signs of people catching cold caused by lack of
■blankets. The efficiency in- which the blankets were
distributed among the block hr the supply department
which was more or less supervised and ordered through
the block manager supervisor and his Ass* t was com
mendable.
This morning we mere very glad to learn about the .
addition .fo our block, /'another bouncing baby'boy wnieh
$ bo m to' Mr* .anp Mrs* «J* Iwata. To day .hippy papa
.Iwata, ^ss ail smiles/and was passing out' ima¿nsry
..cigars*- The office staff are, very glad of "any activi
ties which creates,happiness and .rejoice among the
people. X hope more happy occasion will.arise because
it will greatly raise the morale Of the people. •
Business Visitor
Our chief Mr. ** &akasaotofts face was seen in the office
.and was gone immediately upon conclusion of his busi
ness. H I wondering how poor 5am is handling himself
when: his superior himself is alwyas on the go. I
hope Tom will always keep up the work in a temple
which he l/ias/ started, so that C&iap #3 will become the
best camp in Poston.
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V III*

MAMAG&RS $®XE (Sontinned)

Although notice oiv non-psrmittanee of private enterprise
.were received end I am. confident that such activities
v*ill not exist in 207, it has been announced »nd posted
on the bulletin Board.
The ladies again helped the kitchen make Itsukemono ** this
afternoon. Viewers gladto receive this sort of hearty
cooperation from the ladies of our block. This action
clearly typifies the spirity of unity and cooperation of
our block. I hope such activities -ill alapsy continue.
K are still waiting for the arrival of necessary office
supplies which we were' asking and other office supplies
"which other block manager have!c’
skeu.
Toru Akeda
£>f/ f | ; |
Nov. 11, 194£

SThi?F
ilj® .Business C.,11
(^lk. Mgr. j TO:
OBJECT:
RESULTS:

(Custodian)

TOf

OBJECT:

Sign department
Tq get ..sign.
Have received sign made for Li
Office staff.

Social Welfare and Ad. B.
To obtain iron vcot and mattress
for fir. Eenyo
-

(L)

Meetings
(Mgr. attended meeting at fd„ building': Blankets •
.will arrive today, h.osearch department showed .ah
graphical development of each block. Our block
| showed'; favorable Improvement.

(C)

Survey.
(Blk. Mgr. ^ssft Mgr. and.Mr, &. Mayede.)
To*- obtain -necessaryhinforaalion of the-'people now
interned for the duration. There were four such
persons. Plans are being formulated so such
■-persons could be returned to their family now in
came i

BLOCK''ACTIVITIES
(av

■Lq t >c..lveports .■■■
The block garden is.bein ¿; worked on today.
Number of men volunteers, went to the 'hills
this morning •nd brought back some petrified
iron-wood and rocks for the bik. garden.
B.^ock ^hranges. •
Increase in population, one-: baby girl.
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(Continued)

MANAGER* £ NOTE
The office stuff v?s very busy today doing work
outside of the m&n&ger* s office*
Bigns for stafi
were received filter putting in the order for them
three weeks previous.
H survey was made for names and addresses of those
interned and also statistics of their family mem
bers.
At the block general meeting it was decided that
some recreation facilities be made for younger
children such ss swings, slides had sand boxes,
etc. Any other suggestions were asked to be sub
mitted.
Two emergencies, c m e up today and they were taken
care of by tne medical department.
Tory; Ikeda,
by ®|;
Nov. 10, 1041

11

XI.

StAFF
fg|| business Sail
(isigr. ?ftf Sign bept*
.OBJECTS To get 'sign, but was not ready.
(h) Meeting
(Mgr.‘and * e c . went to general meeting held
at ol€ uec. Hall, 3* 30 a.m.
discussed on soap situation, cooler for mess
hall. Mr. Tskeacto head at the postoffice
had come down to give us a general idea of
how the different classes of mail were h?ndlhed, to clarify some of the misunderstandings
we had S1 thin ourselves.
Announced that Insurance meeting to berpost
poned another week. Mr. humino from the *g.
■department .stated .all blocks will have 17*
Chinese Him trees for shade and wind breaker,
(^) Survey
(Custodian-went to check up on ant nests ©or
,extermination to be made later on,
BLOCK. ACTIVITIES
(C) Block Meeting
(General meeting was held 7;00 pirn. Majority of
the residents were present.
Ar, maydds gave a report of the advisory coun
cil meeting""held lost night, followed it with
...la aiscusaion. Mr. Togr.saki gave a report re-
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(Continued)

gsrding the Co-op* ^r. fí It ata reported regard
ing the Instruction Ho. 55 and 17 from V.RA
Washington.
v iii.

m m a g eb? s lo te

•,

Went to Blk, Mgrs. me ating, rnu found out that the
Agr. Dept. all! bring Chinese Elm tress to be planted
to each block. I believe this «¡ill help greatly in
the beautification of the block. It «ill also serve
as shade for children and adults when the hot month
of summer comes. §j|fS tentative pirns as' outlined by
the |¡|! Dept, was indeed a commendable one, I hope
these tress, will arrive soon* I am waiting to see
the actual work started, ■
¡§¡ conform with ¿ir. 1. í«asmoto fiant survey1*
' thus it
was written on the map he handed to us, our custodian
went to check on the location of the ant holes. 0¿ur
oflice staff had a great kick when the inspector of
the bowl Mr. J X amaino to brought in the notice stating
11make ant survey*}i»,-for a, while we kept teasing kirn
that our poor custodian will have to crawl into the
m t hole to count the ant heads.
Those on the garden domraittee aré still working dili
gently on the oriental rock garden, which includes
the three famous, scenery of Japan, blended together
/•with- Mt •Fuji. The!':rocks, are gradually being'put
together making the .appearance some what- like, a Japa
nese garden* When this procedure is completed and
all the gravel are•put into the lake; I feel this
garden will be & pride of our block as well as temp
#7. Mr, Sato who- is in charge of this construction
is very enthusiastic and very industrious. The suc
cess of it*s completion and of its beauty will be
the direct result of
SutoVs effecieney and his
tenacity.
Held general meeting this evening. Majority of the
resident wer present. Discussion ss to the method
of decreasing various problems arrising upon youth,
caused by environment were discussed and several
method of controlling it including block activities
such as, sport, lecture, to the parents as well as
the youth .were discussed, §ff wassdecided that since
at present block SO? have some means of activities
for the adults ©nd youth above 16 years or there
a.bo uto we would immediately start to build some play
ground equipment to take care of those between the
age of eight and under, The block carpenter will
start on this immediately. However the major prob
lem lies in the fact that no lumber for those mater-
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VIII.

MANAGER* B HOTE (Continued)
ial are available, I am wondering since some sort
of block activities is essential to keep the younger
generation away from mischief, if the administration
would recomed and apportion to each block some lum
ber which is to be used strictly to make play grounds
and equipment for the younger generation. This is
major problem for every camp and is indeed a seri
ous one. Any effort along this line will be'greatly
appreciated by everyone in our bloek.
1e are running low on errasers, blotters, and other
essential office supply and are now sending out our
SOS, Please take care of this promptly.
Torn Ikeda
;By ¡¡I '
Nov. ü

I.

II.

ag|!

STAFF
(A) Business C?jii
(Mgr.) TO: Warehouse,
' S03JECT; To return shovels and other borrowed
tools
BLOCH ACTIVITIES
(

a

)

lo rk

R ep o rts

(Mr. Miyata-Mr. Taneks) - went to Camp #1, to
see the drainlhg system for the block garden.
VIII.

MANAGERS NOTE
The committee for the block garden went to unit 1 to
see the draining systems in the various block in
order to construct the garden pond properly, from
the standpoint of sanitation and public health.
The offfleewas very busy as manager was out on im
portant, business call and meeting and especially
busy in the afternoon after the laundry soap' was■
brought in. The ‘
;so£p '.':wa-s pctistribu ted -in proportion
to the number in family and the supply which came
was divided as one soap to two persons.
Henry Tanaka
SI II

alfe

BLOCK

JM1AC£H*& LOB

Bxock laaa-Prr* s lot
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BLOCk ACTIVITIES
(A) fork Exports
fsentf residents of this' block went to
the gravel pit 00 t»o trucks» Meda 3 trips
of gravel, fiater on some- of the® Rent to get
rock a.. Besides the roc-.; they brought hoae «
larg# rattle s&&&* efeont $ foot im length#

Mr#

Serpet feed accompanied the residents

to the gravel'pit ss an escort*
vin

Mil Mil® *e lOfl
X went to see Mr* Burg© end he hsd received $ per*
alt fro» Mr* Mead so that we could get gravel out*
side of Poston* I h »4 much difficulty in reducing
the number of people who were willing to help go
get gravel for block garden, those of us «ho
went to get gravel had e v><tderftil tine* After
bringing
gravel the volunteers vent to the
hills for some large rocks and seeded to here &
hilarious tle--s trying to kill a rattle snake €• ft.
in loath* It was m real sight to see the .men skin
the rattle m&ke after it was brought back. It
Is now serving'as one of the memorable souvenirs
In the block managers office*

the younger group interested In baseball diligent*
iy fixing the fe&seb&li ground m that more hy-mtd
any fee elemia&ied, and ball,, playing M y be enjoy*
able, they seem to hsve done | very nice job of
fixing the tmshell ground properly* Everoni? this
S&odey was busy doing one thing or mother* I hope
the time will arrive when they will enjoy a real
rest end at the same tine enjoy a beautiful scenery
and | bell g#»e+
This office would like some errasers*

Bov* 1: , 194B
fin

làiltìiiif I ioti
today was very windy m l dusty* In fact It m.s Bp
dusty that my alad in < bit cloudy too tnd the
comments also* The approach of the cold scesosi
brings to our minds as to when the hen ter5 will be
installed* fe ore already feeling the tinge of the
winter that is to come* It 1» paramount to ?--ll
others that t© inre the bestini facilities fi ri*
The wall lining, celling* «nò flooring can be instai*
led later §fj that Is to fee ,0 addili ty*
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VIII.

MANAGER1s

note

THe older generations of this block has found vari
ous ways to break the monotony of camp life. The
women are busy making paper flowers and crqueting.
The men are carving wood to make vases and the like.
Henry Tanaka
By T.
Nov. 16, 194£
I.

STAFF
(A) Business Csll
k* Mgr.) in morning.
TO; Ad. Building
OBJECT: To see Mr. Burge about the fence, but noth
ing definite was said.
OBJECT; To see Mr, Hi. Nakamura about transportation
to the hospital tonight for the visitors.
fi iOLT; 0.11.
(Bik. M^r.)
TO; -Water Plant,.
OBJECT; To see pumpau n abou bloc* garden pipes.
| Mgr.) at noon.
1
Ad Building
OBJECT; To see: M r# ¿urge and Mr. ¿.bright, about
fence and garden ipes.
SSMÖES; Mr. Burge eouldn11 say anything difinite,.
he informed that.there was going to he a
meeting held in
f;l for the council
and block mgr, in regards to the fence.
Mr. ^urge also informed us that the army
has already started putting up the fence
which the administration is trying herd to
prevent. He belives that, the,people will
not be forbidden to go outside.* They are
trying to get gates and styles on the fence
Mr. Bbright wanted to have' the acutal
length and parts needed. He believes it
would |ip best if 5 or 4 individual persons
go get the* part, because each person is
only allowed |g dwrtfc-being that it is on
priority,
(at Parker)
(Bl c. Mgr, arid
^urdick)
Tuj
Construction Office.
OBJECT;
To get k. by 4 lumber for,kitchen use.
Sliilil
He got the lumber.

■
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XI.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
|if)

1o rk ,Repo rt s
Iftv* resident are. workin.; hard on the

BLO* M/JAGM*! 0 fj\n
ck Men eg ™ 1s l e g
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BLOCK ACTIVITIES (Continued)
Ve have the moral support of *r. 'Burge on it.
v i s i t o r s '.'

^Business)- Mr* Mamamoto from the Sanitation l>ept.
came this morning to pick up survey of
.ant holes.
fl|i $ m & s= /'
(&) %nestion— •-Adult.
requests information
from Bi&.. Mgr, if they could use 507
Mess Hall for their party to he held
on following mor.day ^av. '23.
MMSfiER-- — In reference to use of block mess hall
for adult education department* chief
cook does not favor a party to be held
during the evening.
VIII*

MANAGERS. MQT£
This morning the manager was very busy making busi
ness calls to the various departments to obtain
articles for the block garden and also obtain the .
transportation to the unit onelhospital* The need:
of lumber is also very urgent for use by tie block.
Another survey «as asked to be made by the Social
Welfare
t. in regards to the eligibility of any
one here in the block, m
all hope of anyearly
completion so that the block beautification support
of Mr. Burge will play & great part on the final
stage.
realise that i| will take some time to
complete it with what many lncofiveniences the com
mittee will have to deal with.
the present time many people .are. wondering «ha.tls
:and why*s of the proposed fence around the camp* **#
ihope that the. purpose of; it is to keep out the cat
tle and horses|then the generally thought of subject
of keeping the people inside. Possibly a gate or.a
style could be constructed so that across to the
other side could be made without rendering .the use.. fulness of the fence.
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®nd block managers1 meeting
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-(Secretary)
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BLOCK ACfmtXJh*
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*»or¿x ^eporta

(folsmteer baXpors started this afternoon to
p&teh ap tlio.;holes in the ness hall*
fill* 'IMjtQSBS* .IOTE

Several business

calls sere, mtd# today concerning

«¡block as a whole and one was a Hon ting Mat for for

one family * Thie hensing Matter «**'--teJUtti cere of
by the said 'depa'rtateut«
% e r e it on© thing which | « m i d like to bring to
yonr Attention and that 111 in gegerds ■ the date.

snd piece oi all Notices or Bulletins which
sye sent oat to all the blocks* ^e wo^Xd very much
like to hero the exact doté* time end'place- stated
on thills notices so -that w oonld -fee 1
te- report
sxmonace or post then at the proper ti®e and:on■tis»e.‘
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Stiff
Hi Business ■C á Ü
0*gr.)
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§|J| Ad. building.

9 ¥ tCfs

Seeting,

f^f ■testing
Wfe

secretary m m t to general moo tin© held

,*t 536 £l«c.

ttsll 1*30 p.a.
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I

STAFF
(B) Meeting (Continued)
Mr* George Furuta was there to speak to the
managers about a B&saar pl&n he and few others
ham In mind to sake Christmas fund for the
children* Decided that amp 3 block managers
will sponsor this with Mr* G # Furuta as chair
man. various announcements were made* Mr* B*
Takao will be with us Tuesday, (E$ad of Recrea
tional ^ept.)
(W) Surrey
(Ass*t Mgr. made surrey of those 85 years or
orer who are eligible for payment from Social
Security*
Found out that there were not one eligible*

XX

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) *ork Reports
(Still working in the mess hall putting linoleum
on* Gardeners are wording on the garden erejy
day*
\B) Block Changes
(Pipe was put through barrack 14.

VI

E M ABES
(Br* Togasakl had returned from her trip tuesday,
*or. 17*
Mrs* T. Ikeda dnd her baby had some back from the
hospital Wednesday, Soy. 18.

vui

IASAGEES MOTE
This morning I made a surrey for anyone that maybe
eligible for payments from the Social Security* I
found that there was no one who come under this
category but had many requests that something be
given them; m allowance for tobacco and erson&l
necessities, etc*
T^ere is very much difficulty in obtaining pipe for
one barrack here and I would like to know where ^e
can obtain ny pipe in the | inch size.
A weiner bake was enjoyed by the mess crew after
they had finished their days duties*

SIlb

B10CK

LOO

LOG
X.
XX.

STAFF
,
BLG.CH ACTIVITIES
(A) topic Reports

(a) ptiXX working with linoleum in mesa hall.
(to) forking on garden «rery day.
VXXX,

MAiiAGEB1S BOTE
The liaoleug workers are Installing linoleum in
the mess hall and will be completed very soon after
the sagging floor under the heavy refrigerator is
jacked up and rigid braces installed. xn this way
¿he floor will be kept level thereby preventing the
water to stand in one spot.
X hope that the linoleum would keep out some of the
cold inside. All the block resident appreciate it
although it was minor disadvantages such as slipping
on it when wet* Ahe kitchen crew would have to mop
the floor more thoroughly than before.
Late in the aftemooni and the manager attended the
talks given at 306 Bee. Hall by the Sergeant Inter
viewers from the intelligence School, Camp Savage.
Tanaka
Mov* 20, 1-9:411

I.
XX.

STAFF
BLOCK ACTIVITIES
ipf fork Reports
hardeners have put fence around the garden
today, not saying the garden is finished though*
Cf Block Meeting
(General me ting held 310 mess, delegates from
Camp Fi had come to explain Incidents and de
tails. (is 30 p.a.)
(General meeting was called at 6s3 p.m. to
elect two members for the temporary Emergency
Committee. (*r. donoguehi and ^r. Key Kogs
were elected.

VXXX,

MAHAGEE'S BOTE
bas a very windy and dusty day end was very quiet
during the morning.
The regular meeting did not take place as the block
Mgrs. *>up &kgr. Exe Council were In #1 about Indident.

Bidck Manager1s loi
**Iock fiistorj^( 307,

Sov. 21, 1942
LOO

I. 'Stiff

(A) Business PmtX
(Henry *. Assft Mgr. went to meeting at 306 Bee.
Hall 2*00 p.m. (Mmergency committee, block Mana
gers, and couneilcaenj
XI*

Fill.

BLOCK MiyitlBB
(A) Work Reports
(forking oa block garden everyday.
{£} "lock meetings
¡pi ;¿■¿a
U|lk. general meeting was held Friday, 11/20/42
at 307 mess hall, 65 30 p.m.
Election of 1‘emporary Emergency Committee, two
members were elected ( Mr. Jonoguchi, Mr . A.
Koga.)

M M ACEH* S MOTE
fills morning everyone has experienced probate the
coldest day since coming here to Poston and many
bonfires were going on for the early part of the
morning.
Many people wer concerned of the outcome of the
unit on© incident because it was necessary to take
©very precaution in Parker to pes at any such hap
penings of this camp.
Attended the meeting in the after noon of the
various camp committee and was very glad that the
procedure and the steps to be taken by whom, were
settled so that any progress in this matter would
be conveyed to the residents.

I H I M

‘V- i f l H H H t t

.'

IlSSlI ; Henry Tanaka
•/,/• B* T.
Ho t

22. 1942

STAFF
iAj Business Call
(Assft Bgr. attended meeting this morning 9*00
a.au (Councils*en, block managers, emergency
coswaittee.)
vx

BMABKS
( Mrs. $ * I was had returned with her baby yester
day noon 12*

31b

BLOCK MAMAGER* S LOG
Bxock Manag A 1$ log
Block History M i 7)
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1342

(Continued)

LOG
filii,

ElilGBR1S I OTB
I attended the Councilman, 2am»a®er, and emergency
meeting this morning which was field §t 10?00 sum*
and learned that our unit has not as yet made any
decision as to what action wl&l be taken by this
unit. Various important points were brought up
during the meeting.
This afternoon was very quiet in the block sever*
aI people were working and making additions to
the block garden.
Everyone seems to be very uujch concerned about the
fence which is built so clos e to the blocks,
They feel that some gates should be made at least
so that the cooks can go back and forth from the
cooking place.

Bov. M3, 19if
||

STAFF
(A) business C a n

(Block Manager)
TO: 306, 10:00 a.m.
SUBJECT: To meeting (Emergency committee meeting.)
(b) (Cusodian)
TO? Maintenance
SUBJECT: Have a valve leak in the ladies shower
room fixed
HESOLT: Attended to, immediately.
(d) Ass* t Mgr.)
TO:
Ad. Construction Office.
SUBJECT; &et lumber for kitchen use.
RESULT: The Construction office was informed not
to issue any lumber for kitchen purpose
due to the fact that there is lumber
shortage.
(e) Ass11 Mgr. s/
TO: Ad. Building to see M r. Burge.
SUBJECT: To see about making a gate within the
fence
HEBOLfi Must get further notice from the Adainis*
tration first
XI.

BLOCK £TI¥ITXES

Bib

BLOCK MAMAGEMS LOG
Block Manager* s log
Block History (307;

«OT. WS,

1942

(Continuée^

LOG
II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) Work Heports
The workers have put up three waterfalls in
the garden, and all the tops are now covered
with fine sand*

VI.

REMARKB (nonei

VIII.

MAMAGEE* 8 MOTE
Today the manager was away from the office most of
the day as he attended the emergency meetings dur
ing the morning and aifeo again in the afternoon.
X went to inquire about the making of gates for the
fence and was told that the administration Is try
ing to have the fence removed end not have any at
all. Aas asked to wait until further notice as to
what we should do.
B y *.
Nov. £4. 194S
Business W&11
Ass11 *gr. TO*
OBJECT*

(B^

II*

Ad. Building.
Camp carpenter shop to requisi
tion for nails* Sails were
obtained in the camp carpenters
through the construction divi
sion and none was av&ilabel to
the block carpenter.

Meetings.
(Mgr. and
went to general meeting held at
515 Bee. Hall, 9*50 e.m.
We had with us Miss.^ennly, head of clothing
allowance, she went through with us on the
family basic cards and explained to us anything
we had asked*
We had gone back to the meeting at 1*50 p.a. to
finish our meeting.
Announcement were made, on soaps and etc*

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
A. Work Reports
(Mr. Sato, garden committee man, has taken the

8Xb

BLOCH liflGM*
S LOG
M 9B
Block Manag“ 1s log
Block History (307)

M

Nov. 24, 1942
(Continued)
LOG

II.

VIII.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES (Continued)
exact measurement of the length of pipe required,
(Vegetables from the block garden are being taken
out by the volunteer helpers*
(B) Block Meetings
(Had general meeting at 7: SO p.m. mess hall.
Many of the ladies and the younger sets were
present. Mr. Joaoguehi and Mr. E, Iwata had
finished giving their reports and opened for
questions when te received word that Mr*___ was
to have his trial in Poston. Meeting was
adjourned.
MANAGES*S BOTE
Went to the Carpenter shop to obtain some nails for
block use* Beamed that nails were received from
construction and that none could be released to the
block carpenters.
In regards to the 2 by 4 lumber for the making of
frame-work for the kitchen* s outdoor cooking place
we were told that if one block was given such lum
ber, all the blocks would like to get it for that
purpose* ip am sure that there is only one or possi
bly two blocks that have cooking of rice done out
side so I believe that we should be entitled to
have at least the 2 by 4 lumber for frames* Tv>e
sign up was made by manager end even the worksheet
was filled out for it.
X believe something should be done to the master
fuse box in the ironing room as some fuses are
missing already* Some way of locking the fuse box
is necessary to prevent anyone from taking those
fuses*
The Social Welfare department and the health Depart
ment have requested us for various surveys* Should
they not supply us with some paper for their work
or could the office supply be used in these cases*
I wondered because there may be only © much of these
things supplied to the block manager*s office use*

Nov. 25, 1942
I*

STAFF
(A) Business Call
(Mgr.) TO* #§6 Bee

Hall

31b

K g»
BLOCK HAKAGEft'S
LOG
w

ÄOt A j , 1942
«Continued)

LOG
I*

STAFF (Continued)
OBJECT: Emergency Committee meeting*

IX,

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) Work Reports
(Carden is improving everyday)

VI*

VIII.

REMARKS
(A) Question and Answer
iPress Bulletin wanted names of persons in the
Purpose unknown.)
MANAGER* S IGTE
The Census for the clothing allowance was started
this morning and kept us very busy through out
the day Because the work is besides the regular
daily duties of the office and also business calls
were made at the carpenter shop and the administra
tion building.
The older men who have nothing to do pass the time
playing games such as, ®shogi® and »go ® which
they have in the recreation hall.
In the recre&ion department the »weight lifting or
»barbell club has a large membership and the instr
uctors are busy daily coaching the body—building
courses to obtain good health and strength*
The two kitchen crews worked very industriously
today in preparing the thanksgiving dinner and I
believe that we should be very thankful that we
have a g©up of people who are doing their best in
cooking o#r meal.
Hen ry tan aka
By X.
Hov. 26, 1942

I*

STAFF
{*) business ^all

(Mgr. ) TO: 308 Bec.^jHall
OBJECT: ;Emergency Committee meeting*
VI. REMARKS
Everyone had a wonderful Thanksgiving day
VIII.

MAS ACER« S' BOTE. '
Today was an official holMay and everyone|had the

31b
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(Continued)
LOG

VIII.

MANAGER* 8 MOTE

(Continued)

first holiday since coming here to camp. A very
dilicious *thanksgiving dinner was enjoyed by all.
t^here were many complaints as the fuel oil was
taken out from our supply tank.
In spite of the holiday, manager was called to
attend meetings with the community council and
the Emergency Committee.
I.

II.

STAFF
.
■'
Nov. £7* 194B
(B) Meeting
(Mgr* and Bee. went to regualr meeting at 316
Bee. Ball 9*30 a.au
Mr. loshimini gave us an outline on how things
would be worked out when we made ^mochi®
Suggested that mochi tsuku in the laundry room
and the usu to be put on wheel barrel so it
would be easier to transfer It.
Mr* Fujisawa announced that the 11Emergency
Committee® was dissolved.
Few other announcements were made.
BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) Work -Reports

■
>
: ' : '• :
■
Gravel has been laid all along the sides of
the bank of our rock gr&den today.

VIII.

MANAGER* S NOTE
The regular meeting of the bl&ck managers was held
this morning and the census was taken from late in
the morning and during the afternoon.
We put up two wire lines in the ironing room for
hanging clothes and started to use the Ironing room
the same morning.
Mr. fiarada was looking everythere for another room
as his own quarters is very much crowded. H® final
ly found with the help of the manager, a temporary
room in the express office building. I think the
Housing department is very very slow in their deci
sion and actions on this matter as it is their very
duty to take care and make accomodations for these
people
Sli

Henry Tanaka
By i.
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I

STAFF
(*) ^ulness Caii

(Assft

TO?
OBJECT:

Industry Department*
Make correction on the flower
making class to be held In
the mess ball, so there would
be no conflict with the sew
ing classes being held regu
larly.

II

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
Work Beports
(a) ^en volunteers from the block worked on the b
block garden laying rocks on the bottom*
The fence around the garden is completed, made
out of tree limbs*
Ladies have helped made Rtsuke mono8 this after
noon, using 8dikon8 and turnip*

n

HEMA M S
(Ag* Dept, is making preparation for plans in plant
ing elm trees.

Vili

MAHAGEB* S BOTE
This morning we find ours Ives vey low in fuel oil
supply and wonder when we will get our next supply.
The people are going without hot showers and there
is not enough hot water for the laundry, te are
all hoping this situation will be relieved.
The block garden is progressing very good and today
everyone helped to lay some gravel and rocks in the
pond bed*
The boys who left here to work in Sebraska were
back in camp today, after spending about two months
in the eastern state* They ewarned some money work
ing and not only enjoyed themselves but saw many
interesting things, how people are doing in that
part of the country and also the different condi
tions that prevail there.
According to those who went the weather is very
cold and there is much snow on the grounds.
The census for the Social Welfare of clothing allow
ance file cards was completed today and I hope that
this will soon be given to all residents.
Henry Tanaka

51b BLOCK E M A Q i M S LOG
Block Managers log
Block Bistoy
(307)

Bov, £9, 1942
LOO

IX.

III;
▼III.

BLOCK. ACTIVITIES
(A) Worfc Reports
(Gardener bad leveled out the sides and more
gravel walks were put up)
RMAR&S
(Blk. staff had enjoyed a barbecue at the river.
MASAGEE*S IGTE
A picnic was enjoyed by all the managers and their
staff members today. The girls were very busy the
night before In preparing the lunch and baking pie.
The secretaries worked very hard and I am sure
they should have the credit of making the picnic a
success.
After waiting which we thought would be hours, we
finally left for our destination by the river*
Most of the group spent the afternoon playing cards
or reading. Some went in swimming whi e others
whose favorite pastime is fishing went out to see
if they have any luck of catching a few bass to
bring home.
There is a case of Mr. H&rada here who needs
another apartment but because of the slowness of
action on the part of the Housing Department to
settle this matter, it was suggested that this
partis get in touch with Mr. Wumino who I am sure
would he able to help him find a rooming quarter.
There is also one party here who is not physical
ly strong. He has been confined in the hospital
until coming here to camp and I believe this should
be taken care of by the Social Welfare Department,
very immediately.
Henry Tanaka
By ft
So?# 3D, 19 4£

I.

STAFF
(A) business Pali
(Blk. Mgr.) TO:
OBJECT:

Social Welfare Dept.
Said doctor will check up on
type of Illness. Also wished
to have information on rela
tives of *r.
H&rada and
Mr. M. Sakamura

51b BLOCK &MAGm*S LOG
Block laaaPp's log
Block History (30?J

^
^JP9 50, 1341
(Continued)
LOG

§f |§|

III.

vx.

BLOCH ACTIVITIES
|§J *ork Reports
(Volunteer helpers dug the holes for the elm
trees this afternoon,
(B) Bjock Changes
(fife tress were planted in our block this afternoon,
MEfiGEUCIES
(Mr# Minall Tanaka had a serious accident this
afternoon. H© lost his indexfinger on the
left hand and probably the use of his left
thumb from the electric burs saw in the camp
carpenter shop.)
remarks

(a ) Complaints
(The kitchen complained to block office that
the residents are asking for hot water in
kitchen. The direct result of shutting off
of laundry boiler to conserve fuel oil*
|91 518 refused to have Mr. S&rade move in their
block,
VIII.

MASAGEE'S

MOTE

The elm trees were brought by the Ag. L©pt. and wm
distributed by them. Holes to plant in were dug
by volunteer workers and the young trees were planted
in only a short time.
I hope the fuel oil situation wiol be relived very
soon because the people go there to get hot water.
There is no hot water available because we could not
afford to run out of fuel for the kitchen use and
have the boilers working at all times.
With
pond
besn
able
will

the committee working very earnestly the block
is nearly completed and e few small fish have
put in the pond. Because of piping not avail
it will be some time before the last parts
be Installed.
Henry lanaka
By I.
M .

I.

STAFF

, :

1, 1942

■

(a ) business £*11
(*lk. it%t J TO*
OBJECTS

506 Rec. Hall
Emergency Committe Meeting.

31b
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(Continued}
LOG

STAFF (Continued)
(Ass* t Mgr J
Its 306
OBJECT: T give ^r. T. Sakamoto the
>
requesition sheet.
(B; Meeting.
(Mgr. and Secretary went to general meeting at
329 &ec. Hall 9:30 a.m.
Discussion on Bazaar, donation drive, bazaar
to be held at 318, 217, 218. Each block office
was aksed to save boxed and ropes. Hach mess
hall to donate from the block, 15 pies(aad) or
equivalent too.
Mr. Busman ^skao, head of the recreational
Department was down to sepak to us and help us
straighten out our questions which we brought
beforehim.
Meeting to be held at 316 hec. Hall Is 30 p.m.
S3 Ftndely.
(C) Survey
Custodian went on Murrey for children of 15 yrs.
and under for Church federation.
XI* : BLOCK ACTIVITIES

^'.:
'(A)lork Heports
Block pond is completed with the exception of
the installation of the pipes for the water
falls.
ISf Block Changes
% © block pond is now installed with Bkarps.®
XV

VISITORS

t^)

VIII.

Business °all
(&) Mr. *umino visited *r. f. Tanaka, to inform
him of the results in regards to M rs#
Tsunashima*s request to transfer to Belocation cente.
■(b) *r, *• O^amura, from fire Dept. informed
block manager to see M r. Popkins, Construc
tion and Maintenance, to get permit for mak
ing a cooking piece outside.

MANAGER* S 10X1
j There are quarantine eses in our block. It appears
that the child going to school gets small pox from
others andeome home. I fell more rigid system of
quarantine should be made besides quarantining just
those who are ill because in many cases it appears
that the school child of the family which has small
pox goes to school, thus affecting other children
who in turn brings that sickness ihto unaffected

51b

BLOCK MARAGEELS LOG
Black ManageJPs log
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Gee.
1942
(OontinBed)
LOG

fill*

MANAGER’S ROTE (Continued)
block* This I believe is the case of ours be
cause it appears that this block was one of the
last one affected b this case« therefore I
believe somewhat stricter form of quarantine
should be enforced for the general welfare of the
others.
Many complaints has been coming in In regards to
Mr. Shimashlta stating that instead of handling
the patient ss should be done he Is scolding them
for not being ready or complaining to them.of the
fact that the ambulance is very busy and the pa
tient should h;ve walked to the clinic in some
cases. I hope if this is true, a much sore
gentler method and tact be used by himeso that
those getting his service will really appreciate
him.
It is my opinion and some of the others who has
notified me that the h spital should be close to
the people es possible. Since it is moved already
I believe we should, have emergency ward with at
least one trained nurse on hand to ake care of
minor emergency cases in 310 where former clinic
was located| I believe this will greatly reduce
the demand for ambulance and will also be of much
help in brir&ag these ill children and older folks
to be treated for minor illness.
X1® still wondering if something more definite can
be done by the Housing department.
To date
especially recently in some cases they have been
putting the Blk, Mgrs. on the spot by stating that
if the Blk. Mg.r ox such and such a block says G.L.
for the person to come into their block ti will
be all right with the®, but they must get the
block manager’s Q.k. before moving in. I am won
dering whether the Housing Bept. could do this
without puttin g any block manager in any embarrasing situation. I also beliere whether some
definite methods may be devised to take care of
the best workers who have returned or are return
ing so that every bleek will be evenly distributed.
Block 30? is faced with over crowding of bachelors
in their quarters. &even persons in a room with
their baggages will leave hardly any space to in
stall stove.

31b BLOCK, MAI AGEE* S LOG
Block Ms-msAr* s log
Block History (50?/
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VIII*

A M /.GEE18

MOTE (Continuedj

Since our ^ec, Ball is being used throughout the
day I*® wondering:if certain section may be divi
ded by the community activities so the yo$ng men
and roiien of our Blk* may be able to indulge in
some activities which they desire* This is very
essential because at present no space is open to
take care of activities during the evening when
the younger groups are through with their work*
Torn Iked©
by T*
Doe. i|: 194£
1*

STAFF
(A) Business Call
(Mgr.) TO« Ad* Building*
OBJECT« Executive »¡Lock Manager1s meet
ing*
RESULT? Oil heaters are being distributed
in Baku 5 blocks, Baku 1 to
receive it later* Oq the other
hand the linoleum for the barracks
are to be laid in Roku 1 first*
AX so discussion for the donation
drive for the Xmas "Seseeif*
(b) Meetings
( Mgr. and Secretary went to © special meeting
today at 516 Bee. Ball 1«50 pirn. Miss
Fiadely was with us to talk over the clothing
allowance cards we fille d in, also suggestions
were asked, for any Improvements which might
be made on the cards. Miss Findely had showed
us how the last forms were to be filled out*
The Social Welfare has taken over this matter
of filing.

II* BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(*) Work Reports
Block carpenters are very busy making ^miniature
onlyas® to put ih our rock garden and p©nd*
▼I.

▼Ill*

REMARKS
(a) Supply-Custodian went after a gallon of Bine
tar disinfectant.
MAMAGEE'S MOTE
The block carpenters have been very busy during the
past week, in making various articals that are now
being used in the block managers office. File boxes
for the desk, two chairs and several counter drawers
have been made for the keening of office suoolies

Zlb BLOCS. MANAGER'S

LOG
Block Manager1i Xo k
Block Historic^07}
LOG

fill.

ilAHAGMHfS BOTE (Continued)
and Postal articles#
Because of the fact that the residents of 309 has
moved Into the block prior to those of 305 and since
In the past SOS has been getting most of their things
before usf the residents feel that when the distri
bution of the linoleum starts on the connection of
stoves they should be started from 30? in&ead of 305*
These are the opinions of the people of this block,
I believe they are justified and g hope the block
managers supervisor will take this point into consi
deration •
‘
¿here is one eprtaent in our block where a single
room has been divided, therefore please make a
reservation for one exgm stove to take of this
apartment, it is imperative that the residents _
receive their clothing allowance as they are in dire
need of money as well as clothing.
Complaints have been made by certain parties as to
why the newspaper and mall does not come in regular
the papers have not been coming in for one week.
torn Ikeda
Dec. 5, 1942
STAFF
(a ) business ***11
(&ss'ft Mgr*)
TO* Social *81fare
OBJECT; Brought some Clothing allowance cards
filed for the boys who had got back from
beet topping.
BLOCH ACTIVITIES
*ork Reports
(The carpenters have started to paint the little
miniature 8omiyas.tt
BEMAB&S
(Committee for the coming Bazaar had come to pick
up the cardboard boxes.)

VIII.

MAH AGEE» S HOTE
A group of residents left very early this morning
to go to the hill and found some useful materials
for the gardens and for various decoration purposes.
Everyone same home very tired but were ahppy In
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VIII,

MAHACER’S EGG (Continued)
spiteof the long hike»
In the afternoon*

All came back safely early

It was a very quiet day here in the biofek today
because nothing exciting took place during the day
except in the late afternoon. A^l was quiet when
all of a sudden a roar of an engine was hear Moaming of the street. Aa wondered what it was and
saw that the oil tanker brought in another load
of fule oil which as distributed throughout the
camp block.
Henry kanaka
M T* ;
Gee. 4, 1942
I*

STAFF
>; , | :KJ V4, ^lg| 1|;|| |gi
(A) Business C3ll
(Mgr*) TO: Employment Office.
OBJECT: Bazaar Committee Meeting.
I ® Meetings
(Mgs, and Secretary attended geneuS. meeting
held at 329 Bee. Hall 9t30 a.m.
Mr. Eakaaoto.hed been away to Pa&er on
business so Mr* fajita had taken over the
meeting.
Mr. fuzaino gave a report on the new order
which will be necessary for travel penult for
emergency cases, 'Iso order given for visitors
from Aymed forces.
Announcement from Police ^ep^rtment that
all nightwatchmen will be taken care of by
the police department from today.
Special first Aid passed were arranged
for the block manners1 at 310-8-B Mon. fed.
and Friday afternoons.

II. BLOCH ACTIVITIES
(£J fork Reports
(Volunteer groups had planted elm trees this
afternoon between the barracks.
VIII.

MAHAGEE’S HOTE
The football game was started here recently and
the younger boys took great Interest in the sport
and played but since the game is very rough and

sib
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Vili.

MAH AGEE1S IOf! (continued)
Is liable to cause serious injires which could not
be ta&ea care of properly by the Medical Lept.
because of the lack of equipment and supplies, It
was advised that the game be put aside for other
sports. Linee the backstop was taken down to allow
the construction of the fence line, there is not
Interest in baseball at the presenttime.
As sson as the fence line Ik ta&en out and moved
to a more convenient piacej-for the camp as a whole
I believe every one will participate in the game
as they have been doing in the past.
Henry Tanaka
By *¿’
1;
Lee. 5,1x942, •

II. BLOCK ACTIVITIES

(A) Work Reports
(Boys went out to get cotton trees to make a basket
ball backboard.
(p) Block Changes - none
fC) Block Meetings
(Had general meetings at 7:50 p.m.regarding the
bazaar and the plans for the Hew Tear.
Instead of old clothes drive the residents wanted
to have a volunteer contribution box putuup so
that everyone could contribute as much as they
fjwlshed. I I ! ’’ ;-;
111•
537 is to make ^laochi0 on the 27th of ^ec. Conatitee of seven was. chosen to make the ¿tea "'plan for
fifw lears.
(L) Socisi Activities
C^he kitchen resting today went to the river for
fun and picnic. v
VI.

REMABKL

(Mr.
Tajiri had retuned from the sugar beet field
this morning.
Vili.

MAS AGES18 HOTE

'; {ft

It seems that up to the present time when everyone
receive supplies for the camp, block 508 has been
given priority before block 507. I believe that
it would be more justified if the priority of 506
be given to 307 when the linoleum coxes in since
the residents here were the first to come to camp.

Sib
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VIII.

IMASIEiS MOfI
They seem to be quite an interest at present
In the making of fimochia for the lew Tears.
Everyone Is very busy helping to make the neces
sary things in preparing for the sochi making.

*H{

A hiking trip to the river was enjoyed by those
members of the kitchen crew who were off from
duty for the day and also another group of boys
went out to cut cotton timbers for athletic ourpose.
v;
"
'
:| •
:
■yv'.. ;\.v'f|
Henry Tanaka

| |pp|| ¡ | | | p pj By jjP,
Bee. 6, 1942

II*

BLOCK ACTIVITIES

W
VIII.

/'

Social Activities
Kitchen crew went to hill for picnic

MANAGER*S HOTS
Tvje carpenters have nearly completed making the
small building for miniature temple and bridge
which are to be set in the block garden. They
will be painted in several colors and will be
ready .in § few days,
A group of about twenty people went to the hills
and enjoyed a picnic and hiking trie. Part of
the group went farther into the hills in search
of iron wood and also for different shapes of
! petrified wood.
j I
Henry Tanska
H I By!. |
Bee. 7» 194E

if

STA§§

(a ) Business £*11
i^gr.) TOi Camp #1
OBJECT: To discuss with *r, Popkuas of
the Construction department on
'whether it is permissible to
have an addition built to the
||!| |'■■■' j .
kitchen ;
hhbULT: Mr* Popkins^replied to the effect
that no wings ere to be built on
any building especially the Mess
%lls.
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vLoutiaua tion)

Stiff (Continued)
(B) lea tings
(Ass*t Hgr. and gardener went to the monthly
Ag*. meeting, Meetings was.called off due to
the fact that there were very few members
present, ■
;'"fC'f :

SI

BLOCS ACTIVITIES
(4) Work Reports
The little bridge for the block garden, pond
is nearly completed by the carpenter,
(0) Block Meetings
Meeting for the women was held this noon to
get volunteer helpers to help' in the' sales
department for the coming Basaar,

IV.

VI51TORE

i&) ,Buduè-ss. Cfi.ll
(Mr. R. fujita had brought down a notice, and
cl so, we had gain for one boi of :§8||p soap
amounting' to .flQ>
Vili,

MàiàGERfB IOTE
The box for the voluntary contribution for the
needy was set up in the block manager* $ office
this morning* is this was the first day there were
not many contributions but we .hope that more
people take interest before the bazaar starts*
/ The visit to the construction department in Camp #1
in connection with the possibility of building an
additions! structure annex the kitchen was not so
favorable. It did shatter our hopes of having
our rice and food cooked in real fashion, but at
must be remembered that the construction side had
a good point to refuse such' a construction, name
ly fire hazard.
| would like to mention a for «orde again on the
block pond, ifce lata seed was-- planted on the min
iature hills t few days ago and If favorable It
should be a real resemblance of natural at. T’
h©
block carpenters have started the construction of
an arched bridge and it is something to look for
ward to in the near future. I understand that f
weeping willow tree, a peach tree and a rose bush
has been acquired from another block by one of the
residents and is to be planted in our garden.
Borne of thè block residents have complained of the
extreme cold they suffer because of the absence of
the heaters. Our block Is waiting for the heaters

n.h

block iaxag £&»s log

i>ec# ? 194 &
(Continued)
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VIII. ;M M AGEE*B HOSE

^hiefe h;-s yet to -.arrive.- and me hope to have
installed as BOOB- as possible|
v :

'■; '
,

■'

■'■'■
.

v

:•:■■

tt

Renry kanaka

By Tm

&ec. &f m m
STMS'

I.

|||i ^uKness H I
(M gr, TO: Employment Office
OBJECT: la regards to ^araar, obtained 2
trucks and healed the 35X0 stage
to Z>27 wi^h assistance of Reefer
IIBIlii
>
! boys.
L[;i\
? ?;xo mess
OBJECT; Joint block managers end camp conn*
| ;eil |meeting.
. II.

VIII.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES V
JP) ^-ork Reports
(Carpenters are busy painting little articles
to put in garden and pond.

M M AGES* $ MOTE
It mas a very cold day today snd;probably" the cold
est weather we have had. so far .for during the ¡§¡¡¡1
time* The skies were cloudy all day and night but
cold winds blew Iron the northeast during the early
pert of the morning. This weather has started some
residents to make *sumir' for heating purposes.

§11
block managers and advisors' gathered' at the
recreation hall -block SOS where a■
■talk wag given
by Mr. fielland, Sationel Director of Employment'
■|division;for »BA in ■ikshington. £e gave afvery
interesting'i Ik in regards to .the relocation of
anyone on jpg voluntary basis to, some of the middle
most .states, home very important points were 41s*
S p cuseed in regards to the ..steps, to be taken for
acquiring leave permits. ^ ^ *,1fpt!
&r?M $utf
l?

L:'.. M '
r^%
■\CrfJ

/ f■(
.'b
h,
;'£
..-'
.:i
;.ff
■i
'j
4wj
^'Sq

Henry Tanaka
t: B-tr
w f :#I'

i#|| 3, 1948

I.

STAFF
.'
■: $§Bk
justness % i l
(g|ts) TOi H&zaar Headquarters.
OBJECT: in bazaar committee

Ji
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IX.

VI*
fill.

BLOCK ACTÏ711ÏES
(a ) fcork Reports
Block -gardener had prepared a
plant some vegetables*
BBââBMS
leather

little lot to

M J ill?
ery windy and cold*)

MLAftAGSR’S ||||
The work of preparing the various booths and consessions for^the Christmas Bazaar was started this
afternoon* The counters and the :
•fraise" work 'were
put up and the members of the various clubs and
organisations ware busy during the afternoon receiv
ing the merchandise and®1/ goods'to be sold in
their respective concessions* lavetory of the mer
chandise' were tsken also'so that Ü record may be
kep ofjfthe transaction of the goods brought in m û
good sold. |
The.weather is becoming very-cold snd eveoone is
hoping that jthe stoves viol soon arrive and be
. installed and put Into operation*

f , . On til the stoves come In the people, are making
small fires to keep themselves warm and .some people
.are making- charcoal from the mequite woods*
Henry lanaka
IN %
*
Bee. 10, 1942
I.

II.

mil

STM F
business % 1
TO: Bazaar Headquarters.
(iw *ssft Mgr. TO; 316
Hall
OBJECT: Help construct booth for
bazaar.
BLOCK ACTIVITIES'
ttfl
{*) *fork Reports
(Gardener p l a n t e d turnips,
¡¡g gobo.

, ig®
C h in e s e .

*nappa" and

»*JMGBR*S HOTE
Preparation for the grand opening of the les ton #5
Bazaar is in fui swing with both block Mgr. and
a Ss *t Mgr. there to assist.
They day was spent in
decorating, arrangement of all the merchandise and
taking inventories of It* The
^gr. ?re anti-

sib

block

nmmm*8M*Q

Block. Manager1swrog
Block History (707)

Sec. ldVl34£
(kontinned)

•LOO
VIII.

■itAHAGEH* S HOTS (Continued)
eip^ting the success of the bazaar.
Tv.e fence around the camp Is being: taken down par
tially, I knov that quite | lot of persons were
relived of the situation,

henry.Tanaka
'

%Vy ,■ ' V

f *•

lir I

L11-'tj

B e e ,fll, H i t

II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
*ork Reports
Bile garden is completed, little.miniature ^omiy&s6
utorll«*1 and bridges are now set out In the garden
m d is very colorful,
(BIk , ^grv and Ags* t wont d o m to help fix up the
Hoc,Halls for the B&saar this morning*
(Bee, went to help at bazaar this noon.
Majority of the block residetnk have gone to the
baxaar,

viii.

f m block garden is finished and see many visitors
here during the day from the other block* However,
the more item is lacking, and that tsithe piping for
the waterfalls which are already -built-' from the
first plans of the garden. I hope that these pipe
parts would be obtained because only a small amount

of It would bo needed to fill full the needs of the
|§project*
Today was the first day of the Christmas Bazaar and
nearly everyone attended the bazaar sometime during
the afternoon and was very quiet here within the
block*

Heory_ Tanaka
By fy,;
Bee. 15, 194S
VIII*

M&&A&EB*6 MOT&
Today being Baad&y theoffle© remained closed and
the staff was out to the &&za&r working in the

concessions*
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I

| ||

lost of iao residents were out to attend the bazaar
and progress which were put on by the ^rsmatic Club
and other organization*
It was very quiet here in the block mmny visitors
were seen by the garden pond,
Henry Tanaka
|| §1 1*;|
$ec, $€| 194JB
XI.

BLOCK ACTXTITIES
t**) %QTk Reports
(gse11 ^gr, went to. clean up Bee. Halls after
f ^ hTffK4
vt.zrtv* |
III.
VIII.

LMI&GLfrClLB §
C Mrs. ^suaeta was visited by &r* Bada, 4:30 pirn,
lASAG^it* $ BOth

l attended a meeting at custodians office where
111 Agaai gave | demonstration on how to install
the kerosene''stoves end"oil burners .and the direc
tions of starting and keeping -the priooer .adjusts
meats on the fuel and air Intake. ‘He*also stressed
the point of keeping the chimneys clear from con
tacting any roofing paper for fire precaution*
Henry Tanaka
| H | f|| 1942
I.

STAFF
(B) leatings
(mgr* and Sec* attended- general block•managers
meeting at .389.,out-doors* |
'.Beports made. Mr, ¿urge informed us that 1
they are not working to get fuel storage In
P-jrqt . Decided to have iiiel for the stoves
filled once a' day to three gallons.
(Money from the Bazaar will be used for buy
ing little gifts, different churches, and
cash will be given to needy families.
*1! articles will be brought Into block office
by the £4t$ to be wrapped and distributed on
Christmas.

31b
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flU

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) fork Reports
(Gardener had drained the pond to put In the
pipes for the water falls.
MANAGER'S BOTE

The gardeners were very busy breaking new ground
by the recreation hall to plant a winter crop.
They have completed the listing and blocking of
the soil and spinach seed has been planted. Also
turnips and peppers have been put in the same
area*
Henry Tanaka
By T*
D#e* 16, ||||
X*

STAFF

(A) Business Gan
(Blk. Mgr.J TO; A^* Building
OBJECT; Bee about getting tractors (Charles Hakamura)
RESULT; Got 2 tractors for block use.
Also, got information from M P# Burdick and
Mr* ioshlmlne that there was 55 lbs of *mochl
gome for each block*

(Agsft Agr.)
TO: Camp 1 and 2 Express Office.
OBJECT; Regarding the location of the baggage belong
ing to returned workers.
HESOLT: fill have to wait for a few days.
(L) survey
(Made survey of ones eligible to vatoe regarding
the camouflage*

m

IX.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
|3| *ork Reports
Gardener is still working with the fittings of
the pipes in the pond.

u

MAHACER9S MOTE
There are four people from this block who have gone
to work outside In the sugar beet fields ®n& they
have rdurned two weeks ago but have not yet received
their baggage and personal belongings that they took
with them. Two of thes workers have received their
baggages on the same day that they returned to camp
but the others have not hear anything after waitlrg

31b
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Vili

MAS AGEE* S MOTE
as long as two weeks* W$ would appreciate very
much if you will look into this matter immediate
ly and trace back and find out where these persons
belongings have benn sent or being held*
The kerosene stoves for the small apartments have
been distributed and they are trying them outside
of the apartments as the new paints causes a lot
of smoking.
Benr^ Tgnaka

By

B@C 17* 1942
I

STAFF
Business £*11
(BIk, *gr.)
TOi Administration this morning.
OBJECT: Obtained names of persons who is to drive
the tractor this coming Monday.
(Ass11 Mgr,)
TOt

OBJECT:
II

Till

Social Welfare

Check up on clothing allowance cards for
the workers who reutnred from sugar beet*

BE0CE ACTIVITIES
(AJ %ork Beporjfcs
(One of the waterfalls has been completed,
little minl&tu e light houses has been set
in the pond,
MASAGEE1S MOTE
The block garden was drained in order to put in
some pipe for bringing water to the pond and also
for the water falls which will be installed in
several places.
Many kinds of structure such as light house towers
and small houses are being added on es they are
completed. The grass seeds h ve been planted and
some of the m are almost two Inches high*
At might be noted that this block holds quite an
attraction from the outsides.
are contemplat
ing an installing outside lights so that we would*
n t have to grope around in the dark.
The call for volunteers to bring in branches to be

31b
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VIII,

MAM AGEE* S MOTE
used la decorating the mess halls was received
he&rtely and they were brought in promptly, ^he
women will decorate the branches with ail sorts
of paper flowers and then be strung over the
mess hall. Borne of the resident were generous
enoughto donate a vase made of mequite adorned
with various flowers. After all is completed,
lfm sure that the mess hall would be a s cheer
ful as In any home.

fill

henry l&naka
Bee. 18, 1942

i.

(B)

Meetings
(Mgr. and Bee. went to general business
meeting 329 recreation hall, is 30 p-.au
Announcements were made.
Beport in clothing allowance for sugar beet
workers who returned.
Bon* t have fuel burning all night,
heport on sochi gome made,
sacks to each
block at present.
Bach roku is to have | sets of seiro.
Important me ting to be held &ed. 310-10-D
Joint sleeting was held with the councilment and ad^jeor after this.

II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES

(B)

Block Changes
*lood lights were installed on the main power
poles near the latrine.

71.

?III.

HEMABES
(Ladies are busy asking flowers and decoration for
the mess hall.
MAMAGEB1S MOTE
A general clean up was done today by the man In the
mess hall. A n dust was cleaned from the rafters
and frame work on the ceiling so that the decora
tions and flowers to be put up will not become soil
ed from the dust particles, that have accumulated
there. T^e various colored decorations are being
made by the ladles and will be put up to make the
place more attractive,
Ag the Christaas holidays and ^ewyear are approach-
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VliX* MABAGEB* S NOTE
ing It will create a more cheerful and pleasant
atmosphere with flowers and break the monotony»
There are many eoaplalhlng that they cannot sleep
because of the roaring engines of the airplanes
which are flying during the night*
Henry Tanaka
■ .;■% V :
Bee* 19, 1942
I.

STAFF
||t; Business £*11

. OBJECTS Camouflage meeting*
IX*

BLQCJL ACTIVITIES
ff§| ^ork Be ports
(Ladies of this resident are making paper
flowers for the mess hall.
(Approximatly fifteen men worked after dinner
decorating the -ess hall with the flower the
Mdies made*
Employment
(Mr. M* Xamamoto got his referal card as block
oil dispatcher.

VI*
fill.

Bm&B&B

M
Bed Cross asked us to pass out circular to each barrack
MAMAGBB*S NOTES
Asked Mr* famaaoto to take care of the pond and to
serve as oil distributor of the block* fíe appears
to have great Interest in Japanese garden and has
contributed greatly toward it completion* There
fore I feel, that this1task as working on the garden
will contribute further— more toward a more satis
factory completion of the garden.
The jamor problem of the day resulted when the ladies
was lost in the mezquite at first Block 30? sent
several searching parties in different group and then
latter all police and oter blocks were notified and
they all cooperated in our search was Indeed a minute
searching plus cooperation and efficiency of whole
roku one which resulted in the finding of the missing
person.

Zlb
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MANAGER'S BOXES
wifhJ,t? express y sincere thanks
.?
,w^° cooPerated in this search. §o^ this
canclons | S »hfa1^ 4 !?*■ ^ P 1* »ill become^ore
i
by the roltng that they must
and thetnuaherko?SDeonLbefrire they.*d the Erection
of y t r s t ' j m t &
s j - s g s f f w s v k
ri®la?elyVenforcedPfo; th ®h°P* tbat ls » 11»« i l H

^

°r the seaeral ssfety r°r « U

«e L ^ S e d f

H

I ■

Torullkeda
Dec. 20. 1942

Ik

STAFF
B*

Business Calls

^Fem^i, ®r* Matgumoto* went to
bi o p v bl° Ck
« »11

Till.

1

o n a g e r to thank there respective
the police .apartment for

^ .r g ^ r i^ r u S e S

1

oat search- | |

MABAGER'S ROTES | |
lulte fron afternoon.
S t
who
the
tae

Because the aaforftv

J S j & V L & i J bl° Cii b 9 l n * 8 Buddhist & f
^
tolk cart in ^ J m 7 « ? a y * Tha y o a n « er Child
» f t » ™ ™ ln.the activity seemed to enjoyed
axtemoon*
I hope so© mo r e aetivitv *%#

sort nay inlclated so that the younger child
* f f . S n ' S S i S ^ h * ? d?
i S S iownta.
! t | £ ™ H L f f 2 otl? h f 1? t° k e e P those group away
irom m i s c h i e f and o f learning undesirable habits
caused from undesirable e n n o r w e n t a f
This f i l f
*?£ Up the probIea of P IaJ ground for these
groups ■ The sooner we get them the better it «ill
t " L L 5?22
and Sakamoto t L T
M d Mini
■*. B urge and the Construction
ana point out the gravity o f not having some sort

foibiot?
t h t r uager
ST «ffi
T h l ? * s o f Important m a t t e r to be
a t w * 4 h#r'~ f
as^nfLrt

S

S! w*thout the proper environment,

o f l r ^

a c t m u e f .^

r

f

P

P

to the g e n e r a l dfioSo*ienik Ja so»®thlng determeatal°Cy
and community clunclimen t o t S e ' e a r e o f ° t h l s “ 2 tt*r
promply and to | g§ that other people are prooerlv
guided.
X had mentioned this matter several time
in my m g r $ m note but its appears that it h a d been
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M U AGEE18 NOTE (Continued)
overlooked or nothing definite had been done*
Isseis are talking about the JACL resolution
requesting the change of classification from
4C to something the citizen is ©niltiled. There
seems to be much misinterpretation and want of
clear explanation and I believe that with proper
explanation there rumors which may hare been
exagerated and misunderstanding will be cleared.
Therefore, Iffell that a party or & person who
has attended the JACL Convention made a explana
tion of those activities which took place at the
convention at a block meeting
sooner they do this the better the general
atmosphere | feel that to have a third party
explain is matter in a block meeting may result
in miquoting or misinterpretation of the actual
resolution. Therefore 1 am firmly convinced that
a party ff possible who had attended the JACL
convention make it a point to attend the block
meeting of various block and explain these prob
lems in detail*
;

torn Ikeda
By 5*
Bee. El, 194E

X*

STAFF

f§§ Business ^«11

(Blk. Mgr.)
TO* Ad* A w
OBJECT*' To see Mr. ^* Bskes&o.to and complain on
the improper method of handling the
heater fey the crew* Also lacking one
heater.
II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) Work Reports
About twenty men from this resident went by
means of two tractors this morning to the
hills to get rocks for the proposed construc
tion
lanwout&i$e fireplace for the kitchen
use.

IV.

VISITORS
(a ) Business ^ l l
(Mr. Burge and My* 1* Sakamoto had come
down in regards to the heaters. Mr* Burge
commented that possibly the type of heater
received by us was for the mess halls and

31b
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IV. VISITGBS
(*) Continued)
said he would check up.
(Mr. S. ■fajita, called for our blocks survey of
children under 1* and bachelors of fifty years
mm
and over*
*1 so, paid him for one box of &wan ^o&p. (#10
VIII.

MAHAGEB*S MOTE
Group of ladies from this block got together to
make flowers for decor ating mess hall and block
manager1s office. This sort of cooperation is
always appreciated and the idea of beautification
of any place would make it a proper environment,
in which to eat or to play. Since people as a
rule tends to become grouchy'these sort ■'of envi
ronment will have a tendency in enlightening the
people, and at the same time give those who par
ticipate the feeling of satisfaction.
Another group went to the hills with the tradtors
to -get.rdckblfor outdoor fireplace* Everyone was
enthusiastic about going to the hills and were
all smiling upon their return because we found
later that they haddbrought home something much
more besides rocks such as cactia and etc. Open
returninggjfc&gy; had maped out a schedule to con
struct *kuao*'lbext morning upon arrival of cement.
Complaints on handling of the stoves. Handling
stoves should be taken proper care, although the
package states handle with caution what we saw
while they were being unloaded was just the oppo
site from its instruction, without pDper care we
will be without stoves therefore I m of the
opinion that some responsible party direct the
unloading of the stoves. *1 *0*1 believe that as
soon as the supplies of any sort comes in, it
should be reported immediately to the responsible
party so that its proper dlstrlbtuion may be
taken care off so that such error as jnlo&ding
the fifty one stoves at our block which was
supposedly for the mess hall should not again
occur.
Henry Xanaka
By
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STAFF
(&) Meetings
(B^k. M«r. and Secretary went to general
meeting ¿eld at 305 .B©c* .Ball ■Is 30 P*^*
Aanounements were made.
<||

XI.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) ttork Sports ' h;h'\ i
;
:
(Plumbing crew from c»mp #1 stared to fix
tiie main leaking near the ladle latrine.
(b) iijoek Changes
(Mr, flarada has transfered to B^oek 327
ii^

VIII.

MAJfAGEB’S MOTE
Comments on Joint medtlng with counctlmen.
Wnen the IMA group who had presented there con
stitution during the last Joint meeting it was de
cided that we should ask some member of the T1&
to appear before Joint group of Bxk. Mgr. Isei
Councllmen Advisor and councilaen before we rati
fy their organization. I believe this was their
understanding when they appeared today and they
had come in good faith to explain what-ever
question of doubt to these group had behaved
appeared as if these parties were there for' ques
tioning and the group itself was against the
giving of B b e c a u s e it had turned the whole
matter over to the community activities. X
believe that since during the last meeting it was
decided to give our ^
upon the fuller under
standing of their organization since it was given
it was proper that we should have given our 0,E.
becaus this will tend to create a bitter feeling
between the group involved. There was some mis
understanding and fear because some group felt
that it w&s composed of libels but since the
membership was open to ©reryone regardless of age
who felt that they were yotfng enough to belong
in this organization since these purpose was
clearly defined, councilme, block manager were
asked to become the advisro, it was more than
right that we should have giaen our G.&* I hope
such incident will not occur again because it
will tend to break up haraoney which was existing
until that time.
Toru Tfcede

llfli

%

I
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STAFF
(AS business ^all
(Ass* t ¡¡¡¡i|| Houslag Lept.
OBJECT: Sew Quarters for | member of block
residie'it
RESULT: Sothing definite.

XI♦ BLOCH ACTIVITIES
(A) ^ork Reports
(lens started to make *kudo* for mochi tsuki.
III.

EMERGENCIES
(Water and power shut off this morning.

IV. VISITORS
(*}r.
^ujita brought in notices and memorandums I
Bousing ^ept. Lulled.
Regards to new quarters available to one of block
residents* Request that, they cell at housing
department and make ;an application!
VI.
VIII*

RMARRS
(Mll residents went to have their vaccination.
MANAGER'S 10 TE
ft last the group which went after rocks for
"kudo* acutally started to construct it* In fact
they made two kudos..! One for the daily kitchen
use and another especially for naochi tsuki*1.
Sow since the kudo is being completed the main
problem confronting us is ®ochl~go®e% % a e
product necessary for making *mochi*1 such as
■
azakif shinbo and etc. has now arrived but still
no sign of ®mochl gome*Is here yet. It Is
imperative that we race ®mochI gome® immediately
if we are to- make mochi
time for lew fears.
The people are getting restless because at the
beginning we were told that each block was aLbwed
six sacks of mochi gome officially fro® the
Stewards department. Later they found out that
only 55 lbs for a block was avails^ and now we
are told thatfeL| sacks are availabe. let, we have
not .seen the '
-'^mochl-'g<^9ieS# I hope this mochi gome
be delivered immediately not later than two days
from hence other viase the public will think that
the steards department has been promising us every©
thing fSSip! I I I
promised is
St fulfilling their
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M M AGEE1g BOTE

(Continued)

Many people are talking about *pro—con ofkitchen
retumn of appreciation dinner which was glfpn by
the people of this block about a coupje of months
ago yet* the actasl program of arrangement, accord*»
ing to the kitchen is not denial te*^ It seems that
the rumors stairt before the. officials actually''-!^ V J
know what they actually have in plan or before they
actually decide to hare anything.
^here were several issei in the block arguing for
and against vaccination. Gome staunt pessemlst
and optemist simply refuse. to. accept each others
opinion. Some, according to the discussion, in
stead of feeling that it fas for their own safe
ty felt that it was inconvenience to them; ana
the pain resulting from It was for greeter. How
ever la the end this «inority opinion group was
gradually defeated in this group. But the most
strange thing of whole matter was a fact that the
person who sooposed vaccination was the first one
to get it. It seas that since they have toomuch
leisure, the grownup get together and merely
argue ^pro-con* just for the argument sake. If
these arguments and some criticism /are- of construe*
tive nature it is very well but in most cases it
is of distructive nature, There is a tendency of
their general problem toward all matters that comes
up* the whole matter bolls down to the fact of
over abundance of leisure and no time to occupy
their mind except to thinking of these matters,
howaver if you contact these persons individually
they understand you but it is only in & case men
they are in a group that they oppose certain prob
lems*
Torn Ekeda
,./By I J
h^c. 14. 1942
X.

V III.

STAFF
(*) Business Call
(*ssft Mrr,L
- SSli
TO: Eapilyffrnt Office
OBJECT;, , Afternion to. help wrap packages.
MMAGEH*S BOTE
£
,
»M OPES LETTER TO TEE MAIMTEMAtfCE LEFT. ff

I would like to have some of the things clarified
from this department and some of the other matters

Slfe BLOCK IIIAGES* B LOG
Block Manager* s log
Block
(so?)
~ LOG
VIII.

m a n a g e r *S

MOTE

(Continued)

that sight have been misunderstood by us. I will
make it very frank and I hope that it will fee read
in that manner*
Recently one If.the barrack fuse went out" in the
morning when the lights were necessary. The maintenance department was called and the barracks
were tested to determine the cause. We were very
grateful of such services in such emergency and
esren more so because this barrack is occupied by
a family with a small baby. Lome time later an
oral complaint from the maintenance came to the
effect that after this no cases such as this will
be handled due to the fact th?i the block managers
Maintenance complaint was not made out at the
tire*. W'e are,sorry for that part but at present
tiies complaint sheets were not available at the
time and the requisition for more of such sheets
was sent in to the department but we have not as
yet received it.
In as much that this department controls the public
utilities X think that the maintenance should be
prepared for any such emergencies without so much
"red-tape*. In case where work to be done in- the
definite coming events that requires certain amount
of tiae to prepare it is perfectly O.h. to refuse
to do such work if notified just before the event.
It might be that the position tney hold Shas gone
to their head® and Ifm sure that It would not be
approved by the general public; so stated my dustodian and he was very much in the air about the
w M e incident. I feel that in case of emergency
of this sort they should taka care of it as soon
as necessity arrises without arguing whether the
complaint sheet was filled or not if it happens
that it was not filled because it would be filled
out later if the record was necessary.
f.here was quite a discussion in our blfc. in regards
to dancing. There seems to be 3 schools of thought
(1) Those who feel that dancing Itself should be
entirely abolished within the block; (i) Those
who feel that dancihg should be abolished but
should be done -gradually. Therefore at present
| compromise'between the Issei and Missel should
be made and dancing within the block should be
limited to about 3 times a year; and ($) Those who
believe it is perfectly OK to have dancing. All
three group all have many arguments favorih/; their
opinion and do believe they are in the right how-
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80TE

(C0nlnoted)

ever there are many opinion s and arguments making
their opinion and thinking Told. T^ere was a time
some what ill reeling between the fiissei who wanted
dancing and staunch anti-dance Issei. However
finally the compromise method was devised thus
making the group who favored the restricted com
promise method-i^iievei finallyhwin^hut. - -Metrmrm
at that nlthou outwardly there seems to be no hard
feeling. I have a suspicion that deep"in their
hearts many Missel more or less feels the sting
of the anti-dance group and still more or less is
feeling of discontent toward the anti-dance group.

mm

torn Ikeda
Byt.
Pll!?!

V

it» 4

te

fv

Bee. kb, 194&
BLOCK ACTIVITIES
|(K)
sports
(The "Ik* Manager and its staff worked hard
this morning in the final- distribution of the
various presents and candies for all the childrn of the block*
i4*) Social Activities
(*he tradition Ajaa-s dinner was served today,
and the evening was spent entertained by the
various participants of this block and later
in the evening a short social was held.
VIII.

MiuiAGEH* B iiOTE
X felt very.-glad after .passing .the'toys and can
dies out to the kiddies. It was worth the trouble
to see the youngsters face lig&t up and jump around
in glee shouting I got this for Ames. Those needy
who received momentary aid were really glad and
each one came into the office to thank us for It.
Their feeling of appreciation was clearly indicated
by their action. However, there were some bache
lor who seeded displeased because they it seems
felt that they should,too, receive something* low*
ever, all in all, X felt the whole thing was worth
the headache when I saw the successful result it
had. X would he&rily endorse such action in the
future.
In typical accordance with the &m&s spirit the
kitcim workers gave a return party to the people
of this block. The program lasted unto 10s00 when
the first dance ever done in 30? ended. A n in all
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Vili» .M-AfiAGER1SMOTE (Continued)
everyone seemed to have enjoyed the party* f ®
only obstable seemed to he the dust storm which
just about chocked everyone of us* .
Torn Ikfcda
By f|
B@c* £0, X04J£
II.

VIII.

BLOCH ACTIVITIES
{A) V*ork Reports
tYoung men from this block went to cut tim
ber for the planned basketball -court.
¡§¡1 Block Meetings inoneJ
(Barrack captain meeting held at 7*00 p.m.
Report for new ye rs plan was made by Mr*
Jonoguchi.

MMAOmS HOTB :h'.-i
i|i young basketball enthusiasts really got busy
todry and put their work.'into action and brought
back several huge cotton v.ood which .makes an excel
lent post for the basketball court. T^ey were
busy fixing the ground, setting it, and putting up
the* postotoday. | am very glad to see any form of
playground be constructed because, by doing so the
younger group in fact even the older peopl e may
be able to find some sort of activities to spend
their spare time. This will actually keep the
younger group busy, and help them to keep out of
mischief. It tends a proper atmosphere and invironment so that both the younger and older group
could through such activity be united closer
together. % e idea of the younger group taking
the matter upon their shoulder and making a basket
ball court without feeing told really pleased me.
I hope they will always have this sort of feeling*
Bad a barrack captan meeting and the general program
A Jan. f was m üppea out*
for the new year and
interest in M m Year
is$ei-seemed to show ■great
_
and are more or less of the opinion of putting the
lew Year over big* ^ven now the lftse1 are wonted
of they will get enough mochi or not* I hope the
new year will be up to their expectations and every
thing will start out with a bang*
foru Ikeda
By I,
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(lad a very quiet sundsy here with the pJudo
tournament* held it cap three.

fill,*

MMillGif? 5 HOTE
Nothing partlcuia r took place in the block except
the continuation of the basketball court work.
Many Missel and Isset attended the judo tourna
ment* Ifeey all came back satisfied fend were talk
ing about certain method of self defense, ife©
issei really seemed to have enjoyed this sort of
happening because It really fitted into form of
environment and also, because they understand
just what is going on. low that the tournament
is over probably there will be more enrollment in
the judo" class*
trom what I gather by talking to many issei 1
feel that they are :opposed to such activity which
would place both the boys and girls together to
have some fun. Instead they prefer something of
a more serious nature as the judo or something
similar to it which emphasises sportasuaship and
places respect of the opponent. They also set®
to approve sports such as baseball or basketball,
etc," but they z\my$ emphasise that/ the sports
manship should be placed above the ecutal contest.
The issei really sea® to mis» •sake* for Hew Year.
It seems that during their long stay even in
America they are used to the custom of drinking
a toast, with a cup of fesakeB, I hope something
be done about this so that some *sake* may be
obtained just for such occasian. You can notice
that they really miss out on this part of their
age old custom, *1thong to some who do not fully
understand the® this seems silly, but the age old
custom once formed is very difficult to break.■
Therefore it is more than right that they should
be allowed just enough to fulfill their custda
but not too much to make the® feel good. ,
'/V ■

/| > •

Torn Ikpda
.: By X
Bee. IB, 19IE

X,

STIFF
{*) ^udness Gall
(^lk. MgrJ
TO? Administration BIBjg.
OBJECT:
look up work survey to Mr. *. ^akamoto,
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STAFF (Continued)
also went to Supply &ept. to make
special requisition for the children
RESULT:

for thé heaters,
The chimney will.be deliverer! this after
noon.

IX * BLOCI ACTIVITIES '
(A) feork Reports
uroup oilmen went to cut *ktae" wood for the
forthcoming *mbeltl* day,
(hj &\Qck. changes
Installation of heaters begin'this 'afternoon.
vi.

Emmks
ïhis block is scheduled to make *&oehitf on the 50th
of «eeember*

VIII.

«USAGER* S HOTE
2*he issei group are really enthusiastic about ftmochi
tsuke I Somehow when it comes to this question,
they*d all be united and have any decision decided
thickly| Today the issei,got together again end
wnet to get wood for kin© « ■ Upon-retiming they
were busy preparing for the *mochi tsulci**, Xhi* is
the first time that the issei put their'heart and
soul into the work m they are*now doing and they
already.snow that they take -pride'in the work they
uo# It seems that issei are very ¡much in favor of
heveing such age old Jepenese custom to take niace
where here, they least expected it. It is indeed
a good feeling to witness that the- issei who parti
cipate in these activities are accomplishing some
thing and at the same time enjoying theasives.
^rtralBTBPWliiiWf^

; ^oru Deeds
ft* t
;:
a.
’9 # V'i'‘V'»
'^ock £9, 19i£

I

VIII

STAFF
i;:
I\
(A) Business wall
.(Blky M.gr,)li
TO;
Ad* Bid.
||jfpBCT:

Ahou t s tove|

RESULT;

Ho one was in.

IAHAGEE* S HOTE
It was a very busy day for installing stoves which
started yesterday and ran through today. After
Instructing majority of the persons in the -proper
instruction erslly and then upon teturning, we

21b BLOCK iSi
*S ft®
Bxoek Haai _ 1a log
Block *1story (ZO?J
LOG
VIII.

MANAGER* S lift (womtIaued>
found that although some'persons dldnffc know the
detail in full, they pretended they understood
the instruction and were having greet' difficult
After all the stores were set in we found that
majority of the ‘stove, has pipe leakage and we found
out that ftitout proper equipment, we cannot fix them
We h&ve'notified the maintenance but. seea to be
busy and fail to show up one maintenance party was
said to have said that the maintenace department
will not take care of Individual apartment1# stoves
because they cannot, • If they 'are .unable to do si
will the blk. mgr. Supervisor please instruct us
hho we should contact to have It fixed, This is
an emportrmt problem end .rust be. taken care prompt
ly to prevent any fora of mishap. One fire started
in our apartment' caused by the oil leakage may $ean
that the entire camp, on the side of the fire beak
when the fire breaks open say be demolished*.

It is also of great importance that everyone in each
apartment all know thoroughly the proper lighting
system and stopping system of the stove beaesase
there may arise a time .«hen a split second of proper
thinking and action any .prevent disaster. Therefore
I would hightly recommend the proper instruction be
written in Japanes be passed out immediately,
To f u Ikeda

By f,
Bee. 30, 1B4B
II.

III.

BLOCH fiTIVITIE.
(A) fcork Reports
(Block is making Baoch iR this morning.
EMERGENCIES
(mgr, 1suneta was injured on the head,

m vi*jM e m b k s ■

-’
■i'' J .v
(Passed out fiiaochln to all residents for nok&gml® •
(Blk, resident went to clinic for smallpox checks
up,

VIII.

MANAGER1S MOTE
Today was the day of making Mmo chi6. Everyone is
busy preparing for this grand occasion, However
while this preparation was going on we had an
emergency case. Ihe gatage crew happened to throw
the box down unintentionally but it happened that

31b
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MAHAGEE1S 8GTE (Continued)
Mrs# Tsuoeta was walking’by at that tine and she
received a wound <n the head which required three
stitches* A H the people in the block were very
such upset over the carelessness of the garbage
crew and decided some drastic measure be taken*
*hus a complaint was signed for the proper authori
ty to warn the garbage crew and if they are not
carcfcl or do not car© ftr their work, to fire theiy,
At any rate the garbage crew and all parties res
ponsible for the action caaejjtp apologize and
everything was- settled amicably* However, I believe
this single incident will not make the garbage
crew feel irresponsibility and throwing a risky
business. They were pretty much frightened over
hte matter so I believe from hence forth they will
handle all garbage carefully and properly.
^oaing back to the regualr order of the day we all
had a hectic day many of us parti cip- ting in **aochi
tsuki and then in between running to the clinic to
get^ our rating for vaccination* Bveryoile seemed
to nave enjoyed the day but still tiredout because
of various preparation for the coming Hew Year, at
the end of the day*
■ H i ISeeds
By X#
Bee. 31, 1942

n*

RmAma
(Checks for workers were paid through this office
this evening*
("un-soba® was served at 11*Q0 p.m.

UXI.

MAH AGEE'S BOTE

1 have been always hoping the fact that at anytime
when an important notice comes out It should be
written both in English and Japanes and if possi
ble on the same sheet* *his means that we should
have a person or department ere ted especially to
take care of this matter promptly* The manner in
which these translation are running is indeed a
■shame* It usually comes about two or three days
late and by the time it comes it may be too late*
I believe
ai&rf bet
es ;»■ the:
most of the translation Is being brought to t h e ^
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lâiùûEBi.s m o t e
adult education department which have enough! work
of itself therefore naturally the translation part
©f the notice will be received late* If we have a
specially department taking care of this Item it
will greatly help in the efficient carring out of
the administration and order and also ti will also
save labor in fact that both the Japanese and the
English version may be meeographed at the same
time* fill you pleas look Into this matter? If
no department is availabe even two persosn of one
may help greatly toward the fullfllment of this
end* This would be only way of carrying out every
thing efficiently because without the proper knowlege of the instruction when their is a long number
of Issei who are unable to understand English the
efficiency of any instruction is very difficult to
have* I believe that this will also tend to do
away with many misunderstanding which may have been
caused by improper translation of the fact when
someone who know only a little of Japanese language
makes his own translation and announces it at the
mess hall or have the announcement posted* It is
indeed a surprise to so many issei stop to look &$
the bulletin borad es sson as any announcement* memo
or any notice is posted in Japanese but you vqy
seldom see many nessei take that attitude. Most
of the younger group it seems mere look to see the
little of the coming show or athletic schedule and
let it go at that* Therefore pie se send all im
portant memo, notice, or announcement in English
and Japanese, on the same sheet of paper if possi
ble and send it over at the same time. ¿>onft send
the translation of English too late to do any good.
today all the ladles are busy preparing for the Sew
2ear feast and even where we see, we notice every
one bustling around some preparing for the feast
other washing to clean all the pston dust. There
has been no time to date when both washing machine
has been used so much as today*
Th© issei men are also busy doing their share in
preparing for a Mew lea . It Ils about the first
time I notice when everyone is really busy trying
!
>
,to do their share and where the entire block is all
enjoying doing so. More activities similar to this
should be created so that all the issei may be kept
busy* This would tend to eliminate the Idle time
which many of them have and indirectly it will male
any block run much more smoother*
Toru Ikeda
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V III

’

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
v.^) Locial Activities
\Traditional New Years festival was observed.
The block talent show was presented this after
noon and a short social was enjoyed by all who
participated.
MANAGER’S NOTE
Everyone enjoyed the new year festival. Everything
was carried on according to the age old custom.
In the evening the younger group of 307 enjoyed danc
ing and card games* This dance was OKed by the
people of the block as agreed;upon before newyear
to have two or three dances per year.
1'oru Ikeda
Jan. 2, 1943

V I.

REMARKS
(All residetns of 307 enjoyed the field day

V III.

MANAGER’S NOTE
Play day was started with the usual ceremoney and
ended successfully in the early prt of the evening.
Everyone from the age of two to eighty participated.
Of special importance was the fact that some form
of recreational activity was created to absorb their
Stime, and a the same time it was beneficial in
that it more or less brought together the people of
the biock closer together.
It was Indeed worth the troube to notice everyone1s
ha py facial expression. Of special importance was
it to the younger group about twelve or under.
They really seemed to have a.regu ar field day.
Another thing of importance was the grand finale
which was a mass relay between the women the the
men from the two years to eighty’s.' Indeed it was
a sight to see mothers on one side yelling to her
son In the other side and father running against
his daughter. The enjoyment of this special event
was clearly indicated by their enthusiasm in the
event itself and the comments after the whole affair
was over. The general, consences of the opinion of
this block is to have more activity of this sort in
which everyone may en joy.
loru Ikeda
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VIII.

aMiaa
Resident was very quiet today, everyone had seemed
to be visiting the camp I fair.
MAMAGEI^S MOTE

Today was a very quiet day. Everyone especially the
elder group really seemed to have the hangover fro®
yesteday* s field-day. However, great many of the
people tent to enjoy the camp I Fair and came home
with some praise about some of the display. I believe
the peqie of the block will want to get more Iron
wood now that they have seen the display. B^en now
there are many collection of iron woods, - handcraft
work. There are some talk of holding 307 fair already* *h.ercJ6re I can fully realise the enthusiasm
which the issei have for thes activities. More of
this sort of activity may be beneficial and education
al at the same time.
Tory Ikeda
Jsn. 4, 1943
STAFF
(A) Business Call
(Blk. Mgr.)
TO
Am. Area
SUBJECT
Talked to Mr. Burge about the rumors ttat
Poston is to be evacuated* That rumor was
without foundation.
TO;
Transportation f
SUBJECT;
To have us of truck to transport willow
to make shield for the kitchen 11kudo»,
partition for the laundry room.
HESOLT:
Got permission to use tractor tuesday.
II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
|a J Work Beports
(The younger boys have worked very hard on their
basketball court and will be completed as soon
as the ring is put up.

VI.

BMAfiKS
(Blk. Mgr. was informed from Mr. Burge that ail
rumors about evacuation was fase rumors,
vlveryone
rushed to get their, clothing allowance' '
today.

21b BLOCK.
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VIII.

M£MG££*S MOTE
Went to Mr. ^urge to find *bother the prevailing
rumor that was spreading and becoming the major tafe
of the block about Poston evaucating to Arkansas
was true or not so that I may be able to answer it
properly. Found that this talk was merely a rumor
without any foundation whatever. Since this rumor
was creating unrest and uneasiness among the resi
dence I took it upon my self to announce in the mess
hall falsity of the rumor and the true fact as rela
ted to me by Mr, Burge.
people really took the
true fact as related with re*1 enthusiasm and for a
while my voice was drowned in hand clap and sigh of
relief.
There are and has been many unfounded rumors that
spread around from time to time which has ho founddation at all but create a great deal of undest.
Such rumors shoulb be stopped and it is our duty
to Mind the source of such rumor and destroy it
before it bdcom.es the major problem of the day. In
the past and present as witnessed by my experience
here, it is the iseei who hears these rumors first
and the nisei even when they hear about it doesn9t
take it so seriously. Therefore as I have always
been harping, there!s a real need of having news as
well as memo, and other matters to be writtin in
Japanese as well as English. This is the only m e m
available to fight against rumors. The “Chronicle®
comes out with various news of Importance but just
how many people read it is another problem. I have
noticed that the majority of the nisei turn to the
sport page and let it go at that without reading
the news section. The issei who" really is inter.**!
ested in the news are unable to do so because of ™
their Inability to read English. Something must
and should be done. It is Imperative that new
section of the Press Bulletin should be written in
Japanese as well as English. This may In some way
help kill rumor which in many cases create unrest.
Please wee if something may he done 6n this matter
immediately. This is important and I believe the
issei will appreciate this.
Torn Xkeda
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ST0F
{*) Business ^»11
(Secretary}
TO: Social **@lfare Bept*
OBJECT; Straiten out matters on family clothing
allowance cards
RESULT; Satisfactory.

VI

REttftHKS

(Received |$0, from BaZaar
fill

u m m BR’SiiOTB.
Today was still the continuation of pay day and
when it was over there were some who were unable to
receive clothing allowance vecause of various
reason* **hen the ®ik». Mgrs. office filled the
clothing allowance card out, we were told to make
themether or father a separate family if the son
is married enven if the father or mother is
dependent* We were told that in the case where a
father or mother is. an invaled still list them as
separate family but state under remarks that the
sone or daughter, whatever the case may be, will
receive for him or her. When the time for the
payment of the clothing allowance cone, this was
not the case and the paymaster refused to pay un
less that person was present to sign his name.
When it definitely states that the father is a
separate family but is an invalid the it is more
than right that his son or daughter should receive
it since it has been listed as such when we filled
the blanks out. If this cannot be done then I feel
that they should be listed as.a single family and
the father dependent upon the son or a daughter fer
a living so that they may be able to collect for
his. »Please take this matter8 up With Miss Einley
bad- Mhk©vitr.clfiartsd?-,
that-.-such matter will not
arrise again during the next clothing allowance
time. X feel that it is more than fair that some
one should go and receive the clothing allowance
for his invalided. If the son or a daughter cannot
receive clothing allowance for his invalid father^
X wonder if some means may be made where the blk.
mgr. receives and bring it to invalid persons for
example In the form of a check or something.
Torn Ikeda
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IX,

STAFF
(•*) Easiness £»11
(Blk. Mgr,)
TO: Ad, Building C
OBJECT: Get os of truck from transportation
department to bring lunch to the people
who went to cut this mornings
BLOCH ACTIVITIES

(A) hork Reports '
§
'
(%irty person went to cut willow from this block
for purpose of erecting wind shields and
partitions.
?X,

Till,

REM ABES
r
1
(blit. Mgr, was supervising the cutting of tress ttt
afternoon and was unable to attend the Lxec, Comm«
Meeting.
. .
(Flowers brought to this office this morning to be
taken to the £4. Mess Hall.
MANAGERS NOTE
The cooperation of the transportation &ept. is
greatly appreciated for their lending of truck to
.bring back willow for our blk, aAbout BO volunteer
showed up from the residence of this blk, and we
all went chopping willow, Everyone seemed to enjoy
doing the work but they especially liked it best
when the lunch, was served, jjj little exercise has
built their appetite and everything most have ta&ed
swell, low they are looking forward for the 15th
of this month when this block is promised two trac
tors to bring home things that will tend to enlighten
the people of this block,
Now that the lumber is back, we will soon build
the log cabin for the fire place for making rice and
also partition the ironing room to put some kitchen
goods. If any lumber is till left over then I be
lieve the much awaited for and l&nned club house
becomes a realization, the block carpenter will
first start by fixing the fire place then the iron
room, reinforcing of the roof, and finally the
house. Those are the tentative schedule for the
carpenters and it is indeed lucky that this is eome
work on the block garden which they have to make.
Therefore they will be busy for the rest of the year.

%e are out of paper supply now.

Fleas have the
supply man bring us paper.
m a t have paper to
write the log. lo date we have been buying out piper
supply but with theaaount we get paid, we cannot
continue this.
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filOCjt ACTIVITIES

(A) Work Reports
(About 10 men of this block Is making a
wind shield for the kitchen "kudo .
Mgr, went to help too.

XV

Vili

t

VISITORS
Q
(A) Business W®11
\£ig
lllil IfiJISf
(Housing Dept, asked to make a check up on the
Hilt! block' population*
UAMSEB* B BOTE
The memo from the ^©Ifare ^cpt* always 'expect
us to take care of their matter within a few
hours* This time given us to make some of the
survey as requested to us Is too short and we can
not stop over daily routine work or specially
work which m have to take care of* Will the "Ik*
Mgr* Super!visor please:contact the Welfare Lepi*
and. ask them to at least the given us about two
or' three days notice before the ..deadline- so that,
we doo* t have to stop other matters and rush Just
to finish their request.
Also since we axe confronted with paper shortage,
will the Life. Mgr. Supervisor please see to it
that this various dept* asking paper us to make
survey give us paper*. W© are always said to use
too much paper, however if other depta keep ask
ing us to make survey-some survey take about two
or three papers they should be given us. If they
don’t the Mg. % r * Supervisor mould give us enough
to take care of these matter.
Also eery dept* ask us for survey or send us memo*
But we never get other dept, to make survey or
anything for us. W© have to go over and check up
ourselves* how about having some done for us for
a Change. Everything should be reciprocal. Like
the work coop report, I donft see why the Employ
ment Office can1t take care of it* They have the
full information and I don’t se-% why we have to
do it! It seems we*re doing a lot of things the
other depts should be ddng.
Torn Ikeda
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LOG
I

STAFF ■
k' '
(A) Business ¿*1 1 ;^Blk^rr. and i»*c. went to general meetings
-held el 306 «ec. Hall 1 **0 ?**?
„alter
Joint meeting with the ^efs.
^ead. waiter
and Blk. *grs was held*
Lnelson^ kt®*
of SijMstance was guest speaker*

XI

BLOCH ACTIVITIES

I I I

Vili

(?be shielfSfor the "kudo“ has % #
completed,
also the aisle along sine of the-ponci »as
completed.

gJJ£0 EK<6

8 0 IE

found out today at the meeting that the executive
Board meeting of the blocs 54«r*.*8®
it
1 st no one cam© after m© or notifiad
■
was”ay duty to be present at the
duty of the °lk. Sgr. supervisor to Inform -e ox
the meeting. I am wondering why t h e * U . «*•
Supervisor failed to inform me. > an s.rictxy
opposed to have anythin; run haphazardly.
11
should be infosred of the meeting U
h«ld 7
to be present. Such gathering should o
*„«*. if the sport of the moments. I hope that no
M C h act be taken in the future. If anyone is on
any committee and is supposed to he present, he
«sKrtiiiv,*» notified ah©aa of tim©* Throughout *■«*-.
vear soie of toe " 1 :. :
* V ‘« meeting and toe execu
tive board meeting has been Conducted informally
and in some cases it became too lnforaalr es?ecial
ly the executive board see ting-and were in
not well planned. Pies«© try to have all meeti S well planned beforehand and have it ^ r e systft^atic so that we cover more ground and finish
business that must be taken care quicker and more
interesting! I should also like to have *r- B«rge
be present at the general meeting *s *ucha s P®*“
«tble if he is able to be present oecause in ■*aJP
eases some action or Information had to jj| de.ayed
because il hlsibsense, hr. Supervisor, pl«&g see
if you say be able to tai e care df these matters
booms© it is' important.
Torn ikeda

BLOCK. JU S AcOmnm
'8 io g
Block Manager*
gwr f lo
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XI.

fill.

BLOCS.ACTIVITIES
{*) **ork Report
(Carpenters started to put up partition in
Ironing roots.
MAIAGEE*S HOfE
All the issei were busy preparlA to
for the Buddhist church. Sinceftmajority of the
person in this bile, is budbhist everyone was ask
ed to help in making •aanj«11.
Already many people are now talking about every
lady -n the block, be taught the art of making
”manjuR# Many people are very anxious to learn
the art of making it.
T'-.sre seats to be ■ some what a 11cold feeling®
existing between some, ladies in this block. It
seems that the begi&nihgof this trouble started
with the €i$wer making and finally it became
.noticeable -ifiSifc the manju.making is about to start.
Although I know part of the cause I believe there
are other underlying cause beside the own I know.
I until this cause is found it is very difficult
to fix it, However at present although it is
slightly noticeable it isn1t too gre t to he
abreed, about. It may gradually cool off.
I am still waiting ¡for cur of ice supply, Unless
the block-manager supervisor does something about
it will stop writing our log, ||§ need It right
now! 0anally when we ask for paper supply we are
told camp 1 doeso* t us as much as us, but I often
wonder, do th y getas many requests for.various
survey which require as many papers *s i or g
pages long from all the departments as we get. It
seem that those asking us for survey reports take
it "for granted that we have' papers "when they should
furnish It,
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llllbEIIH BOTE
Basketball t
of 307 is now formed and divided
la K, B* C group, T^ere Is a strong posslblity
of the married men forming a team of their own
as well as the kitchen workers*
girls'already
has formed their team and have chalked up a, vie«
tory. The basketball really seem to go over big
among the people of the block* Light scrima¡¡S was
held among the bo sy In the morning and the girls
carried on from where the boys left off* Basket
ball ground is gradually taking for and everything
is «boat to be completed, and only the goals which
has been ordered seems to be holding everything
back. This is one time when all the young group
seems to get together and ac t as one until'... Some
how necessity makes possible source of the things
which,
to appear impossible. This is the
esse of the basketball. Everyone knew about the
scarcity of lumber but somehow they used some
substitute and rigged up a court which anyone could
be proud of. This activity more or less seems to
keep the younger group buyy at all times and Is
creating the feeling of freindship among the
younger group.
Torn Iiceda
Jan 11, 1943

ii

mi

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(Empfcyaeat ( ffpfi ¡¡I Bara recirwed' reforal card
today as kitchen cook.'
£AHAGE8*S 50TE
The block gardener are now busy planting and prep
aring for the coming crop. In fact a plan is made
to get manure oa the 1.3th. so that we eu*y hive a .
better and more abundance of vegetable* be are
lucky that on e of the gardener we have really
takes interest in his work and carry on many experi
ment. But the ones whom we take pride is our jani
tors. They always seem to be on the go* They very
seldom arc seen Idel. I believe they re the type
that just can* t loaf* Therefore our block is indeed
kept clean all the time. When the latrine survey
report case 1 showed it to them and they really were
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îâASâdÊE^S iiQlli (Continued)
us and g lire us a true picture-th&t is the time
inspected-as whether in the morning or afternoon
and whether it wss after the janitor cleaned the
place or not.
Torn Iked®

fjBÊm
I*

K', 1343

STAFF
1 H Meeting
(Mgr* and S©c. attended general .meeting held
at SOS Hec. Hall
Mr, it, M&kajl introduced to us the plan of
c&mp #1 and the revised plan of camp #f, C miou$ !&g e && cto ry.
Committee of four was chosen, to represent
camp #3 for the coming meetings, which is to
be held in regards to the final draft■plan
which is.to be presented' to camp #3.

■Hoku 1 Torn Ikeda, &okü S K wetanabe, Moka $
J. Ota, S sa Fujita.
VIII.

MANAGER* S S i m
He of the block manager office feel that.the
administration should at least give us n calendar
so that we S b always be able to keep tract of
the day. How about it chieft Please tend to this
a*-tier immediately before we are drowned under a
stî.-c§ of mininfomed dates and schedule,
Many people in this block has oil leakage In their
stoves many are beyond repair. Can we be able to
get parts or another stove for them?
X have noticed many department* ¡jgoffice being
fixed with- plaster board, X ,aii 'of the opinion
■that the block |manager !§ office is." entitled to have
it in their office* 1 see, no reason why we 'are
unable to have it in our office. Gyp office espe
cially, will hook .more like an office instead of
a barn if we have plaster board. It is of utmost
Importance that our office should look like an
office. This natUBily will cause .pleasant feeling
everytime the people come in. % so it may be
noted that the people come into the block manager1s
office more than any other office. Therefore if
anyone should receive anything, we should get it
first. To date we have always cooperated and did
what we were able to do. 1$ were always asked to
cooperate but X am often wondering whether those

31b
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Jan Ik, 1945
(Contipped)

liMMEH* o JSOTE (Continued;
departments who are so vehemently shouting for
cooperation are doing their share. So me we are
always at the bottom of the tJraw end8 of the deal.
Itt seems to be all one sided. How about asking
for cooperation from the camp carpenter arid con
struction once in a while and get the plaster
board. The police, the % . beptk, etc has theirs,
ihen is our1| coming? Will our eneru&ic Super
visor please look Into this matter!
Block 30? is one of the block furthest away from
the hospital. Therefore when the installation of
phone to the block starts, I feel that we should
receive it because in Boku 1 we are furthest away
from it and in case of any sort of emergency, it
would take us the farthest to go. beside this we
have a combination lock on .our office door and
everyone on the staff know3 the combination. At
any rate in case of emergency it la imperative
that weshould notify the proper authority immediatpH
Therefore to facilitate this matter those
block furthest way should get telephones.
Torn IIreda

Jan. IT, 1945
I.

STAFF
lee ting
(mgr. went to the ^lk. Mgrs* committee meeting
this afternoon, regarding camouflage.

II.

VIII.

BlGCk ACTIVITIES
(ji) fcprk Reports
(About ten men v:ent on the tractor this mornirg
to get fertiliser for the.block garden.
M*) Brock Meeting
(sik. Kgr. went to joint ^ommunti Council and
I seel advisors meeting.
iiiJA0EH*-& 110TS
lumber proJ>lea Is becoming a major issue. We are
told that whoa a block needs lumber to make a
requisition and wo may be able to get it. There
fore we have always made requisition but nothing
has been dona about it. In one instance it was

O&ayed by harry Inouye and w o r k sheet was even
filled with the promise that it will be delivered
the next day. let we have not even seen anything
that looks like lumber. In another instance I had

■lb BLOCa M M id ,Rf£ BOG
i Bog
•B1!o ck Hi b to ry ?0?J
Block

J a n ^ L 3 # 1943
(Continued''
BOG

^ III*

E.UAQm*& HOfii
receiver lr* Popkin* s and Mr* Anderson1s okay to
get lumber from comp §§ for basketball court but
upon requisitioning for lumber we ere told that no
lumber is ayMila’e, therefore they cannot give us
&xiy ±umber. If the head of the department gives
||| f i l l » 5 1 w|sh # taow why Barry Inouye e s n U
Get it for us. ^Xso today I heard of the lumber
coming in and the boys working in the construction
told us we will receive our lumber promptly upon
making requisition but again we were totoed down.
b1^
feally Is in need of the lumber we
S ^ » d*5£? |tf
construction is Just giving us
|
around and passing the buck. If the lumber
•~Sw ? w h y shouldn*t we get it* It seems that
a blocl: can't get lumber from tnem but their friedd
zZJ/1a ^ 0 ??£ S £OHfhow* | believe it, should be
wolfed tne other ray I am not sure who is responsi
ble whether it is Mr* Anderson, Popkins or Barry
Inouye but
feel that this whole situation should
oe Clarified and each block should be entitled to
the lumber If it is a necessity. Probably it may
*««\£2°Q+i?ea
m11 i r * P°pkins or Mr* Anderson
and have Jhis matter thrashed out for once and for
5rt‘ t ?**?.,* ^ rge and our good nstored supervlsoi take this matter up with them immediately*
fe are n<?r running lor in fuel supply* The kitchen
comes and aa* us whether the fuel supply's defi
nitely coming or not but we .don* §j know a thing
E?ou£
*ould it not be a good idea if we know
JBBB be coming and how much they
our fuel tank? In another word* I
wtsh^to have a schedule made as to the time when
truck ia ¿P be ceding around If they "are
unable to come. This is very important in caiculating tae proper distribution If fuel. fill the
S $ ¡ ¡ M p ^ W i p * j*tt8 Please do m m t
thing $ M I so that everything may be operated
eaficiently with proper knowledge of
tat should
be done and what, is to b a ’exnacted.
Toro Ikeda

Jan 14, 1943
STAFF

(A) business Call
(Bis* Mgr* attended Camouflage factory meeting.
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IX.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES

(àJ Work Reports
(Basketball court has bean completed by the
boys. >
(B) Employment
Hr* Masaye ^atanabe transdered from kitchen
to camp carpenter jobs.
VI.

VIII*

HEMAREE
(Mr. frank tBnaka registered for Selective Service
(Ag. ^©pt. brought four boxes of Calendula plants*
MAiAGEB'S HOTS
The basketball players were busy completing their
basketball court and they were dully rewarded.
Xhls evening we see before us one of the best
court which could be made out door in Poston.
Everyone seemed to be proud of it and are taking
pride in it* ^s a result of all of their endeavors
quite an interest is created and now 507 boast of
four team and a probablp prospect for the fifth
team composed of the married man. The Iseei them
selves seem to go where-ever the basketball team
goes and are reàlly making a nice rooting section.
We received notice from the Supervisor telling us
that those block manager1s staff having more than
1 1 th the l&th member will not he paid at all* It
is my belief that those who have worked should be
paid for the time they had worked because I feel
that they are more than justified in receiving
their pay during the period they worked. Aitho*
it was decided at the block managers1 meeting to
have the staff at 11 persons no mention of the fact
that the X£th member not being psid was brought
up or discussed, %jere are many reasons where a
person would have difficulty in cutting down his
staff to 11 persons without creating hard feeling.
Toru Akeda
Jan 15, 194-5

X.

STAFF
(B) Meeting
(Bik. Mgr. and *>ec. attended general meeting
held at 306. Hr* &• ^atanabd had taken
charge of the meeting as Mr. §g B&kamoto had
to leave to ^d. ^ld. on special business*
Mr. ^atanabe gave us a brief report on regards
to the CsmoufXage meeting which was held
before hand.
Miss Sally L. Jean was guest speaker. Council-

31b
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STAFF (Continued)
sen were present also*
MANAGER'S BOTE

throughout my past experience as bloci manager,
I have felt the necessity of having a secretary
present at each meeting* this applies to having
block manager supervisor1s secretary present at
each meeting of the block managers as well as
any committee meeting where our representatives
are present» This is very important especially
minutes of committee because this is very impor
tant for all of us block managers to know so that
we may be up to date and informed the people of
our block Up to date* I hope this will be done
| to every meeting from now on«
Heard Miss *ally L. Jean speak and was very much
convinced in the manner in which she so diplomatic
ally expressed her desire and opinion without
hurting anyone*s feeling. After listening to her
explain various means of preventing and combating
the disease I was surprised to find how a slight
carelessness could spread the disease. T^e method
used in some of the block s for prevention of the
sickness was a very beneficial one as well as |
practical measure for us to take.
I would ^finitely like to have the block manager
supervisor or his Ass* t present at each meeting
because without their presense we will not be
able to be up to date upon those matter which wey
may be arranged, to have *r. Burge present at the
block managers* meeting because with him present,
we may always be up to date because there is a
possibility that he may answerrany important
question right there as well ®s take action imme
diately upon some of our request if it is brought
up*
To fu Xkeda
Jan 16, IfII
XX*

BLOCK ACtIVXTIKS
(vV Rl
Block Meeting was held at the Mess Hall this
evening, at 7:00 p.m. in regards^to 4-C
classification* Approximately 99P of the
block residents were present.
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vi,

BBiuams
(k) Basketball game was played this afternoon
on the 307 court

fill«

MAHAGEE*SHOTE
Held meeting to relate to the people that true
facts of what the Camp #3 eoucil has been doing
about the much discussed question in regards to
4C classification so that the people may under
stand just what is taking place. I was very glad
to find so many people taking interest on such a
problem.
This is a problem which is of major Importance to
every iisei and it is imperative that the nisei
take interest in such problem and discuss about
It. This the people of the block did and later
they decided to study on this matter thoroughly
to make recoamedaation to our councilman to
report back*
I believe the majority of the accidents will
occur la the kitchen where the stoves are redhot and valves are always in constant use. There
fore* X feel that it is of great importance that
every kitchen ave a first aid kit beside the
block manager1s office. In this way many of the
simple accident may be properly be taken care
before the wound is infected. Therefore will the
block manager supervisor notify the proper author
ity to have this taken care of. Our office also
Is in dire need of first aid kit. f# must have
more necessary medicine to take care as well as
other afceri&l that all goes together with the
first aid kit* To date wef11 only have some
splint, iodine, and bandage. Ths is not enough.
!e should have such things as tourniquet material,
peroxide, alcohol, snake and scorpion bite mediTorn Ikeda
Jan 17* 1943

XX.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(C) Bxock Meeting
(Meeting was held by all issei men in regards
to the 4C classification at 9:30 p.m.
Besuit of the meeting was, they wished to have
all matters concerning the lisel in camp form
their own body and make their own decision
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II.

VII.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES (Continued)
to the 4C classification 7:00 p.su
Results T^e letter which was drafted by Camp
#£ was the most favorable to the
Nisei* It was passed that this letter
be recoahaednded to the Community Council.
MMiAOEE^S NOTE
Many person wereanxiously talking and expressing
their views in regards to the 4C classification
problems* Whereever any people were together,
you could just about guess what the discussion was
about* Evidently the meeting held last night
and tody aroused their interest more than what it
ever was*
W© are always wirned of fire hazard and told not
to do this or that but I am wondering why adminis
tration do not do something In the form of fire
protection and prevention in the kitchen. To
mention some of the fire hazards (l) the stoves
are set on top of the wooden floqp (£) the founda
tion isnft strong enough to hold the amount of
weight which the floor would are to take care* In
majority of the case the floorin the kitchen is
*1 ^¿dy bent* Tnis used, we are sure to have fire.
(§| *h s also means we should have chemicals neces
sary to put out fire in the fire exingjlsher in
stead of water because if the fire starts in the
kitchen its very important that they should.have
proper fire extinguisher on hand with proper
chemical which can put out the fire immediately
instead of water. I see no reason why the kitchen
do not have these proper fire extinguisher when
administration uilding has it. There is more
possibility of fire starting in kitchen than any
other place (Administration building inclueded)
and proper preventive measure should be taken* I
feel that it is the duty of the administration to
furnish us with proper fire extinguisher for the
kitchen. Please attend to this immediately!
Toru Ikeda
J an 18, 1943
STAFF
(A) Business call
(Blk. Mgr attended joint community council,
Issei advisors, and Blk. Mgrs1 meeting
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Vili.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
{**) Block meetings
(General block meeting was held at 7 s30 p.m.
to have discussion on Camouflage*
Blk. Mgr. reported on how the Camouflage
and teat the wage scale was to be based upon.
Councilman Iwata had sent In a letter of
resignation.
Is to be left upon the table till the next
meeting.
MMAGBR 1 S BOTE
Many people showed up to the Camouflage meeting
A S c a l l e d , The people showed Interest
in the discussion and asked nany questions. T^ey
were finally all satisfied and were all willing
to vote the next day. It is fortunate that people
tkae interest in such a vital problem because this
problem especially Is a problem which concern all
fhd this Is a very important Issue to
settle wisely so that everyone will benefit from
proper desision
I am sure by judging from their
Interest* we will have alsmost a 100$ turnout.
Our office is short of mop erraser, blotters, etc.
Please try to have these delivered to us prontoI
we are out of blotters but most serious dtuatlon
is the shortage of mop. Without mop our room as
well as our mess will gradually become unsanitary.
Xhis is sore so when the linoleum is laid. There
fore, please have more mop sent to us.
Toru Zkeda
daa. 19, 1943

X.

STAEI
(A) Busines wall
ipS* agr- went to *d. “IX. to got
ballots and box.

voting

II*

BLOCS ACTIVITIES
(0) E mployment
(Mr. M. Tamamoto, received interview slip
from employment office.

VI.

Rm&B&S
(Voting on the Camouflage factory started this
morning. »otiag was very heavy tith the Issei
*dyisor present fith the Biogc.Manager. The
ballots were officially sealed at 7t§§Onlm

»lb BLOCK MANAGER* S BOG
Block Manager* s log
Block Ristfy (307)

Jan 19* 1943
(Cont0 ueá)
wo

mi,

MAN ACER* S NOTE
As was expected as the result of last night* s
meeting the turn out for the voting was very heavy.
By noon the majority of t&e Issei had cast their
votes while only few Slssei* s vote was cast.
This was greatly due to the fact that the Nisei
were busy working then the time for voting was
officially started. The interesting factor how
ever, was the fact
was chiefly the Issei
who came in to vote even during noon time and
the Nisei just about followed Issei* This is
just the opposite from the tabulation as compiled
during the vote for councilman or representiie to
#the cooperative* When the tabulation was over we
hade205 votes out of total possible vote of 2k%
yet of this kZZ possible vote about 7 or 8 was
unavailbale because they were either at the hos
pital or temporarily may from the block for one
reason or another. I hope everyone take similar
interest in every problem of voting of candidate
because it is a problem which will affect all of
us in the end.

that it

Toru I|peds
Jan 20, 1343
I.

STAFF
(A) B usiness wa!l
(Bik* Mgs,)
TO; Employment Office
OBJECT; Straighten out on the block staff member.
TO;
OBJECT;
Jonoguchi went, as the respresentative of
block 307, to see Mr, T&dao Miy&ta at
hospital who is resting from a nervous
condition.
Also, saw Mr.
«. lister of the Communi
ty Enters)rise in regards to the blower
typecooler ¿aotoer. He said that they are
in the look out for a 1/3 h.p. motoer to
replace the one that was eent in from this
block*

TI.

BEMAfUS
(Everyone had enjoyed a motion picture which
showed interestihg points of Alaska and inter
preted by Miss Waterman.

51b
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VIII,

MAM ACER1S MOTE

Conforming to the ruling set by the people of
our block* I went with our adviseas to pay an
official visit to gjf Mtyata who is convales*
ing from illness* He seemed to be glad to see
us and more or less our visiting him seems to
enliven him* X blieve it would be a good idea
if every block make it a point that if anyone
in that block is seriously ill and is in camp #1
hospital* the block manager of that block and
one or two representative of that block pay a
visit fro the block officially. %is measure
have a tendency to make everyone feel that they
are more or less a single big family and must
either do things togeher or fall separately,
3*his also tends to make the people feel more i
intimate*
Had a motion p icture of Alaska In our megs hall
after the evening meal was over. Everyone en
joyed it and is demanding for more, X belive
some sort of amusement is good to have in the
block, Especially when the weather is so cold
in the evening, many people miss seeing dsow or
^shib&i* but in the mess hall these pepple are
all able to attend and see the show comfortably
where It is wqrm.
If it isn* t asking too much, it would be much
better to have the movie in a mess hall during
winter time and probably combine about k blocks.
In this manner everyone will be able to enjoy
hiaselfi therefore, will the block manager super
visor please do something and see what can be
done about this matter?
ioru Ikeda
lan 21, 1945
I* STAFF
(A) Business **all
(Blk. Mgr. went to visit % k . Mgr. at 506
this afternoon.
VX.

REMARKS
(Mr. ** Mtyata had returned from hospital last
night and is now resting at home.

31b BLOCK. MANAGEf^a LOG
B^ock Manager* ®log
Block history (307#'

Jan ^301943
(Continued)
LOO

fill MANAGER* S NOTE
%ere Is a definite necessity of asking or
setting aside a room for a recreational acti
vity froa the boys in each block* there may be
some activities during daytime but Ibis is
totally unsufficient* ^hey have plenty of lei
sure during the evening, and maj. ority of them
would like to do something* Creating of some
room would mean addition of more activities
which means cheerful atmosphere among the hys
in the block and it would greately help the boys
from learning those activities which may later
become detrimental to their life* therefore If
it is avail&be, I would wish the recreation hall
in 307 partitioned into three sections, namely,
one room for the weight-lifting class, one room
for the •go* people and boys wishing to play
cards, and one room for the kindergarden people*
This will greatly telp many of the trouble which
the pre-school teachers are paving of losing or
having necessities being broken by someone* It
till also create a better atmosphere for the
smaller pre-school child as well as a weight
lifting group. Please see what may be donM
T0ru Ikeda
Jan BE, 1943

I*

STAFF
(B) Meetings .
C^lk. Mgr. and ^ec* went to general meeting
held at 306
Ball*
Mgrs. received clothing allowance
sheet for the benefit of the ones who wish
to change the heads of thefsally when re
ceiving clothing allowance this term.
Bedded that all blocks of Camp #3 to have
meeting Monda to niainate candidates for
permanent B^k* Mgr. Election* to be held
iriday.

Fill,

MANAGER*S NOTE
At last our term as temporary block, manager* g
will terminate* It is about time* I have been
wondering when our status will change. Probab
ly there were many block managers who may have
wished to resign but was unable to do so. Or
there may have been a block manager whome the
people do not wish to have in the block. A^
any rate when iyou are re-elected or person is

51b
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Jan ,4} 1945
(Continued)

J ^ U l l LOG

VIII.

MANAGER*S 8G$£ (Continued)
elected it clearly Indicates that the person chosen
has the backing of the people in your block* It
is one way of finding out how you st&d with the
people in your block even If you are re-elected*
ihis will give you a fine opportunity of finding
out so that you may use this info m a t ion to the
fullest advantage* At any rate It is about time to
have a permanent block manager so that every block
manager knows whether he1s In his office temporari
ly or not.
In regards to the election of block manager the
complete methoe and ruling should be seat to each
block in the form of mamo, or direction so that no
vote may be nullified later.
should have mi
nute detailed direction before we start,
date
we have no minute direction; therefore, we will
have to use our own judgement. From next time let
us not made any block managers1 meeting merely z
haphazard partly explained report or Instruction.
I fanything important such as the coming election
is brought up, let us have the full instruction
written in black and white, Xhe majority of the
meetings recently has been of this nature. I per
sonally would like & more formal much more defi
nite and positive explanation in anything that is
being told to any block manager1 $ or regulation
Instead of saying as was the eas of today* s meet
ing where we must even have to ask cam #2 how they
conducted their election. These matter should
have been thoroughly looked Into before we rushed
the matter. A^so if we are to be held responsible
or indirectly responsible for some decision our
block manager supervisor makes, I would like him
to tell us first before he makes decision Instead
of tellin gus *1 told sc and so therefore we must
do it”, unless on that particular problem he was,
given the power.
Xoru Ikeda
Jan 25, 1945

VI*

RpAlmS
(*he weather was cold
practically all day.
(Band was dug out and
by every resident so
walk without getting

and cloudy, it rained
spread over the ground
that the people could
ehri shoes muddy.

JbUI
biji «£L ÄJL1SA'
Block Manager1 s log
Block History(307)

Jan £5, 1945
(Continned)
LOG

VIII,

M.ANAGEH1 i MOTE
The weather was very cold and cloudy and it
rained nearly all day,
Everyone was busy today digging out sand and
spreading it on the walks around the barracks
and also between other buildings to that the
people could walk back and forth from the Mess
Hall without getting their shoes muddy and mak
ing the place very untidy.
The Parcel ?ostoinspector was absent at the
package inspection department. He may have been
there for a short while but he should be on duty
till noon on Saturddy. There are many complaints
in regards to this matter. The people who live
far from the office or who are working and very
busy are very much diss&ppointed to find that he
is not able to take his package home because it
could not be inspected. There are many instances
where a person arrives at the parcel office an
hour or hour and a half before closing time and
finds that the inspector is not there. Therefore
we would like to have the Parcel inspector on
duty according to the schedule time of the Parcel
office and not be there irregularly with his own
time.
Henry Tanaka
Ass’t Mgr,
Jan,

1345

J an,

1345

HOME

I.

STAFF
(a ) Business Call
(Bee. went to the Medical Clinic at the Id.
area in regards to the survey, also to the
Docial Welfare Department to straighten
matters in regards to the clothing allowance
and family heads.
; (C) Survey
Bee. made a block survey for children of one
year and under, for the Medical Clinic

31b
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XX.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(G) Block Meeting
(General &1k * Meetings held at 7s 30 p.au
at all mess.
niock 307 hcve accepted Mr. E. Iwata*g
resignation, as councilman.
Nominees for **1&. Manager as follows:
Toru Ikeda; Hiroshi layedaj Sasaki
Sawaichi; Shigeru Sugimura;
Nominees for Councilman as follows:
Mr. Lol| Arikawa; Kirihara; Oda;

Taj'iri;
Till.

MANAGER'S NOTE
I am wondering wnether some means for obtaining
clothing allowance for everyone may be devised.
If it may be done, I am sure everyone will
greatly appreciate it. Some person may be physi
cally weak or may appear helthy but they are un
able to work because they may not be physically
healthy enough for any manual labor, fet when
lotting down the notation, the only reason we
could put down would be Chronic illness or physi
cally weak or undlt to work. Even if they do
receive clothing allowances for the first time
they may be suspected if they would go to work
the following month when they may have recovered
from the illness or when because of some reason
they have deciddd to work until that particular
work is completed even if it may be slightly
detrimental to theirhealth. The case may also
be the other way around. In another works, a
person may have been working right along and the
staff may be reduced thus making him temporarily
unemployed. Gyring the time of his unemployment
he may develop rheumatism or similar illness and
become unemployable. It would be very difficult
to have such reason believed if the patient did
not go to the doctor. Therefore, I would wish
to have everyone be paid their clothing allowance.
Also today almost everyone is working, ^here is
very few who is not working* If everyone would
be paid clothing allowance all complicated census
or survey will be eliminated and no one will be
put on the spot
Toru Ikeda

31b
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STAFF
(B) Meetings
(Bee* attended general block managers meet
ing a 1530 p.ss. 3 06 Bee, E&ll
Meeting »as very short
BLOCK ACTIVITIES

(A)lork Reports
(^Ik. gardeners cleaned the fish pond out
and the diseased fish were treated In salt
solutions*
¥1*

Fill.

BETAABUS _
(Becelved notice of resignation from Mr. 3. B#
Mat sumo to as a wlk. Advisor.
(deceived notice of resignation from Mr. I.
Joaekuchi as Council Advisor of Bik. 317.
(deceived notice of resignation from Mr. T.
fiiy&ta as Blk* ^dvlsor.
JLAMAGEB* S MOTE
It seems that when the resignation cosies in it
comes in at the sane time. X believe that the
resignation of our councilman advisor as well
as our own block advisor case in after the Con
flict of opinion between these groups or between
the and the resident of the block. If seems
that since their opinion is not the majority opin
ion, the fealt that It was their duty to resign
and have as advisors the people who had the back
ing of the majority opinion. This Is merely my
personal opinion and I may be wrong. At any
rate,-all of these regignationccoming in at the
sane time, really had me worried. It so happens
that I was in bed when these came in and for i
while I had difficulty finding the basic cause
for their resignation.
any rate, I have now
found the reason and have talked to several
persons and will now bring it up to the people
to decid whether to accept their resignation or
not.
Toru Ikeda

S ib
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fill.

MAMA SIE* S MOTE

Tne young people of the block got .together and
decided to spread sand for the «alking lane to
the mess hall as well as to the latrine, This
was indeed something worth hardship they under
went becaue through their efforts everyone
benefited and clearly Indicated their appreci
ation. Added to thés was the fact that every
place was kept clean. These form of common
cooperation always seems to develop in any ease
of emergency as was demonstrated in the past.
Torn Ikeda

Jan BB, 194$
I.

STAFF
(A) Business °all
(Bee. to administration Area, Housing and
Social Welfare.

II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) Work Reports
(^Ik, Carpenter has completed the office
Ifile cabinet,

?i,

heìahàS

▼III,

'J I M
: ! I
(Circulars were brought in from Poston H@d C^oss

MAHAGER'S HOfl
Because I was still sick in bed I am unable to
make much coment but I do wish that the stabs
of the person working for the camp beam de clear
In regards to the accident compensation. If he
is not entitled to It then we should take proper
procedure and get it. Will the Blk* Mgr, super
visor please look into this matter !
Toruilkeda
Jan &9# 194$

X.

STAFF
(fi Busliness ^all (none)
/
(B) Meeting
(^ss1 1 ^gr. and *ec. attended general meet
ing held at $06 h@c. Ball.
*ew announcements were made by fr, LaKsaotD
Sec. were permitted to leave while Joint
meeting was in process.

3X b

o n ir

É * B 'if it e t c t

i

Jan ft, 1943
(Continued) A

II.

ELOGE ACTIVITIES
(p) ¿aploymen t
Received Notice of Assignment clips- of
employees working In ¿lock ¿>t&ff*

▼I.

WARES
BIk. Mgrs. ¿lection day.
Mr. Henry Tanaka Ass1t Mgr. handed In his letter
of resignation.
Torn Ikeda was elected as ¿Ik. Rgr. for ¿lk. 507.

VIII.

MANAGER*S BOTE
Aas a very busy day for the office staff because
of the election. The vote cast was about what
was estimated and everything went on smoothly.
-•as able to get up from bed and drop in the office
from time to tine.
Torn Ikeda
J an 21, 1945

VIII.

E M AGB3fS-80TS
It seems that camp I always have a jump on us
every time Somehow they learn about things com
ing in as was the case of supplies or even 5pay
check. Ah&fc method they use, I don1t know but
this may be a good occasion to check up and use
the same method, to find all of the new informa
tion. They seem to get everything first and in
sufficient number. I know everyone in Camp 5 is
trying hard to get everything but probably it
may be & good idea to study how C&mp 2 get their
things done and If their method is better than
ours let us use their good points.
It seems that Camp £ get their pay check or
clothing allowance before us and in 3any cases
even before Camp 1 . I wonder if a rotation systtae similar to the distrihtion of supplies in
Camp 3 be vorke dout-i.e. to have Camp § paid
first during onegonth, Camp M paid first on the
second month, and camp 5 paid first on third
month. In this manaer there will be no dissat
isfaction and I feel that this would be the
fairest method because no camp should have spe
cial preference over the other
Torn

Ikeda
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I.

STAFF

(A) By ginoss wall
■ .)
Ü0: To see Mr* To® Sakamoto, was not In so
spoke to Mr. 8go Fujita.
See
about kitchen reinforcement, legal
OBJECT;
dept, about accident compensation,
Partition of the in Bee. Hall.
RESULT: Since Mr. Anderson was not in, was not
able to get any lumbers.
Will start partition of hec. Hall as
soon as material are
.
n r
Letter has been sent to »&shinton
in regards to Accident CdsBpensation.
Burvey CAss* t .Mg?1
'•/
Oil heaters, serial *1o. and condition for
supply department.
j S É

m a n a g e r *s sote

I feel that immediate action should be taken on
the Question of accident compensation for the
workers* Tp date only one. letter *jas been sent
to Washington L^C., we are told, but nothing nag
been heard about it yet. This is an important
issue, therefore I feel that It Is imperative to
keep on pushing to find out Just what the status
1^ for thos who were injured while working for
the project, This is not § personaly problem
but rather a camp problem. Therefore, the
eomaunlty council should see to it, that these
things should be thoroughly lacked into, but if
they log behind, it is our duty to try and hurry
them, or if circumstances males it necessary, to
find It out ourselves. I believe stost a'month
had passed since the first major accident occured. X believe the letter to Washington L.
was also sent about the time of accident. There
fore I fell that some sort of answer should have
been received but no one took:any pain to find ,
out about It.
the block manager supervisor
please attend to this Immediately and find out
just what the status is of those injured while
working for the project. It is more than right
that thtye should be compensated; If they are
not insured against accident compensation, it is
our duty to work and get them, the accident com—
'pensatton
X aa still having trouble in my attempt to get
lumber. In case of emergency , X feel that lum
ber should be given to us. Our kitchen floor is

3ib

&LQ<x
a* s log
,
s
m
B
floe* »aaagerW log
"lock: Stator ^307

F#b. 1^1943
J(Coat®ueâ)

; ■' .V M l

fill.

»¿SAGES*8 sors
almost about to go loti sod the army inspector
definitely stated that the floor should be re~
informel Immediately. Once the floor treaks
doiaa ht «dll cost probably double or probably
it may result in serious accident* therefore,
la the case of such emergency m should get
lumber 1 If the cons traction company is short
on lumber, they should borrow from school and
return It liter* Something m&t be done to
take care of emergency*
£oru |feeds
teb. %

tm

Stiff
Ü

U*

m m

* ee tings
v Ik* mgr* and ®*ec. attended general meet*
log held at SIS Bee. Btll*
lew *Mk, Managers* were Introduce.
Announcements wore made* flew temporary
couaeilmea election to be held *eb. 9,
tr. **• fajita read minutes of meeting he
attended in Gm p #1 with Mr* Baeidoa.
»pecial meeting to be held at BiOO pla* .
tomorrow with Mr* Mmaao from Gmp #1
regarding the clothing allowance.

8Î0C& ICÏIUïIgg
C;
Q Block Meetings
Meeting wag held at ?*00 p.m.
Major
ity of the residents wer present*
designation handed la by Mr. Miyeta, Mr*
Matusmoto* Mr* donokiichi was accepted.
Mr. Boi as-^ed for declination as candidate
for councilman.
Residents accepted.
Xssei Advisor iominees, as follows!
Mr* Ichimura, M r# B^giunra* Mr* Miyata
Mr* donokuchl, Mr* Matsumoio.
*eb* B, 1943

Î*

STAFF

(A) Business % I i
tfl > Mgr»J
10s 4 dataistr&tlon Area*
OBJiCis ïo inquire if policeman.can run as a
block councilman*
fifÜhft, Inquirty was that they can- run as
councilman*
(B ) M a c t i n g s

51b BLOCK. »¿HAGER'S LOG
Block Manager* a lo,
i*locs filst» (50?,

F ?

-■«'— •i

,0G

"lie* Mgr. and
attended special meeting
held at 316 ^ec* Hall at is00 p.m
Mr* baiano from Camp- #1 torough new forms
which is to be filled out for Oct. Ho* and
&ee. clothing allowance*
¥1*

¥111*

REMARKS
Supply i>ept. announced that the written serial
Ho* of the oil heaters will be peiked up today.
MAHACER9S HOTS
I would like more cooperation from the social
WelfarB. When they ask us to make them
list
of names for data we cooper te but when we ask
them to give us a list of names and other data
for those in our block they refuse by merely
saying send secretary over. There things should
be reciprocal

a

Toru Ikeda
Feb.
X.

If!

VIII.

STAFF
(C) Survey
(Assft Mgr* made
to 38 years.

1943

survey of all men 18 yrs

VISITORS
(A) Business ^all
(*r. J* Hishida , Called this afternoon to
tell us that*
(a) Survey of residents 17 yrs and over
(female and male)
(b) Soldiers who wish to attend relocation
center will only need Mr* Heads 0.K*
before entering*
(Social Welfare &ept. brought forms for
clothing allowance.
MANAGER'S MOTE
Aa glad to find that the soldier who wish to
attend relocation center will only need Sr. Heads
O.&. before entering. These soldiers are giving
their best part of life to tt0ncle bam11. There
fore their intrance to this camp, whether they
are Rise! or not should be made easier. If a
person Is willing to fight for his country he
should be treated accordingly. Otherwise he

51b
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LOG

VIII.

IMAGEE*S flOCS (Continued)
will lose his purpose for fighting for the
cause which he believe*
foru Ikeda
Feb. b, 1945

X* STAFF
(A) Business Call
(»Ik. Mgr. went to the Industry Bept. with
Mr. T. Matsumoto who wishes employment in
that department. Mr. Mat sumo to will make
one of M s specialty as a proof of this
ability and skill.
(bee. went to the Bocll Welfare Lept. this
afternoon to compile birthdate and ages of
the residents for the coming clothing allow
ance forms.
II. BLOCH ACTIVITIES
(A) iprk Beports
(Ahe roofing paper was repaired today In the
block by the camp carpenters.
(The block gardener is lasy setting out new
ground and seeding them for the spring
harvest.
VI.

Will.

HEMA M S
(There were no IpitU Mgr s’ meeting today.
(The block Is going to be leveled in the near
future now that the camp engineers have served
the block.
M M AGEE'S SOTE
It Is imperative that the employment office
gives us a data of the person's employest date
or date a person is unemployed so that our record
for clothing allowance is accuarate. Otherwise
everytime the clothing allowance blaks come we
have to go person to person interview and even
then the record is inaccurate. All these extra
work Is wholly unnecessary if the employment
office informs us*
Torn Ikeda
F*b. 6, 1945

U.

BLOCH ACTIVITIES
|l| lork Heports
About 10 men of this blocks worked tilling

bLOCfi, UMAGEB £ LOG
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II.

#
ieb, 6, 1943
(Continued)

BiiOCK. ACTIVITIES
■
Work Reports
About 10 men of this block worked tilling
the soil for spring planting between block
1 and Bee* Ball.

XV*

VISITORS
(A) Business ^all
(fcaa -n#ita notified us that the payroll
check will be distributed at Bik. Mgrs. SOS
this morning*
^Result* Payroll was held up to be dispressed
next week.
(Bam *u|ita called this afternoon to pick up
the names of men 18-38 yrs of age and the roll
of block staff.

|||

REMARKS
(Reeieved minutes of Executive Committee meeting
Feb. 3, 1943

I.

II.

STAFF
(C) Survey
(Bik. staff went
ing allowance.

on survey regarding cloth

BLOCK, ACTIVITIES
(A) Work Reports
(*he block carpenter has made millttie
repair in the men latrine*
(Cardener is remaking the fence around the
block pond*

IV

VISITORS
(A) Business Call
(Bam Fajita called this morning and asked the
Bee. to make a list of persons of both sex
who is IT yrs of age and over since * eb. 1.
Also, said that the water will be turned on
for about 10 minut s this morning; the Bik.
Mgr. notified all block residents immediately.
(Mr.
Sakamoto called this afternoon with
a few memos.
,

VI

REMARKS
(Received payroll check this afternoon.

VIII.

M M ACER’S ROTE
Swamped with work. Mo time to write note* FeAl
some of the work shoved to us should be taken by
other departments.
Torn Ikeda

31b
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*eb. 10, 19€3
i*0G

hecauitulati n of the events during *eh. 10 thru- 4.
the census department requested the Manager1« office
through My. hurge to make a census of all male citizens
of the block, 17 years to 38 years.
the census department requested the »lock Manager «
office to recopy some of the Census forms on the typewri ter*
ciothing allowance forms which was requested by
Social Welfare to be filled, was made on by the secretryl
Lt* ^olton and his ¿rmy team was presented before
the people of Poston 3 and he spoke to the people regard
ing his mission.
The re-registration of all male citizens 17 years
and over was taken at the 310 Mess hall*
The recopy of the individual record of the Issei of
this block was made by the secretary.
Survey of all female citizens 17 years and over was
made».. 1§
Block leveling commenced on Bat. *eb. 13 by the
Engineering crew and was completed five days later*
Eiehle Eddie Matsumura and Frances Omeko Goto of
Cgap 2 made their vows at the 306 Buddhist Temple on
Valentine Bay and a gala reception was held at the 307
MessHall.
December payroll was distributed through the bik.
Mgr 1s office.
Shoe rationing came into effect and Mr. Tom Saltaaoto advised us to have the residents fill in applica
tions whoare in need of shoes. A11 war ration books
were requested to be(read) turned into the proper
authorities*
Mr. and Mrs. ueorge ¿oshlro *ujiaitsu left last
night for Granada, Colorado where they will reside with
their folks.
Gravel for the block was hauled by volunteers work
ers yesterday.
MAHAGER* S I0$E
The general outline above explains the reason for not
writing the daily log between *eb. 10 to feb. §4.
were given O.K, by the ^lock ^gr. Supervisor because
we were swamped by many important work which made it
impossible to write our daily log.
To ru Ikeda

31b
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LOG

II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) Work Reports

Block gardeners drained out the pond.

Sew

miniature buildings were added to the scenery*
Feb 25, 1943
I.

VIII.

STAFF
(A) Business Call
(Secretary went to Adm. Area to turn in the
shoe ration forms this afternoon*
MAMAGES*S MOTE
To hare one bucket per apartment is necessary and
in a way serve as a protection in ease of a possi
ble fire. I belive Vnat is the thought of the
supply department* Such action is commendable.
foru Ikeda
Feb. £6, 1943

I.

STAFF
(A) Business ^all
(•^lk. Mgr. and Sec. attended general meeting.
Announced that registration for all girls
over 17 and aliens will start Mon. 3/1/43.
Feb. 27, 1943

I.

II.

STAFF
(A) Business Oil
(*ssU 1'ffc to
Area Socil Welfare #pt.
to sake changes regarding the clothing
allowance.
(Ass11 M;,r. went to Burges office to see
Mr. Wumino regarding truck for hauling
timber. Mr. "umino was n t in.
U^lk. Mgr went to 310 Mess uall in regards
to the coming registration for women citi
zens and both male and female aliens. Blk
Mgr. appointed as one of the interviewers.
BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) Work Bgports
(A^out 30 men went to cut timber at the river
this afternoon.
(*ssft mgr. and custodian distributed brooms
and buckets to every apartment this after
noon.

HI

BLOCE »ASAGEE'S LOG
Block. ^sn&geaAs log
Block History (307j

ieb.
1948
(ConWnued)
1*00

IV.

VIII.

VISITORS
(*) Business Call
(*r.
*uaino called at this office and
informed ns that struck and a tractor was
availahtfe for the afternoon to go and cut
timber*
MANAGER* 8 MOTE
Fe£l Secretary should receive 119 a month
because they are one of the hardest working
group*
font Ikeda
Mar.

I.

II.

1943

STAFF
(A) Business Call
(*lk. MgrJ
TO; 31? Mess
OBJECT: Worked as registrar for the lesre clear
ance of Japanese alien and female
cltlsens.
(Ass11 Mgr.)
TO: Blkl Mgr. Supervisors Office.
OBJECT; Took shoe ration froras to the office
but they were rejected as Incomplete.
i&CK ACTIVITIES

(*) Work Reports
(iesfcerday, timber for ghe block was cut by
the residents of this block.
Mar. 2, 1943
80IE
Mar. 3» 1943
X.

IX.

STAFF
(A) Business ^&11
i^lock Manager. ¡p|
OBJECT j

523 less Hall*
*o Interview registers.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) fork Reports
i^he block pond was completely drained and
cleaned out today.
(^he reefer boys went to get aire wood for
the kitchen after their work.

vXC' w j j v ALnnnviou7u UvU
Block Manager* s log
Block History (305?)
•

|
Mar. 3, 1943
(Continued)
LOG

♦

REMARKS
(Today was pay day for this block*
(Dental Clinic Dept, requested a survey be made
of all male *and females 18 yrs and over.
Mar. 4, 1943
I*

II.

SlAFF
(C) Survey
(Survey of all persons 18 yrs and above
was made for the Dental Clinic Dept.
BLOC! ACTIVITIES
(B) Block Changes
(All those able bodied people of the block
helped in constructing a graveled path
within the block.
Mar* 5, 1943

II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(B) Block Changes
ifiesldehts have planted rye grass In front
of their apts. to beautify the homes.
Mar* 8,| 1943

u

STAFF
(B) Meetings
(Bee. and ¡¡¡¡8| Mgr. attended regular meetof the block managers, held at 329 recrea
tional hall*
Mr. Ikuta, head of the Bed Cross spoke to
us in Kgards to the membership drive.
Moved and seconded that all &Vz, Mgrs.will
assist in their respective blocks.
Buttons and cards were to be distrtbted

II*

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) fork Beports
(About thirty people of our block went to
the river to cut timber for the block use.

fill.

m a n a g e r 's

m m

I am greatly opposed to any form of vote as
taken today. It is unexctisable to vote on the
Bed Cross issue in front of the Bed Cross rep
resentative. Such method will always arouse
criticism after the vote is taken. Even though
the superior
vs
make his own deeision instead of
taking such a vote if he thinks it is unneces
sary. If a vote of this nature is to take place

31b
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■

(Continued)

¿00
fill

MANAGER’S NOTE1 (Continued)
let*s do it so that those who may oppose may
also be able to do so without being put uon
the spot*. We have always been complaining of
other department putting us *on the spot8 but
let us not put ourselves 8on the pet®. I have
heard some block managers complaining after
today* s meeting that they are being applied
pressure in a. Bnice sort of way8* Therefore I
hope these things will not occurr again.
v4:V

.Torn Ikeda

Mar. 8, 1943
I

STAFF

(it Business ^&I1
(Assft *grs. TO:
OBJECT:

HESOLT:

Adsu
Took the applications of
shoe ration cards, also
asked^when we were ahe
to get them.
They were not certain.
Mar. 9, 1943

X

STAFFi
(B) Meetings
(oik. 2gt. and Sec,attended general block
managers meeting held at 319 recreational
hall, 3:30 a.m.
Introduction of 311 Elk. Mgr. Mr. Carl
Iarazawa was made.
Several announcements were made. Was In
formed that the ^ongressio »1 Investigators
have come and gone.

XI

BLOCH ACTIVITIES
(B) Block Changes
(*°lk. gardener have extended the block garden

VIII

-MANAGER'S MOTE
The reefer bore attitude should be commended.
Three such cooperative methods everyone in the
block who have not read these magazine may fee
able to enjoy reading it.
Torn Ikeda

31b
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alock MsnaAr’s log
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*

Mar* 10, 1943
LOG

X.

STAFF
(A) Business Call
(Ass?t^gr. TO 5
OBJECT:
TO:
OBJECT;

3B4—8—A
^Parents Beport” forms
to Poston 3 school office*
3L9 Blk. Mgrs* Office.
Put in order for three §
H.P. fans.

(C) Survey
(Mr* Ichimura and Ass* t mgr. went on Bed
Cross Membership drive this afternoon*
(Ass?t air* also otiled those on list for
Pertusis test*
II*

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(â) Work Reports
(^lk. carpenters are building the porch in
front of the manager’s office.

IV.

VISITOBS
(à) Business Call
(*r. Pete Akahoshi*
PURPOSE: Wanted to know if the 2D? mess liaü
was willing to cooperate in various
Community Activités, and If the 31.H.
were not willing to do so, the
Community Activities threâtened to
deny all community equipment and
will not recognize any of the block
clubs.
(Mr. B»sh of Construction Best.
PURPOSE: To Inform us the insulating boEEds
for partitioning the Rec. Hall will
beefurnisued readily, expept that
there are no supporting beams at
hand so the partitioning will be
somewhat delayed.
(Census Lept.
PURPOSE: Re-check the block population.

Ill REMARKS

(^@ have been informed that the pC3A has boycotted
our block from all community activity.

VIII.

MANAGER'S HOTE
How it seems that 307 is on a blacklist of the
Community Activity. The strange thing about it
is that when the head of the Community Activity
was asked about this by one person, he didn’t
know about it; therefore, he dropped in at our
office to find oat the true fact about the case.
Upon investigating other mess hail in various

31b
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Continued)
LOG

fill.

MANAGER1B NOTE (Continued)
blocks by a selected committee before answer
ing them It seems that no one had reached an
agreement on the problem of rotating* If this
Issue was truly decided, I bedere our block as
well as other blocks will not have any misunder
standing* f@ had told them that if «11 other
mess halls would lend their mess hall, then we
will lend ours* We asked them t o 'try others
first but they flatly refused us and told us if
we do not cooperate with the® they will black
list us. Merely stating taat if all mess halls
is going to be used, we will lend ours but if
the others mess hall will not lend theirs out
we will not lend ours does not mean we refuse
to cooperate* %it Fete A&ahoshi didaft inter
pret it as such. n e took it to mean flat re
fuel and told us we will be on their blacklist*
I feel that this is fully unjustifiable because
of the fact that nothing definite in regards to
the rotation method was decided. If it was all
of the block should know about it but non© of
the block who were asked knew ab ut It which
clearly shows that nothing definite had been
decided. let the Community Activity states that
it was decided to go around in rotation. I
hppe they would from henceforth check into these
matter and make sure that something definite was
deeided Before going aro$nd giving misinforma
tion and creating ill feeling. Will the Bik*
Mgr. supervisor take care of th s matter prompt
ly *
■1; '
... : ■■
V
Toru Ikeda

Mar. H I 1943
X.

M 0 M (A) Business Call
0*ss* i Mgr. TO:
OBJECT:

VI.

AD. Bid.
Took up the shoe rration
form,

BEMA&iS
(Bed Cross drive proved successful in block.

VIII.

MANAGER*S NOTE
NOIE

BLOCK MAIUOEB^ LOG
Block Manager“ log
Block history (307)
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Mar.* 12, 1343
LOG

fe

STaFF
||§| business Call
TO:
r i k *gr
SUBJECT
TO:
SUBJECT:
TO:
SUBJECT:

Employment Office
To get referral card for
Mr* Ichlmura.
Maintenance Dept*
To pay for the coolers which
the residetns bought.
Bi*. Mgr* Supervisor.
To get release for Henry
Tanaka .and also to make sure
that we receive our share cf'
the soap* Later weit to sup
ply Dept, and found that
wa&epaper baskets were avail
able if requeisittoned.

1 1 Meetings'

(^lk. Mgrs. and Bee* attended general meeting
held at 323 Kec. Hall ||30 p.a.

IX

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(D) Employment
(A r. ^chimura reported to learn the |ob of

Ass*t Hlk.
VI

Mgr.

HEMAIKS
(All residetns went to health dept, to get their
month checked*
AA'i'

I

Mar* 13 f 1943

STAFF
(**} Survey
(*ssft Mgr. and A r. Ichimura went On survey
in block for the purpose of determining the
amount of shoe repair tags to be allotted
to each family.
There was-much more demand for other tags.

VI

REMARKS
Today was the last day for Mr* £. Henry Tanaka
as the A ssi t mgr. of the block.
Mar* 14* 1343

IV

VISITORS

Business Call
|f| Msmiya called at the office to inform
us that the ^shihai* to be held ms canceled.
(Mr. T. Sakamoto informed us tnat the cancel
led ^shibai** is to be held tonight and that
the transportation facilities were in order
again for the Shibai troups,
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LOG

IV.

VISITORS
(A) (Continued)

(Mrs. Asuruoka notified at office that there
was to be a artificial flower ealss at 308
1:30 p.m.

*
VI,

STAFF

|||i!m

n^||

"

Business Call
Block Manager went to the Construction Bept.
Objects Request for partition in the *ec. Ball
Results They will put the partition in within
about & or 3 days.
Meeting■
Block Manager and the Secretary attended the
general block meeting at the 3&9 Rec. hall*. : It
was a Joint meeting with th£\ ^ouncilaen, Mr
Zimiaeriand was a guest speaker.
Blit. Manager and the Ass*st Manager attended a
meeting this afternoon is00 p.a.
II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
Work Reports
The block gardener has brought a few crates
of aappa to the block kitchen.

Block Change (Rone)
VI.

REMARKS
Mrs. R. Fukushiaaa and son Jimmie left this morn*
ing at 5s00 a.a I for a visit to Lordburg, Hew

lexicon
VIII.

MAHACER1S MOTE
Heard Mr. Zimmerman speak. The content of h i s
speech w a s heartening. I hope a time will soon
arrive when everyone will once more resume a
normal life becasue this present sort of life is
none too good for the youth or child.
Torn Ikeda
Mar. 17, 1943

VX.

HEMARCS

The soap sales started tills morning at the Block
Manager*s office,■
VIII.

MAMACER*£ MOTE

ill

¿¿b
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Bloc*. ¿aa&ge^s io£
i>Xocii History* (50?;
LOG

||

STaFF
(B) Meetings
(iues. Friday)
Mgr. and Bee. attended general meeting,
haM at 319 Bee. Hall*
Friday, bad joint meeting with Chefs.

II.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(A) lork Reports

Felt for the linoisam was distributed to
each apt.
Q

tl*

Biocii Changes
$ne partition was put up In 307 Rec. Hall*

BhJiAhXkb ;
(loung people club of 36? was formed,

fill.

M M AGEE* S HO IE

feg||/ t

■
/
.;

> ■:, .‘H 'f

"'^u$$«1"•^ *■'’*¿^.J15 ¡w
jx 3 ' ’ A ^|v*» \ .

Sure aa glad that the partition is up for the
pre-school
Ho« they may be able to take up
variou s activities under proper environment*
The younger group of our block could now: have
a place'to play during the evening. All In all
this was one thing that really iafelped out. I
hope the other partition promised the weight
lifter be taken care soon because to carry on
the physical development exercises amidst
tobacco smoke is not good
Torn Ike&a
3/E9/3/I3
I.

STAFF

(A) B sines

Call

loru Ikeda, Block Manager went to Phoenix
Mgr* TO; " Phoenix
OBJECT:
Block shopping
RESOLTs
fc’as able to get few things, but
not able to check up on cooler.
(B) Meetings
(Tuesday, March 30)
Mgr. and Sec. attended genessL meeting held
at 319 Bee. Hall at 9:30 a.s.
Mr* Zimmer
man spoke to Mgrs. mtl Secs* about leave

clearance.
II.

BLOOM ACTIVITIES
(B) Rjoek Changes
lo&o and loshiko T'oraji moved to & m p II
temporarily.
Tdneh&ru Tajiri left for Greeley, Colorado
to /work.

31b BLOCK MANAGER18 LOG
'Block
s lor
Block Bistorj (SO?)

JJj
II,

(Continued)

LOG

BLOCK ACTIVITIES (Continued)
(0) Block Meetings
Young people* s club of SO? chose Pride-0-?
as club name*

III. EMERGENCIES
(A) Medical Department
Haruto Ulino was taken to

I Hospital

?i. -amass
(A) Complaints
Wo would like to have typewriter ribbon,
Ink, eraser, pencil and paper clips.
(B) venehL Remarks
Library books were brought Into office
from Camp II Library*
VIII.

MANAGER* S ROTS
Went to see Dr, Wada gbout nTBw cases of certain
party.
more I think about it the more I
feel an establishment of isolated blocks to take
care of these light communicable cases and that
they be transferred to Camp I Hospital as scon
as possible. Probably the control of nT0* cases
from spreading to other persons in the block may
be controlled if every details of the instructions
is fulfilled, but there is always a change for a
.slip up. Once this occur the whole block ;&ay be
affecidd. Therefore I feel that the community
council as well as the block manager must take
immediate step to set up an isolated block to
take care only of the "TB* patient until they
aay be admitted to the hospital.
Torn Ikeda
April 5-10,* 43

||

STAFF
(A) Business Balls
Block Manager tent to Gamp I.
MGR. TO: Camp I Community Enterprise Office
OBJECT: Information on Mess Hall eodler
RESULT: deceived copy of letter which gives
permission to Mr, Arikswa to bring
home the cooler.
Supervisor of '**%£* Mgr. came to see Blk. Mgr.
OBJECT: Special.emergency meeting to hear
Mr. ^unquiet speak.
RESULT: Heard an Interesting talk on Re
settlement of Japanese.

BLOCK. MAIjAGEMS LO

Block ^'sn&g'dlps log
Block History {507}
LOG
I

STAFF'
(B) MESHINGS

'

'

||

■ligr. and Secs» attended general' meeting
/
held at -.306 Bed. Hall, April
at 9* 30
a*2i* ■Had discussion with My* Bhlno^oto- about
Consumer* s Service Bureau,

H

BLOCK ACTIVITIES

Block Changes
Bill Tanaka* Tqshlo ftakamura* Shi 'llto

H lra^o to * Tod H iram oto* Teilcl T ash iro and
Snig T :
■süilTö left for Saline* Otah to work.
§S;:i ®nd L r s . ^ o i; and 'fam ily l e f t fo r
Kümmerer, Wyoming.
3 cial Activities
Pride-0«7. Had their installation social.
ppjj|resnmeQt and. gom es w o rse n Jo y e d by e v e ry o n e .

REMARKS
If) 'General Remarks.
Received .from *g. Department 5 Chinese Elm
1rees.

vili.

MANAGER'S MOTE

*eard ^r. ^nnquist speak on Besettleaent ques
tion, Information received from him was very
.int|,resting as well #1 heartening. I am confi
dent that m m ? persons will take opportunity of
this chance to go Bast or Mid-easier States.
At alst the complication resulting from our
kitchen cooler Is about to be clarified After
much negotiation with * r. lister of C. &
also with Mr, Fister and the company to whom the
cooler motor was sent. It seems that unless we
are always poshing the problems until the party
involved bhce^es tired of seeing us or hearing
from us nothing could be done.
The hot spell is about to come. This again will
make the fuse problem acute —
especially in
§ p j | harracks 13 and 14»
^itb all the coolers
running and probably with I; or 3 100 w, bulb per
apartment these two barracks stands a good chance
or tuning out a fuse if a single hot plate Is
Plugged in. ibis will also raise the problem of
ire hazard. The only feasible means open today
is to install 3 wires into those two apartments*
This is a serious problem therefore will the Bi*
Mgr Supervisor and Mr. Burge try to get these
two buildings properly wired before it is too
löte, ¡¡g s involves the whole camp and the gener—

B I o c k -* r. n

Block

?m.

* 3 lo g

stpry (507)

UA3AGER*S MOTE
al welfare of all people* therefore,, please
bring this problem up to the
III Council
el so •
lorn Ikeda
April 132-17, »43

1*

STAFF
(A) Business Calls
Blocs Manager and Assistant Bloc«? Manager
went to family Welfare department.

^GH. TO:

Family Welfare department

OBJECT;

To clarify the ?.&. Grant and
to interview in the Block Manager1s
Office all persons whose name were
under P.A*

(S) Meetings
Mgr, and Sees, attended general ..meeting held
at 306 See.* Hall, April 13, at 9*30 a.m.
Had discussion with.. Mr. Moshloka about the
Consumers Service ^ureau.

tU

BLOCK. ACTIVITIES
(;'i) V-ork Hep r ts
The carpenters made book shelves for the
library books.
■

xi.

emergencies

(A) ledleal Department
Dy, came to se*r weorge l li n o and'Mtsijno
^t|||''Z a m m o to. ,1.1 ;:
a
VIII.

MANAGER* S NOTE
To clarify many errors and probable misconception
on P.A. Grants, | went to see the Family; Welfare
Department, Most of the errors and misconception
or lack of understanding on
krauts were
clarified but after l| .hours of conversation on
various problems I feel that it is of utmost
importance that the Family Welfare publish,,, the
full details -and eligibility for ?,.A , ,Grants, in
beta the English and Japanese lore so in Japa
nese because it is cheifiy the iseel #ho:must
take P.A . I believe the most feasible methods
open to date to tr-ke earn of the F.A. at present
Is to have the Family «elfere Hepre3 entative come
to the Block m anagerf| office and call all those

31b
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MAHAGEB*S MOTE

people eligible together and interview them*
This till save much time and hard work for all
the parfy concerned as well as making the Block
Manager s position clearer in regards to the
clothing allowance.
There is some problem of F,!, 1 whole-hearted
ly disagree. I feel that a «other with small
children should be mi tit led to the clothing
allowance. Under the present setup if the has
some bank deposit or property she is not entitl
ed to ®P.k.® This is wholly unjustifiable
because the person involved wants to work but
because of small child or children she is unable
to work. She, more than anyone else, is really
in need of clothing allowance or **?.&.
I feel that these speck! cases should be consi
dered so that those who truly is in need of
clothing allowance be given what they truly
deserve. ¡Jg the party does not work when it is
possible for him or her to work then probably
we may say he is not entitiled to clothing
htt.tMMce.lpr *P#A.* but when a party wants to
work but because of a child or children he or
she is unable to work thenclofeel that it is
more than right that he or she be entitled to
the clothing allowance or
8 onder the new
ruling X am told they are not entitled to either
if they have enough property at home or bank
deposit. X feel that this should be immediate
ly be changed to take care of these special
cases.
In regards to various ruling on clothing Allow
ance or P.k.8 if feel it is more than right
that we be Informed of the latest ruling ifwe
are to take any part in filling out the cloth
ing allowance. I also feel that in order to
make our clothing allowance sheet aoarately
and to facilitate its making the time keeper1s
department should keep us posted on the people
hired or quiting as they come up* In the way
the whole work may be speeded up with much
trouble.
Toru Xkeda

Mb
1

April 13-£4, *
LOG
I.

STAFF
(A) Business Calls
Mg . to Maintenance
MGS. TO: Maintenance
OBJECT: To get bulb
HESOiiTi Heceived ^ulbs
Mgr. to; Camp I
OBJECT: To hear Myers speak
. BESOBT; .
(B) Meetings
Mrs* and Secs, attended general meeting held
at 306 Sec. Ball, April IS, at 0:SO a.m. Mr
Brans gave a talk on fire hazards. Mis Boa
Butler talked about Public Assistance ^rant.
tC) Surrey
Blk* Mg . went to find out how many ppt. had
screen doors. Be stilt* Only one apt* had
screen door.

II.

BBQCJL ACTIVITIES
(B) Block Changes
^ad Miyata left for Oregon
(D) Employment
shiko Tanaka came in as our new Custodian

II.

M1BOTCIBS
(a ) Medical department
lasu Tashiro was taken to Camp I Hospital
for an appendicitis operation.

VI.

SSKSBU1£$ .

(

J n sin e s sh aparAasen t
epresentatlve from Family Welfare came to
interview persons unable to walk up to Ad.
Building.

VIII.

MAHAGEE1S BOTE
Hare nothing much to say. Except that the heat
which came to Poston made many people go to the
Hirer for fishing or swimming. This would
naturally raise the problem of life guard so
that such Incident as that which oecured to a
person in 305 will not happen again. It would
be advisable to have set standard method with
full instruction to the life guards and the
resldetns. It is imperative that earlier this
is completed, the safer it will be. Therefore
will the B1&. Mgr. Supervisor and ^ri Burge
push this
| r the general welfare of
everyone o

Slto BLOCi, MAM AGM* S LOG
Block *aaag49fs log
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LOG
mi.

MAMAGER1S 8GTES
We are In dire need of truck to complete our
&ade and kitchen extension. With the use of a
truck, we say be able to complete those con
struction and minimize the fire hazard. Our
fire chief has been talking of fire preventive
means but without proper material or vehible
to haul proper material these fire hazard will
not be minimized, therefore will you please
get two or three trucks for us?
Torn Ikeda
April £6-11ay 1

X.

STAFF
(B) Meetings
Mgrs. and &ees a tended a meeting at 506
Rec Hall April 17 at 3s00 a.m. Announce
ments were made.

II.

VIII.

BLGCk ACTIVITIES
(B) Block Changes
Mrs. Xomiye Teraji passed away at the Phoe
nix Hospital.
Mr. Yasui and Mr. Murakawa left for work.
Mr. Watanab left for work.
Samuel YamaguchL left for Montana to work.
(C) Block Meetings
A block meeting was called to discuss about
the subsistence warehouse worker and need
of firemen.
tBJ Employment
Toshio&ki Yamamoto is working as subsistence
warehouse. Akio Pukushlma, George 8lino,
lak Salto Yukio and Yutaka Yamamoto, Yosh\
Ozawa and I'om Sas&no is working in the Pi re
Department*
MASAGEE*S MOTE
Saturday was the real day. Although we worked
hard, we enjoyed doing so because in so doing
we had made the resident happy. We started
with the Pebruary pay in the morning and in the
afternoon we gave out December clothing allowance
check. Everyone was all smiles. If such a day
would last every day I belive this camp may
become another «topia except for the food and
housing condition. >t any rate, everyone was
satisfied and happy. I hope we will soon catch
up with pay and clothing allowance so that we

April fc6- May 1
( ontinued)
106
fill.

MAMAQEB1 8 SOTK
-she proud id say iii&I Poston Is also
up to date in paymat of cash advsnce and
clothing allowance* I fully real!&e that l%m
Sakamoto and "“r. Burge is working hard toward
this end hut will you please keep on trying un
til we catch up? X am sure everyone will
appreciate this*
Torn Ikeda
May 5-8-* 1945

I*

II.

fill.

STAFF
(B) Meetings
Mgrs. and Bees, attended a meeting held
at 518 Bee, Ball at 9l00 a.m. kr# Svens
came to speak, Gerald ^umino *aade announce
ments of the coming Industry Exhibit*
(0) Survey
Survey was made on all coolers in the block.
Survey was made on wild animals, birds and
snakes*
B10CA ACTIVITIES
(B) Block Changes
Toshiyuki &oga has come from Tula lake to
live with his brother,
MAHAGEftf S HOTE

I would like to see at least a secretary or some
one in the Slk. Mgrs. Supervisor* s office during
regular hours — even during pay day for certain
roku, I believe the personnel of the supervisor* s
office is represented from three roku; therefore
even during pay day, will the supervisor see to
it that someone will be in the office, te cannot
tell how importat a rush message may be phoned to
his office but if no one is there to receive it,
it will not be ta&en c re of.
Because of the raise in other department and
because of the fact that the work hours for adobe
work has been made |19 per month with only | day
to work each day, there has been much talk and
dlsatisfaction among the workers in the block
who works for a whole day and yet receive only
|16, 1 fully realise that the Block Manager Bup,
is fighting hard to do all in his power to take

51b
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MAM AGEE'S MOTE
y*r© df these matters bat IIwish he will con
tact Mr* Burge once more to see If any means
may be devised to satisfy these people before
these disatisfaction will take form. 1 teliere
construction workers as well as those working
within the block should be on the same level in
regards to pay and amount of working hours.
Tora Ike da
May |H|i|| 1345

X.

STAFF
(B) Meetings
Mgrs..and Bees, attended meeting at 516 Bee.
Sail, 9s00 a.m. on May 11. It was suggested
that 6 to 4 persons were elected by the
people to have power to draft people in case
of immergencies such as kitchen cooks quit
ting.

II.

fill.

BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(0) Employment
Toshiyuki Koga started to work in the Police
Department from May 1£.
MAMAaER*S |l!I
I was greatly surprised to find Tom Sakamoto had
resigned because his recommendation for the raise
of the Block ^tafl had been rejected by the Merit
Board. These recommendation was not Tom’s own
recommendation but of the Block Manager^ and Tom
had ta^en the respoasifolity of not being able to
get this recommendation accepted upon his own
shoulder stating that it is all the result of his
inefficiency. therefore feeling his respoasibili
ty he had resigned. !e the block manager1s as
well as the staff should do something about this
immediately because Tom had went to bat for us
and we must not let him resign because it was no
fault of his won that led to his resignation, ^e
blocK managers are also just as responsible as he
is.
Torn Ikeda
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May 1
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STAFF
(B) Meetings
Mgrs. and Bees* attend ed a meeting at 316
Bee. -%X1* May IS from 9s00 a.m. Announce
ments were made.
the block staff attended a special meeting
at 316 Bee. Hall on May 17, concerning the
resignation of *om Sakamoto.
(C) Survey
| survey was made of the work done by gar
dener® and b1.00:1 carpenters.

II.

BLOCd ACTIVITIES
(A) fork Reports
^lock carpenter Is working 00
juioxrxiij ©f
in erior wall of the ^locit Manager* ft Office®
(B) B lock ^hsnges
Aicnimatsu Hayas-4. left for outside work. 5/10/43
(C) Block Meetings
We had a block meeting to discuss about the
Poston Quarter.
(£), Social Activities
Pride - 0 - 7 went on a picnic to the river
on Sunday.

III

EMERGENCIES
(A) Medical Department
Dr. fada was called for Mrs. Hiro Meyeda. 5/16/43
Dr. W&da was called for Jan Arikawa on 5/17/43.
(D) Other Emergencies
Had trouble with the boiler in the Men’s
latrine on 5/16/43.

/

VIII

MANAGER’S BOTE
These were a hectic days for the ^lock Manager’s
Committee who were in charge of negotiation with
the merit board. The first meeting ended unsatis
factorily but the last meeting with the merit
rating board ended satisfactorily with good feel
ing existing between hotn parties. Jin Takashima’s
attitude and method of conducting the last meet
ing commendable. It may have been largely his
conducting of the meeting that everything went on
satisfactorily for both party.
Bow we are busy compiling statistics and summariz
ing these for cla ifleation. Glancing through
them would .give anyone an idea that someone is
writing a thesis on block management or something.
At any ®te, I believe the facts and figures pre
sents a strong arguments for our staff being
recommended for *If! classification.
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STAFF
(A) Business Calls
Mgr. fOs 506 Block Manager's Office
OBJECT: Called up Camp II and III Police
department to thank them for &r*
Miyazaki.
ffj meetings
Mgrs. and Bees, attended a meeting at 516.
Bee. Hall May 24 at 5:15 p.®. Announcemtns
were made.

II.

BLOCk CTIVITIES
(B) B*oek ^Manges
Mrs. 1. Hayakawa and family left for iexas
to Join her husband. 5/24/53

III.

EMEBGBMCIES
(0) Other %iergeacies
A searching party was sent out for Mr.
Miyazaki who we thought was lost, but later
found cut that he was in Camp1
;XI.

¥11II. MAMAGEE*£ MOTE
Tne coming ol the Japanes movie did a great deal
toward the raising of the issei morale, lo date
they have been seeing the American movies with
out fully understanding the general story because
of their lack of English. However, they received
an extra treat when the Japanese movie came. I
could easily see their enthusiasm and joy upon
announcing of the movie. I believe the occasion
al Japanese move! will more than repay for its
trouble in terms of appreciation and raising of
the Issei morale. I hope the administration will
encourage the occasional showing of such enter
tainment.
I hope our block manager1s supervisor or Mr. Burge
see to it that our M o c k may be able to get a
truck. Mo do bt our block will be told to take
the block shade; down. How ver, without truck we
cannot construct another shade in its place be
cause it is Imperative that we nave more lumber.
With the imainett arrival of Poston weather the
block shade will /lay a major role as an amusement
and recr ational place for children as well as
resting place for adults, l-herefore please see
if something may be done in this regard.
1|I |

Torn Ikeda
May 51-June §
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.ay 3X—Junc^. 1943
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STAFF
(B) feting
attended a meeting at SB9
Bec*. Sii, June 1 et 9:00 «...
Wunceaents «ere mede.

XX,

bujck activities

(A) vo rx Reports
,
v.pm?hes
» » in the bloc« are putting up benches
aid mSlng a railing for the baseball field.
June 14-19, 1943
I.

II*

STAFF
(B) Ì « t ^ S à Secs attended meeting at 3S9 Ree.
till, June £ 5 at 9:00 a.». Announcements
were made.
BLOCK. ACTIVITIES
iA) :.w©rk Bs'ports
n a.+■
T^e block carpenters «re almost tiirouga
putting In screen doors.
(B> S
W
* « <*»'*«*
assai*
(C) Block Meetings
,,
^ *.*„ ««,1 ssion
SO? had their blocs »eetiag m t h disc s
and explanation of Cooperative System by
Mr* Hayakawa.
Juno 21-26* ■l.S€S
STAFF
(5} SirsinK d Secs, attended a meeting at 3E9
Igl'aSl, June 2£, at 9*00 a. a. Announcenents were made»
,, .
dec Ball
A special seetAng was :neld at *,¿9
June k5, 194S.
ill the Dies CoaaltMr. Burge gave an report on tne
«"*■
tee." "

II*

BLOCK. ACTIVITIES
«

S P S S ' S , « * . . .«.» »„

p.i»t.a.

lB) £ ! “ ¿ “S ? l 6y t r a » « !.«* ~ » M »
S06
Siili
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I.

II.

mx.

STAIF
(B) Meetings
Mgrs* and Bees attended meeting at 306
^ec. Hall June fc3 at 9i00 a.m. announce
ment s were made.
BLOCK ACTIVITIES
(B) Block Changes
Mr. & Mrs. logasaki and family left for L&lt
Lake ^ity on June 30.
(C) Block Meeting
A block meeting was Held. A report from the
Council was made about the Industry.
MASAGEB*S IDfE

m m
TOKO IKEDA

